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Introduction
The radical movements of the 60's were punctuated by the revival of feminism.
As the movements demanded that disenfranchised
citizens be allowed to actively participate in societal decisionmaking, women became cognizant of the fact that even within the
movements they continued to be relegated to second class status.
This realization served as a catalyst for the reemergence of the
women's movement within American society.
Feminist ideas spread
rapidly among the social movements.
Women neld political meetings
to discuss social inequities and their impact upon womannood. From
these meetings consciousness-raising groups evolved as a forum to
raise non-movement women's consciousness of their oppression
through social support and the sharing of experiences. Tne members
of consciousness-raising groups founded more feminist groups and
by the1 end of 1969 the women's movement had become nationally
known.
Feminist organizations and groups have often affiliated into
coalitions to strengthen and unify the smaller groups and to provide a broader base for social action. As the issues have become
more delineated, the coalitions have supported the growth of alternative services for women.
In the 70's numerous organizations
have been founded to serve previously neglected women in such areas
as abortion, health care, woman battering, rape and alcoholism.
These organizations are alternatives to the conventional human services which have been ineffective in understanding and solving
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women's problems.
The purpose of this paper is to identify salient dimensions
which differentiate women's alternative organizations and conventional human services; to identify and discuss select problems of

feminist service groups; and to present strategies that enhance
the survival potential of women's services.
Alternative Feminist Groups Vs. Conventional Services
Theoretically, the utility of alternative services lies in its
responsiveness to consumer needs, the coherence between program design, implementation, and consumer life styles, and the inclusion
of consumers in the organizational decision-making process. Alternative services indirectly help to improve the utility of conventional services by pressuring these agencies into an awareness
of their limitations, thereby enhancing initiation of problem
solving, ameliorative activities. Alternative agencies also
alleviate the workload of conventional human service providers
by their willingness to service "unwanted clients" who fall
through gaps caused by service fragmentation.
Alternative feminist agencies within the human service sector
provide needed services in addition to developing and implementing
strategies that enhance the political, economic and social viability of women as an oppressed group. The necessity of forging linkages between service wori and political activity has been discussed by Gil2 and Withorn.
The advantage of linking service and
political activity according to Withorn, lies in "the hope that
people can become radicalized through such services, that they
can begin to see the connection between one specific need and
other need , and finally to understand the deeper causes of their
troubles. "t

As used in this paper, alternative feminist agencies are defined as those organizations which evolve from grassroots efforts
as a means of providing direct services to women and advocating
for equal rights and status for women. Since these agencies fill
existing service gaps and challenge the limitations of existing
conventional agencies, they are generally perceived with suspicion by traditional human service providers.
Consequently, from
inception,

the efforts of feminist agencies are fraugflt witn pro-

blems, and survival is always a paramount concern.
The organizational structure and services of alternative women's

groups are distinctly different from conventional agencies
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along the following dimensions:
the authority structure, performance guides, porblem solving process, planning personnel, public
service model, the agency's orientation toward consumer problems,
the agency's pattern of accountability, and the feelings and attitudes engendered in consumers by the agency.
Figure #1 depicts
these salient dimensions and the difference between alternative
and conventional agencies in respect to each factor.
FIGURE #1 5
Alternative
Feminist
Agency

Conventional
Agency

Authority
Structure

Collegial/Collective

Hierarchical

Performance
Guides

Internalization of Organizational Goals/Feminist
Ideology

A-priori rules/
white male system
ideology

Problem
Solving
Process

Collective Decision
Making

Bureaucratic

Planning
Process

Persons delegated by representatives of women

Experts

Public Service
Model

Help women to advocate
for selves

Maintain (Statusquo) System

Agency
Orientation
Toward Women's
Problems

Preventative/Responsive

Curative/Reactionary/Consumer
Pressure oriented

Pattern of
Relating to
Women

Humanistic/Personalized

Impersonal

Accountability

To consumers and collective

To Taxpayers and
Agency Administrators
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FIGURE #1 (cont.)

Alternative
Feminist
Agency
Feelings and
Attitudes
Engendered
in Consumers
by the Agency

Belonging/Solidarity/
Collective potency

Conventional
Agency
Unwanted/Individualism/
Competiveness/
Personal Impotence

As figure #1 indicates, the structural components of alternative women's agencies generally conform to an ideological framework whose major thrust is social, economic, and political egalitarianism. Feminist agencies exist to promote the welfare of
women by addressing their needs through political and service
activities. Conversely, conventional agencies' structural components preclude initiation and implementation of activities
that aren't by nature supportive of the status-quo. Conventional
agencies are characterized by a schizophrenic quality which manifests itself in a pseudo helpful consumer/provider relationship.
Galper 6 refers to this duality as one of the political functions
of social services.
The objective of social services' duality is
political, economic and social control of disenfranchesea individuals and groups.
Conventional and feminist alternative agency structural components are theoretically quite different. However, social forces
tend to pressure both conventional and alternative agencies in
the same directions. The resulting compromise produces agency
structural types which conform "more or less" to the structural
components identified in Figure #1. lie believe that in spite of
this reality, the degrees of difference beLween the structure of
these two service approaches is both striking and important.
The authority structure, utilization of planning personnel
and problem solving process of conventional agencies conform to
notions which undergird principles of scientific management and
the male system. Hierarchical structures that result in the final
decision-making process residing within the position of the person at the apex of the organization, coupled with a problem solving approach which utilizes experts in an area of concern is
widely accepted as a method of optimizing agency resources and
goal attainment. Of course, the nexus of this approach to
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human services lies in the somewhat overstated assumption that the
largely inanimate products of human service agencies are quantifiable as are assembly line products. The results of this belief
have been a reduction in the volume and quality of female input
and decision-making. This approach to human services promotes
dependency;
it is dehumanizing, and perpetuates a false consciousness regarding social change by advancing the false notion that
social problems are resolvable through individual efforts or personal behavioral changes when clearly, these issues are only resolvable through collective action.
The antithesis of the conventional service model for women
is a humanistic, egalitarian and feminist service model.
The purpose of this model is to service women, advocate for their human
and civil rights, and to act as a catalyst for political and economic self-determination. Agencies characterized by these dimensions emanate from ideological frameworks substantially different
from those that give birth to conventional service models. The
belief systems supportive of feminist agency development tend to
emphasize collective purpose and well-being in lieu of individual
prosperity and competition.
This ideological framework typically
gives rise to operable features which include egalitarian governance, participatory planning and meaningful consumer involvement
in the decision-making process. Feminist agencies' structural
components, and related activities attempt to enhance women's
sense of belonging, encourage solidarity and feelings of collective
political potency.
Problems of Alternative Feminist Agencies
The problems of alternative feminist organizations are as
variated as the diverse needs of the women they serve. In addition to encountering many of the same structural , performance
and inter-organizational environmental problems as conventional
agencies, small alternative agency difficulties are often exacerbated by acute budgetary, personnel and technological inadequacies.
These latter problems, often a consequence of concessions made by
organizations during their early stages of development, are identified as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Forced modification of original goals and objectives;
Lack of organizational structure and development;
Reduced staff efficiency through constrained generalization;
Inability to attract and hold top level employees;
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5.
6.
7.
8.

Heavy reliance on volunteer staff;
Poor organizational relationships;
Limited growth as an effective alternative to the conventional service sector; and
Confrontation with the male system.

The influence of national decisions on local human service
activities has been emphasized by Alvin Gouldner. He maintained
that, "The locus of reform initiatives and resources is increasingly
found on the level of national politics and foundations, rather
or the
than in the political vitality, the economic resources,
7
zealous initiatives of elites with local roots."
The shift which Gouldner identified has a detrimental impact
on both conventional and alternative services. However, the burden
of this change weighs more heavily on alternative services due to
the enactment of legislation which dislodged planning authority and
resources from neighborhood and residence orgnizations, and returned it to the chief executive of the city.
There are numerous external decisions that negatively impact
on the ability of alternative agencies to function at maximum ef9
Staff morale, work satisfaction and inter-organization
ficiency.
relationships are often negatively affected by these decisions.
The impact of external decisions on determining organizational
goals, structural and environmental factors can modify feminist
groups in unforeseen manners. For example, Women In Transition,
Inc. (WIT), a Philadelphia based women's crisis center began to
operate in 1971. Within four years, the agency had expanded to
such proportions that it necessitated a $100,000 a year budget and
could no longer be supported by small grants and private foundations.
Negotiations with traditional funding sources resulted in a reduction of WIT staff from seven to two and an affiliation with a
local community health center which had an "unspecified degree of
10
control over programs and expenditures."
The fact that alternative feminist agencies are particularly
vulnerable to environmental factors and inter-organizational field
forces underscores the importance of organizational development.
The relationship between organizational development and survival
of alternative organizations was identified and discussed by the
11
He maintained that prior to initiation of
late Saul Alinsky.
salient organizational structural comactivities,
programmatic
ponents must be firmly established. This is seldom the case with
alternative agencies. The movement from issue identification,
ad-hoc committee proposal submission, and acceptance of the
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proposal by the funding body to providing services prior to development of organizational structure is commonplace.
The lack of organizational development among feminist agencies is reflected in the limited number of specialized occupational
categories represented by agency personnel. While there are of
course, numerous variables which explain this deficit, agency financial limitations loom as the most plausible and cogent explanatory factors. It should also be noted that agencies fortunate
enough to secure the services of highly skilled planners, evaluators, program developers, etc., are seldom able to provide selfdeveloping activities, or financial incentives to ensure retention
of their services over a reasonable time span.
These problems which confront feminist organizations also
affect the growth potential of the agency. The grassroots groups
are limited in their growth by low budgets, inadequate personnel
and technological inabilities. These problems limit the growth
of the organization in a practical, as well as, philosophical
sense. Many organizations cease to exist or are coopted into
large bureaucratic structures, while others maintain a level of
functioning which can only be forecast on a year-to-year basis.
Survival, therefore, becomes a major energy drain and service delivery often is only of secondary importance.
These kinds of problems which affect any alternative service
organization are especially burdensome for feminist endeavors.
The constraints and pressures of the conventional sector magnify
the impact of the male system upon women's groups. One of the
major beliefs of the male system is in the scientific method as
the only valid indicator of success or failure, while the female
system's primary belief is in the validity of process in and of
itself. Other male system/female system inconsistencies center
around issues of sex-role stereotyping, responsibility, inter12
personal relationships and definitions of people and things.
Women within an alternative feminist organization, therefore,
confront additional obstacles to the success or survival of the
group since they are not only providing an alternative service in
a hostile environment, but they also represent a direct threat to
the validity of the supremacy of the male system.
Survival of Feminist Organizations as Effective Alternatives to
Conventional Human Services
A feminist group which succeeds in establishing an alternative service organization may struggle against the status quo for
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a number of years prior to being recognized by the community as
viable service for women's problems. Unfortunately this "credibility" does not translate into survival and the group continues
to encounter survival threats. Eventually the feminist organization will reach a crossroad in its existence as initial funding sources begin to withdraw support, the organization realizes
that it can no longer rely on volunteer staff and/or the organization expands to necessitate an increase in funds. These variations compel the group to reconsider its financial and survival
options as an effective alternative service for women. It is at
this point that the feminist organization makes decisions crucial
to its future impact on service delivery. In a functional sense,
when this occurs, the organization has reached a survival crossroad. Decisions made at this juncture are restricted to a choice
between two systems and the group may select to survive within the
male or female system. This decision, which is based on a series
of local, as well as, national variables related to funding and
other sources of support, is diagrammed in Figure #2.
FIGURE #2
FEMINIST ORGA14IZATION SURVIVAL CROSSROAD
ALTERiqATIVES
MALE SYSTEM

1.

Initial decision
to ameliorate problems:

2.

Exploration of
survival techniques through:

FEMALE SYSTEM

Attraction to male
system as potential
security and financial stability.

Commitment and belief in the female
system as a pragmatic and philosophical means of
survivaL

a.submittance of
proposals to conventional sources;
b.collateral support
from status quo;
c.modification of
orginal goals and
objectives.

a.decentralization;
b.formation of
local feminist
coalitions;
c.solicitation of
fiancial and inkind support from
the female system;
d.maintenance of
orginal goals
and objectives.
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Male System

Female System

3.

Continued existence dependent on:

Alterations which
fit within the male
system.

Identification of
the female system.

4.

Funding consequence:

Original philosophy
and goals compromised
or threatened;
service delivery adversely effected.

Maintenance of original feminist ideology;
effective service delivery.

The implications of the above choices on the feminist organization are noteworthy. While it is evident that the male system
is more constraining and restrictive in its allowance of deviancy
from the status quo, the option to survive within that system
should not be entirely disregarded. The male system, it must be
remembered, controls the vast majority of financial support for
human service projects. There is, therefore, a fair chance that
a well-written proposal by a well-supported feminist organization
will be funded. This money would then be channelled into a feminist service area and even though the goals and objectives of
the original organization may be modified, the funds are still
being deflected from the conventional male sector. The feminist
organization which obtains financial support from the male system
consequently is pervading and diluting that system.
Another advantage of pursuing funds from the male system is
that the duration of the funding period may allow the feminist
organization the time and money to devise a strategy for working
solely within the female system. A Pennsylvania group, Womens
Way, is a fund raising coalition wnich is devising such a strategy
while it has secured a three year grant from the William Penn
Foundation. 1 3 Again funds are being deflected from the male
system and in this instance strong feminist principles are maintained. Women's Way is an example of a feminist organization
which has opted to enter the male system only as a stepping
stone and not as a long term survival strategy.
Although feminist ideological purity can only be maintained
within the female system, many organizations which remain totally
within this system will encounter awesome administrative and organizational difficulties. Since the female system is often viewed with suspicion by both men and women, it is generally weak and
unsupported. The tasks of an organization wishing to be supported
solely by the female system, therefore, include identifying and
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solidifying the very system which will ensure its continued existence. This is a laborious project which can take precedence
over the original goals of the organization. If the organization,
however, can survive the lack of financial support and stability
until the female system is able to sustain the group, the feminist ideology will not have been compromised. The female system
also appears to afford an organization more financial security,
since small donations from many sources are more stable than one
very large grant.

Summary
Feminist reformist efforts will not yield successful outcomes
until a fundamental alteration is made in their conception of the
task as hand. Toward this end, we have directed attention to the
detrimental impact exerted by the inter-organization human service sector on the success or failure of feminist alternative
human service agencies.
A review of the experiences of feminist service organizations
and their problems clearly indicateda need for a conceptual scheme
that identifies alternative decisions which women's groups could
exercise when faced with the inevitable question of whether to
assign primary importance to mere existence or feminist ideological
integrity and self-determination. Attempts to answer this question
place feminist organizations in a predicament which we refer to as
When feminist groups reach this juncture in
a survival crossroad.
organizational development, the utility of their services and activities for women depends on whether they decide to join the male
system as a condition of survival, or whether they opt to remain
within the female system.
We maintain that, feminist organizations that depend exclusively on other feminist groups for enhancement and survival serve
a valuable purpose. Feminist interlocking activities (limited decentralization) ensures that decisions relative to need determination and plans of action for service programs fall within the
domain of feminist organizations.
The survival strategy which we have outlined provides an added measure of assurance that program decisions will be made by
those most familiar with the consuming population; ensures that
women retain prime sponsorship of feminist programs; enhances
accountability, and improves the survival potential of feminist
perspectives by counteracting the capricious decisions of male
dominated, and controlled service bureaucracies.
-624-
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The Transition:

An Historical-Materialist Perspective

on Social Welfare and Social Work Practice

Thomas Keefe, DSW
Associate Professor
University of Northern Iowa

If men are unable to perceive critically the themes of their
time, and thus to intervene actively in reality, they are
carried along in the wake of change. They see that the times
are changing, but they are submerged in that change and so
cannot discern its dramatic significance.
Paulo Freire
"Society in Transition"
Education for Critical Consciousness
From an historical-materialist perspective American society is
in a transition to a new structural form--a new order. The future
of social welfare and social work practice is intimately bound to
the nature and outcome of this transition. Moreover, the transition
has economic and ideological characteristics that hold important
implications for changes in the ways social workers view their
clients and conduct their practice. Employing an historicalmaterialist analysis, this article will discuss the nature of the
societal transition and its implications for social welfare and
social work practice.
The analysis will be prefaced with a synopsis of basic concepts
and assumptions of the historical-materialist perspective as
developed by Marx and Engles. The perspective is seen as a useful
framework for assessing contemporary social work theory. The
utility of the perspective for the present discussion is seen as
independent of the merits and demerits of the various causes and
groups labeled as or claiming to be based unon an historicalmaterialist or Marxist perspective.
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The Basics of the Historical-Materialist Perspective
The historical-materialist perspective focuses on the economic
infrastructure of society, namely, the means of production and the
resultant economic relations among people. Marx held that the
economic forces and tensions at work within society condition the
social life of man. In his preface to The Critique of Political
Economy he described the foundation of the historical-materialist
perspective when he asserted,
"The mode of production of the material means of existence
conditions the whole
' process of social, political, and
intellectual life."
Marx meticulously described the socio-economic dynamics of the
conditioning process in his 1867 work, Capital 2 , from which the
ensuing synopsis is derived.
Concerned with the conditions of the poor and the causes of
their exploitation, Marx undertook a study of industrial society
that led to several basic insights. Commodities fulfill man's
wants and needs and are the products of his labor. Commodities
link man to the material world. Because they--il wants and needs,
the creation of commodities is simultaneously the creation of the
use value of commodities. The value derived from the exchange of
commodities is their exchange value. There is no exchange value
for materials, such as air, when there is no labor involved in
making them available for use. Use value and exchange value
comprise economic value. Value is also created by labor when the
machines that produce commodities are assembled and when raw
materials are extracted. Thus, in the production of commodities
for sale or exchange, economic value is created. Human labor,
then, is the source of economic value.
On the economic stage, individuals come together to exchange
commodities and to sell their labor. Historically, those who have
only their labor to sell come with a disadvantage vis-a-vis those
who control sufficient wealth to pay a wage for the labor of others.
Competitive advantage in the market derives in part from
paying a wage for labor that represents less value than is realized
in the sale or exchange of the commodity produced by that labor.
Hence, those who labor create more value than they realize in their
wage. The difference between the value of the wages paid for
the labor necessary to create a commodity and what is realized
in its sale is surplus value. This surplus value accumulates as

capital for those who own or control the means of production. The
means of production includes the machines, materials, and labor
necessary in the creation of a commodity.
A socioeconomic class structure emerges that reflects the
relations in the economic system between those who labor and those
that control the means of production. In Marx's day, the capitalists
who controlled the means of production exploited the laborers by
various means. Exploitation included extending the working day
and limiting wages so as to extract as much surplus value as
possible commensurate with the survival and the biological reproduction of the laboring class. An industrial reserve army
moved in and out of the labor force as conditions necessitated.
The capitalist class dominated. Class exploitation, class identity,
and class antagonisms together with the economic crises arising
from contradictions of the capitalist system were seen as leading
inevitably to a class warfare and revolution in which the workers
seized control of the means of production.
The Transition in Contemporary Society
From a historical-materialist perspective, contemporary American
society is seen as an evolution in the dynamics Marx described.
Certain quantitative dimensions to contemporary American society
stand behind the day to day realities of social welfare with which
social workers deal that are vivified by the historical-materialist
perspective.
For instance the dimensions of the capitalist class and its
control can be illustrated in quantitative terms. In 1969, 7.4%
of a large random sample of the adult population in the labor force
were employers of the labor of others. Of thess, 78% were small
businessmen who employed nine or fewer workers.
If capitalists
are defined as owners or controllers of the means of production,
few Americans are capitalists. Moreover, a few Americans--not
all of them employers--control much of the nation's wealth. In
1969, .008% of the population owned as many assets as the bottom
half of all American families, and the top 5% of wealth holders
have 86% of all publicly held corporate stock.4 David Livingston
in examining studies of the economic, socio-cultural, and political
structures in corporate capitalist states, concludes,
There is a very small objective class of controllers,
invariably less than 2% of the population, consisting
of the owners and managers of capital in corporate productive and mass culture enterprises, and the state,
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elite. These people dominate leadership positions in
virtually all large-scale organizations, live socially
in effective isolation from the majority of the community,
and have extensive inter-regionalties. Actually a much
smaller capitalist sector of a few thousand family fortunes
typically exercises market control within the relations
of production domestically as well as internationally,
senior civil servants dominate
while cabinet members and
5
state decision making.
While the dominant class is small and controls most of the wealth,
the working class nevertheless fairs materially better today than
in Marx's time. In quantitative terms, the standard of living for
the employed majority, unanticipated by Marx, was won in part by
the trade unions. The union's power shortened the working day
and brought wages to levels above that minimum necessary for
biological reproduction of the labor force. This qualitative
aspect of capitalist society was seriously shaken in the great
depression and is repeatedly threatened in the economic downswings
that arise from the contradictions in the economic system exposed
from behind the facade of consumer wealth. How might these
contradictions be described?
In the drive for competitive advantage in the market place,
labor is displaced by machine and new methods of organization that
are more efficient. But, as labor is displaced so is the source
of surplus value and ultimately the market itself. Nevertheless,
innovations in the use of energy and mechanization have kept the
economy generally expanding in what Marx called the revolution of
the means of production. In addition, wars that open new markets,
6
and exploitation of labor in the poorer populations of the third
world help to sustain the economy through its boom and bust cycles.
Ironically, the technological advances, that comprise the
revolution of the means of production, help to produce the growing
crisis confronting the economy. Often such advances result in
the necessity to advance more and more capital and the simultaneous
deskilling and displacement of more and more workers. As less
capital is accumulated from surplus value and production outruns
the market, less capital is available for investment in new
technology, new machines. The system sustaining revolution of
the means of production becomes more difficult. The final
crisis which Marx foresaw is not simply to be a class revolution.
It is the outcome of the displacement of labor which produces
the capital by technological advance in productivity and intense
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use of energy and the corresponding decline in consumption. The
unemployed buy less.
The crisis may well be worsened by the natural limitations
on materials, energy, and ecology just now becoming apparent.
For example, capital is being extracted from the economy for oil
at a serious rate that further endagers the system.
For several reasons the spasmatic, violent, class revolution
that would move the society to solutions to the dilemma of capitalism
was a prediction of the historical-materialist perspective that
seems remote and, in the context of professional values, repugnant.
Violent revolutions seem to retain elements of their violent
character in the new order. In addition, working class solidarity
among Americans seems split by employment status, racism, and sexism.
And most importantly, a violent alternative espoused by some so
called radicals of the late sixties could spawn an authoritarian
state-capitalism masquerading as socialism. In such a system
bureaucrats control the means of production and emerge as a dominant class of totalitarian exploiters more cavalier with human rights
than their capitalist counterparts. The economist Paul Mattic
describes the state-capitalist alternative,
The "socialization" of the means of production is here
still only nationalization of capital as capital, i.e.,
though private ownership no longer exists, the means of
production have still the character of capital by being
controlled by government instead of being at the disposal
of the whole society. Although private capital accumulation is now excluded, the exploitation of men continues
by way of an unequal system of distribution with respect
to both the conditions of production and the conditions
of consumption. This perpetuates competition as a struggle
for lucrative positions and better-paid jobs, and carries
the antagonisms of capitalism into the state capitalist
system. 8
The predicted violent revolution of the working class, therefore,
has drawbacks in both its violent nature and in its possible outcomes.
The crisis confronting the economic system and the social
order need not be met with violent, magical revolution. A long
transition to a more humane system is seen as likely even by Georg
Lukdcs, the Marxist philosopher who resolved late in life,,about
1970, that the transition from capitalism to true socialism is just
now beginning though it may take years before an era of socialism
can begin. 9 Though such a transition may not be abrupt its impact
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on society and social work practice would be profound.
Hegemony_ andthe Transition
A final notion arising from the historical-materialist perspective critical to an analysis of social welfare and social work
practice is hegemony. This principle will emerge later as a source
of important criticism of social welfare and social work practice.
A prolonged crisis in an economic system threatens the social order
and the position of the dominant class. A dominant class retains
its economic position by controlling economic relations. It further
secures its position through an ideological hegemony. Marx
observed, "The ruling ideas of each age have ever been the ideas
of its ruling class.' 1 0 Marx's observation was later amplified
and developed in the insights of Italian social theorist Antonio
Gramsci. In discussing the bourgeois hegemony in American society,
contemporary sociologist David Sallach characterized Gramsci's
insights,
The basic thesis is that, in class differentiated societies,
a major source of undisturbed elite dominance is control
over the ideological institutions of that society. By
using their power to define what is good, true, just,
reasonable, practical, and inevitable, the ideological
institutions are able to purge interpretations based upon
11
deviant, dissident or revolutionary traditions.
Later, Sallach, in "Class Domination and Ideological Hegemony,"
persuasively documents the case for the existence of a ruling
class and the dimension of its ideological hegemony in contemporary
American society. He illustrates how the educational system and
the mass media are used as instruments in perpetuating values
that sup ort the interests of the elite that control the nation's
wealth.U Livingston examined the scope of hegemony in non-work
hours and documented the hegemonic nature of leisure time,
voluntary organizations, and family life. He extended the definition of hegemony in a manner descriptive of its impact in contemporary capitalist society as "...a social condition in which
all aspects of sgsial reality are dominated by or supportive of
a single class."
The interest and hegemony of the dominant class is further
perpetuated in the fragmentation and contradictions in the value
structures of working classes. Such fragmentation and contradiction
wqas called false consciousness by Marx. This was because true
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class consciousness would serve the economic interests of the class.
Michael Mann in, "The Social Cohesion of Liberal Democracy",
concludes an analysis of value commitment in Britain and the United
States with the observation that there exists in both societies
evidence for both a false consciousness among subordinate classes
and a "pragmatic acceptance" of limited roles in the control of
production. 14 G. David Garson, in his study, "Automobile Workers
and the Radical Dream," found that such fragmentation and lack of
consistent value commitment intercede where class identity and 15
class action could serve the economic interests of the workers.
In essence, the evidence indicates that an ideological hegemony
supporting the current social order, (1) exists, (2) is perpetuated
through various social institutions, and (3) prevents working
classes from acting in their own best interests.
In summary, the historical-materialist perspective envisions
the economic infrastructure of society as driving toward crisis
precipitated by a shortage of capital under consumption, and
aggravated by dwindling energy supplies. It suggests the social
order will undergo a profound transition. Namely, that control
of the means of production may ultimately shift from the hands of
a few into some form of worker control of the means of production.
With this economic transition, the concomitant hegemony of the
dominant capitalist class over social reality will loosen. Such
a crisis and transition is fraught with danger to democratic
ideals and institutions. It could be a time of growth or a time of
regression.
Viewed from one perspective, the decline of a particular
hegemony may appear as a period of disorder and decadence--for
instance a decline in the work ethic may horrify some. From
another perspective, the decline might be seen as a correlate of
the emergence of competing value systems and the emergence of
a new social order. Increasing scarcity of capital 16 and growth
of the public sector in the post-industrial, service economy
suggest that we are now well into the period of transition.17
Drawing upon the perspective developed here, a variety of implications for the profession and practice emerge.
Implications for Social Welfare and Social Work Practice
In the preface to the introductory practice text Tripodi,
et. al. characterize the social work practice role:
Social workers have become more heavily involved in many areas
of governmental and voluntary efforts to improve life
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conditions, control people's behavior, and make possible
various kinds of change, in welfare, in work with law
violators, with the physically and mentally sick, in schools,
sometimes in industry--in other words, in many different
situations and wit~ °many types of problems, fulfilling
various functions.h
This characterization of the practice role is not atypical. It
describes a profession with a diversified practice. But the role
of the profession has a single core, a central ingredient.
Regardless of the level of intervention and the social welfare
institution, social workers practice at the nexus of the individual
or group and the social system. In capitalist American society,
therefore, social workers practice at the point of individual
deviance from the social reality hegemony. This is a position
of considerable importance.
In his article, "Toward a Marxian Theory of Deviance,"
Steven Spitzer posited that deviance is a phenomenon related to the
social structure and to ideological change. Spitzer then observed,
If we assume that class societies are based on fundamental
conflicts between groups, and that harmony is achieved
through the dominance of a special class, it makes sense
to argue that deviants are culled from groups who create
specific problems for those who rule. Although these groups
may victimize or burden those outside of the dominant class,
their problematic quality ultimately resides in their
challenge to the basis and form of class rule.19
Because of the profession's position relative to the social
order, its value orientations have been long recognized as critical
to practice. Martin Rein surveyed and summarized research that
touched on the issue of the profession's practice role. He
said of the studies,
These findings are suggestive only, and it is hazardous
to make firm generalizations based on them. They do
appear however to indicate that the dominant value
commitment and behavior of professional social workers
supports in theory and practice a posture of getting
others to meet standards of accepted behavior. They
reveal the extent to which social workers personally
comply with bureaucratic norms even when these conflict
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with client's needs.

20

If the value allegiance as demonstrated in professional practice
is tacit or open support of the current economic order, and the
concomitant hegemony over social reality, its role as control
agent is certain. Moreover, this role, because it supports a
passing class structure, will be in jeopardy.
Not only will the role be jeopardized because of radical
infrastructural change in the society but also because of its
prescribed orientation toward people. Stuart Kirk in his article,
"Clients as Outsiders: Theoretical Approaches to Deviance"
summarized several models of deviance in society and called to
question the welfare model to which social work subscribes in
practice. Kirk concludes,
It is in the role of norm-enforcers that the dilemma for
social workers becomes full blown and the possibility of
a partial resolution emerges. It is precisely at this
juncture that the viability and rationality of some norms
can be critically
examined and alternative modes of reaction
21
proposed.
That clients, whether defined as criminal, ill, poor, or inept,
are deviants and that social workers are but one variety of norm
enforcers in an ever-changing parade of images of deviance and
control is a disconcerting possibility. Such images for the
profession are alarming if deviance is viewed in light of social
hegemoies supportive of exploitive and dehumanizing economic order.
Spitzer suggests that populations that are a problem to the
economic order supply society's deviants. Spitzer illustrates
the ways problem populations--that parallel descriptions of social
work clientele--threaten the social and economic order.
Problem populations tend to share a number of social
characteristics, but most important among these is the
fact that their behavior, personal qualities and/or
position threaten the social relations of production
in capitalist societies. In other words, populations
become generally eligible for management as deviant when
they disturb, hinder or call into question any of
the following:
1) capitalist modes of appropriating the product of
human labor (e.g. when the poor "steal" from the rich)
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2) the social conditions under which capitalist production
takes place (e.g. those who refuse or are unable to
perform wage labor)
3) patterns of distribution and consumption in capitalist
society (e.g. those who use drugs for escape or transcendence rather than sociability and adjustment)
4) the process of socialization for productive and nonproductive roles (e.g. youth who refuse to be schooled
or those who deny the validity of "family life")
5) the ideology which supports the functioning of capitalist
oponents of alternative forms of social
society (e.g.
organization).
If these be our clients and if we in the social welfare system fill
a role supportive of a declining capitalist order and its social
hegemony, where lies the future of social work practice? Would
social workers fill the same role in totalitarian states?
Considering that the socio-economic order is undergoing a
profound transition and that competing values and behaviors will
persistently emerge, two implications for the profession and its
practice arise.
First, as Kirk suggests, critical examination of the rationality-and the humanity--of some social norms can be undertaken. Second,
given a view of society that holds the economic relations among men-and especially the relations of capital to labor--as important in
the dynamics of social life, deviant behavior and the profession's
practice with deviants must be reexamined as they relate to a
given economic order.
Solidarity with Working People
The population that supplies the raw material for deviants is
a segregate of the populace of working men and women. Strengthening the lot of working men and women vis-a-vis those that control
the means of production entails more than residual and rehabilitative social policy and practice. Out of the turmoil of the late
sixties, Charles F. Grosser in "Changing Theory and Changing
Practice", reminded the profession of its commitment to the
institutional--structural view of practice, "Since individual
pathology is seen as a function of social disorganization, the
invidious characterization of the client as helpless and the
distinctions between client and non-client are substantailly
mitigated." 2 3 Furthermore, the interests of social workers, as
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public employers, and the interests of their clients in seeking
more money and increased services are substantially the same. With
the mitigation of distinctions between client and non-client comes
the inexorbale mitigation of distinctions between the populations
of working people and the social work profession. O'Connor observes
that the government socializes environmental and social costs while
at times fragmenting working class solidarity in the interests of
private capital. 2 4 Moreover public employees contribute to the
overall productivity of the society. Therefore, public employees
stand in substantially the same relationship to capital and the
current hegemony as do workers in the private sector. Unionism for
public workers may not bring the same results as they do for workers
in the private sector, but they may have another positive result.
Antagonisms between private and public employees may emerge as
private capital dwindles and salaries for those who work in the
public domain, particularly in social welfare agencies, are seen
as parasitic to the capitalist system. The solidarity of private
and public workers, therefore, may be threatened. Hence, joining
public employee unions affiliated with private labor--not to bankrupt
the state but to bargain for qualitative changes and our clients
interests--may be a wise choice for the profession.
If the social order is seen as compelled toward change by
the economic forces at work, the role of the practitioneer helping
individuals with behavioral or psychological problems is by no means
invalidated. The shallow condemnation of some casework practice
as if from a higher perspective cognizant of social structural
problems is naive. The alleviation of subjective distress and
limitations in individual choice, autonomy, and actualization
generated in casework practice have an unimpeachable value in either
a capitalist or true socialist state. The caution for intervention
with the behaviors and psychies of individuals lies in avoiding a
narrow, linear, unicausal, view of the client's position in his
social environment and the social order. A persistent effort to
help clients see the structural sources of "their problems" and
to cultivate a critical awareness when possible should be a part '2 5
of direct practice. Goldberg's "Structural Approach to Practice,
and Pincus and Minahan's systems approach to practice 2 6 are two
models that provide broad views of the client's social position and
flexible frameworks for practice in a period of transition. Goal
formulation and intervention techniques must emerge concomitant with
a sense of the person's position relative to the values and economics
of the changing social order. Hence, either tacitly blaming the
client as the carrier or sole cause of his problems or altercasting
him as the dependent victim of circumstance become the two traps
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of a myopic, therapeutic practice perspective. Finally, accepting
adjustment to inhumane or inequitable situations as the long term
goal in the helping relationship constricts practice to a level
of social control in behalf of a declining social order.
Considerable empirical and theoretical work must yet be done to
secure our understanding of the links between the economic
structure and its dynamics and the individual problems faced by
clients and their dynamics. The historical-materialist perspective
relieves the weight of much mystification but reveals large gaps
in our knowledge.
Practice with Social Welfare Systems
The historical-materialist perspective also provides an
important insight for effective intervention with and change of
social welfare systems and their policies and services.
Social work has traditionally speculated about or advocated
two foci of intervention efforts designed to enhance social welfare
services provided in society. These are (1) values and, (2)
material conditions of existence. The first of these, values, is
manifest in the following statement by Ronald Frederico in the
conclusion to his book, The Social Welfare Institution:
Achieving changes in social values sometimes seems a
hopeless task. Although there is no question that the
social welfare structure is solidly institutionalized in
the United States, this book points out that adequate
services are still needed in many areas. Certain basic
social values must be changed if these needed services
are ever to be feasible. The perspective of history is
encouraging. When one thinks of the centuries it took to
achieve the breakthrough of the Social Security Act, the
lesson is clear--social change is slow and tedious. This
country has made progress in social welfare. We do care
for others in ways and at levels unthinkable not too many
years ago. Yet we as a society still value individualism,
discrimination, and laissez-faire capitalism, and these
values often conflict with social welfare goals. Any
projection that attempts to predict the resolution of this
conflict would require a prediction about the future of
the society. This is an impossible and perhaps sterile
task. What the issue of value chanoe in the future does
suggest in a practical way is that all of us citizens will
affect the values of the future. Values are made and can
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be changed. If we as human beings, citizens, and social
welfare practitioneers believe in certain values, we must
fight for their adoption. It is a worthwhile project for
the future of each of us.6'
Fighting for change in values may well have limited results if
values, as rules for behavior, are but the reflection of the economic
system. Attempts at value change would be equally important
if they were the building blocks of a hegemony that helps secure
a social order and the position of its dominant class in an
economic system. Many social workers would look deeper to the
material or economic conditions to find a foothold for change.
The second focus, that of material conditions, is manifest
in the words of John Romanyshyn in his text, Social Welfare:
Charity to Justice. He critically analyzes the welfare model and
condemns the defining of deviant behavior in terms of "...
personal pathology rather than unresolved political issues." Later
he examines economic dependency to declare,
Today, however, it is the political issue of income
redistribution and a citizen's right to a decent share
in the commonwealth that challenges the definition of
economic dependency as a problem of individual maladjustment.
We now see that society is so structured as to create and
perpetuate a dependent class of welfare recipients. Only
a significant redistribution of income in support of the
ideal of one's right to life will be an adequate response
to that condition we now define as economic dependency.
In this JXght dependency is a political issue, not a social
problem.
The redistribution of income is viewed as a means to the improved
material conditions of existence for the industrial reserve army
and the economically superfluous people of our society. From
this perspective, plans for a negative income tax and guaranteed
adequate income have arisen with the sanction of the profession.
Hence, the critical focus of intervention and change of
welfare systems is held to be the value structure on the one
hand and on the other as the material conditions of people's lives.
The historical-materialist perspective would suggest a third
beginning point.
The dynamics of the relations between capital and labor
described earlier suggest that it is from here that the egalitarian and humane society is constructed. Marx and Engles
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were critical of a socialism which would but alter only the
material conditions of existence labeling it bourgeois socialism
that lessens the cost and administrative work of bourgeois
government but does nothing to alter the basic economic relations.2 g
From an historical-materialist perspective not a redistribution
of income but a redistribution of the control of wealth and hence
a rearrangement of economic relations would be necessary.
Such a change is qualitative in that permanent redistribution
must retain control of the means of production in the hands of
the workers who produce the wealth. This focus for change on its
face seems polyannaish but no less so than the two traditional foci.
As economic crisis persists, as the public sector--including
welfare costs--grows, as the need for a mirror image industry to
recycle waste and repair the environment becomes more evident,
and as the damage from unemployment and lack of meaningful work
continues, the transition that will bring about a change in
economic relations continues. As a part of this change, the
strategies and specific practice roles directed at managing
change in economic relations at both individual and organizational
levels of practice enumerated by Galper in his Politics of Social
Services, 3U will be of use in dealing with social welfare systems.
Conclusion
If, as the historical-materialist perspective would predict,
the socio-economic system is in a period of change to a new'order,
the practice role of the social work profession should not be
defined in theory or practice as narrowly: change agent vs.
control agent. Rather, filling those roles, making those choices,
and providing that leadership and critical insight that will enable
the transition to take place with the least suffering and with
the best possible post transition conditions is the posture for
social work. Such a posture will galvanize the practitioneer
to be discerning of deviance labels and deviant roles and to
differentiate practice approaches in light of the changing social
and ideological hegemony.
Just as individuals enter periods of crisis with potential
for growth or deterioration, so too does the society. Though
prolonged, the predicted transition would have a crisis character.
We must critically assess the stresses, dynamics, and substance
of the crises that form and force the transition. The society
may leap ahead to a new order, more humane, more viable, more
democratic, more harmonious with its natural environment. Or
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it may fall back to an authoritarian, dehumanizing form. Many
groups and professions concerned with the social welfare will be
instrumental in guiding the transition. Marx observed that man
makes history in the production of the means to satisfy his
material needs. The historical-materialist perspective therefore
provides fundamental, though imperfect, understandings of the
socio-economic dynamics of the transition. Social work, with
a critical, sophisticated, and discriminating vision of these
socio-economic dynamics and its own practice role relative to
those dynamics, will have a constructive part in guiding the
societal transition. The historical-materialist perspective
and its implications for social welfare and social work practice
may be one part of such a vision.
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PROBIM

INHERENT IN MULTI-SERVICE DELIVERY UNITS
Arnold J. Katz
School of Social Work
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois

"When Alice came out of the Duchess, kitchen she sa the
Cheshire Cat who was perched on the limb of a tree above her and
was smiling a broad smile. 'Cheshire puss' she enquired, 'would
you tell me please which way I walk from here?' 'That depends a
great deal on where you want to go,' said the cat. 'I don 't care
much where,' said Alice. 'Then it doesn't matter which way you
walk,' said the cat. '-so long as I get somewhere,' Alice added
as an explantion. 'Oh you're sure to do that,' said the cat, 'if
you walk long enough,'. With that judical summation of the problem
the Cheshire Cat slowly vanished from view .... "

By Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland
Introduction
Like Alice, the field of social work in general, and the social
service delivery system in particular, seems to be going through a
confusing state, lacking directicn. Just as the Cat suggests to
Alice that any direction would get her samewher over time, so the
diverse social service delivery systems(1) have, in recent years,
moved off in a particular direction (methodologically) only to
return to step one and then set off again. Various fads have seemed
to provide the needed answers. In time, however, they served only
to create a series of new questions with corresponding dilemmas.
In the last few years both the literature and practice have
suggested that the integration of the service function would provide the long-sought methodological break-through. The instrument
to attain the goal of integration would be multi-service delivery
units of one form or another. It is the purpose of this paper to
trace these developments and to examine scme of the problems inherent in multi-service delivery units as a mode of integration of
the service delivery task.
The various approaches are presented here in a quasi historical
and linear fashion, with one system following an another. In practice, the movement from one mode to another was neither as direct
nor as rational. They are presented in this manner to try to underline the antecedinal relationship inherent in the search for an

organization form which constitutes effective service delivery.
Further, the models are by necessity generalizations of practice
and my not fully describe any one setting. Still it is hoped one
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ny derive a sense of the difficulties faced in the development of
new operational types of service delivery.
OD-ORDINATION:
The realization that there is a need for integration of the
service delivery mechanism begins for each worker, no matter what
their area of practice, when they becane aware of the fact that they
are incapable of providing all the services needed by any single
client, at any time. Further, this position is validated when the
worker looks around and sees fellow workers in their own or different settings facing the same frustrating dilemma.
The most difficult question is what to do about this untenable
situation. The intial approach to integration was an attempt to
design a co-ordination role both within an agency structure and
between agencies. The problem with this concept, both internally
and externally, is similar, although the interagency milieu adds
the concomitant problem of the co-ordinator always starting from a
'one-down' position.
Looking at the co-ordination approach within agencies, we often
find a person in this designated role with no clear mandate to do
anything else but to co-ordinate. The question immediately arises,
co-ordinate what? or whom? Further, the important question that
nst
be answered is, to co-ordinate to what goal? and as soon as we
begin to talk about goals one is immediately faced with an inherent
set of operational problems.
On one hand, the view is put forward that the goal is to meet
humand needs. Again, a new set of questions is immediately thrust
forward. Who defines the need? To what degree will this need be
met? What methods will be used? Each of these questions (and a
Ititude more) could be the subject of its own forest of papers.
Answering these questions is not the primary function of this paper
and yet the dilema developed is a crucial one. If one was a coordinator and an agency, one would certainly need a clear-cut perspective on exactly the answers to these questions before any socalled co-ordination could be done. There is, however, ample
evidence that most of these questions have not been answered in
the past and are not being answered currently. Hence, this dooms
the intra-agency co-ordinator to failure fron the outset.
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If the above is a valid description, can you imagine the poor
soul who is the incumbent in an inter-agnecy setting where the goals
between agencies are general and often conflicting, where a number
of units are vying for both power and recognition, and frequently
for the same clients. Each of these units is willing to co-ordinate
the other, but resisting to the death being co-ordinated themselves.
The rallying cry, in the days when co-ordination was major theme
was "Autonomy and Professionalism." This allowed the agency to take
a stance of not knuckling under to the demands of some external co-

ordinator, while still ambitiously forging ahead in one's own right
to became 'top dog'.
The banner of co-ordination slowly moved to half mast, for the
very important reason that the co-ordinator simply had no real
power. Power is the key to the success of co-ordination as a mode
of integration (once the important questions suggested above are
answered).
If one is to help the members of society who indicate
their desire for sane service in the most efficient and humane
manner, some level of co-ordination is necessary and desirable. How
to create mechanisms of organizational structure which will accomplish
this goal, however, is a true test of integration.
MULTI-DISCIPLINARY TEAMS:
When the formalized co-ordination approach failed, a number of
agencies turned in the opposite direction to provide the necessary
service to clients. The scenario went something like this, '"ell,
if
I can't get those other SOB's to provide my client with the right
services, at the right time, and in a manner I consider appropriate,
then I have no choice but to do it myself.
This started the era of the expansive total service superagency, (often at the State level). Knowing that the degree of
influence they had over other agencies' performance was limited,
many service providers withdrew from the field of combat.
Instead,
the goal was to strengthen one's own ability to provide clients
with a vast array of combined services. The approach that followed
was very much a mirroring of the medical model with a key, dominant,
usually status professional being in charge of the case. Then
attached in a number of innovative ways were support or ancillary
services, which, while seen as necessary, were not primary. Thus,
we saw the hopsital-based service, with physican in charge, perhaps
social worker and psychologist offering additional support along with
the nurse and paramedical professional offering specialized case, if
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At times, family members were seen, and even other
necessary.
actors from the conmmunity who had interactional influence on the
family were also included. These might include school personnel
such as teachers, school social workers, school psychologists, and
Depending on the depth of the multiperhaps a guidance counsellor.
problem classification of the family, a court worker (probation 2
officer) and a rehabilitation counsellor might be on the scene.( )
The focus, however, was the primary multidisciplinary team, and
not necessarily the family, although often the intervention was
The team approach was an important
labelled as family oriented.
new wrinkle in service delivery; a key attempt to integrate the
service delivery function.
Frn
its early use in the institutional setting, it spread to
The earliest were those which closest
other organizational forms.
resembled themedical setting, such a rehabilitation institutes,
centres for the mentally retarded and the physically handicapped.
The inherent value of the team approach however, was quickly
The enployment
recognized by other service-providing components.
service recognized the efficacy of a team approach, particularly
The housing agnecy also recognized that
for the complex case.
housing was mre than physical structures and began using a team
approach to cope with the human dimension of providing their unique
service.
The example was repeated over and over in a variety of
settings.
The team approach did have some inherent diffficulties however
If all
the necessary services that a family
was size.
and the first
needs or requests are to be provided, the team could become inmense.
This leads to a series of internal administrative problems and a
reverting back to the weaknesses of the intra-agency co-ordinator
In addition, the team could easily grow much larger than
model.
the family, with each team member suggesting their time and their
input to be both basic and or priority. Pretty soon a battle is
Furthraging as to who is truly responsible for the "whole family."
ermore, the different approaches and treatment methodologies of the
various disciplines can often be mutually exclusive or actually
Who then decides which service is truly necessary
counter-productive.
and which is contra-indicated?
As the team
With size comes the concomitant problem of cost.
size and separate service modules increase, so does the cost, often
Some service organizations can get away with this
geometrically.
audit.
The costfor a while but not much longer than the first
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cutting becomes fashionable and compromises are made.
How these
capromises are accaplished often has nothing to do with the true
needs of the family or individuals, but rather with the status and
relative strength of the team member in particular settings.
Another problem with this

of services.

particular approach is

the duplication

Sometimes it is inherently profitable to all concerned

to have a system that, in fact, competes.
In the long run this
should ensure that the client will generally receive the best service

possible.

However, when functioning in competition for scarce

resources, namely money for services, as well as trained staff, the
duplication of the same service by competing delivery entities is
both inefficient and costly in all
senses of the mord.
Still
aother drawback of the team approach is the nature of
the team camposition itself.
While same teams advertise themselves as being interdisciplinary, most are, in fact, multi-disciplinary at best.
This may appear to be a minor point but in fact
there is a major difference betwen the two concepts.
Interdisciplinary suggests the team members understand the basic theoretical and methodological approaches of their fellow team members.
This is extremely rare.
Multi-disciplinary merely suggests that
more than one discipline is represented on the team.
Sone of the
problems of the multi-disciplinary approach, such as different
status, power, approaches to treatment, and, of course, competition
were addressed earlier.
The larger the team, the more exacerbated
these problems become.
If one discipline is dominant, as so often
is the case, other members feel misused and ill-treated and morale
suffers.
In the end, it is the client who is the one to pay.
REFERAL:
For a number of reasons, including those above, a number of
agencies did not or could not move to the large multi-disciplinary
team approach of solving the integration questions.
These were often
private or voluntary, highly specialized agencies, or those in
settings outside major population centres, where multi-disciplinary
professionals are more often available.
Instead these agencies used
a different strategy.
They decided on quality rather than quantity.
Here the mode was to provide the best, most intensive service
It was based on good professional
possible within their limits.
practice (e.g. good diagnosis including use of specialists for that
phase, good treatment planning, including having consultative
services, and consistent follow-up).
For those services the agency
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couldn't supply themselves, they referred the client to other
specialized agencies that could. This may be classified as a serial
model, where one good service follows another, versus the allinclusive model provided by the team approach.
Again, there are a number of positive aspects to this approach.
It solves the size problem, the duplication of service problem,
the cost variable, and even to sane degree, the question of multidisciplinary concerns. Carried out on a small scale, with good
client follow-up, and perhaps even providing ancillary services such
as transportation to the program users, it may even lead to highly
qualitative personalized service. Attempted on a larger scale the
results tend to be questionable. Often when people are referred to
other agencies they don't show up. For whatever reason they simply
drop out. When people do appear too often the new agency makes them
go through another demeaning eligibility determination or begins by
asking the same diagnostically-oriented questions that were asked by
the original agency.
Records are often not passed on and at best
the new agency has only a phone call (sometimes only from the client)
or a letter to explain the reason for referral. For the new agency
to have some sense about what treatment has transpired is considered
an absolute prize.
Is it any wonder that the client often becomes
angry and frustrated and decides to forego further contact?
NEED FC

REFORM - A NEW APPROACH

Combine all of these problems with the fact that services are
often inaccessible, fragmented, have different eligibility rules for
different things, and often for different people asking for the same
things, and one must become aware that there is a need for yet a
better model.
In essence, a new service concept is necessary, and
this is a need that is shared by every country that has any kind of
service delivery mechanism, no matter how primitive or how sophisticated.
It is an attempt to reform the system that new structural mechanisms have been designed and it is out of this need that the multiservice centre concept has emerged. It grew with the apparent concern for providing comprehensive social welfare and a social service
delivery system which is both humanized and efficient as well as
responsive to the needs of the client. Thomas H. Walz( 3 ) suggests
that the multi-service centre is in fact the best way of meeting these
goals for the following reasons:-
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1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

It is a separate agency for the people who most need the
service.
It uses methods of aggressive outreach and goes beyond
the lip service given by many social welfare agencies to
case finding. Within this rubric it has a two-fold purpose:
a) to reach those who are unaware of the service available or lack the will to take the first step;
b) to demonstrate the inadequacy and inefficiency of the
present services as the first step in social change.
It has a convenience factor since most multi-service
centres operate in the local neighborhood and are therefore
more geographically accessible as well as structured within
the 'working hours of those needing the service.
The multi-serivce centre tends to be a place that has been
de-tureaucratized and, therefore, is more human in its
approach.
The mlulti-service centre offers instant service; people walk
in, ask for something and generally get it.
They are not
referred elsewhere.
The multi-service centre concept carries with it consumer
control. Policy making is generally in the hands of the
people who use the agencies themselves.
The multi-service centre tends to use militancy and direct
action when it needs to. The centres espouse and openly
advocate methods which will bring services to their clients.
As part of the staffing complement, they use indigenous nonprofessionals.
They are not locked in to old methods but rather will
experiment and use any service methodology that is effective.
They use the concept of comprehensive care.

Fron this description it does seem that we have struck the
millennium. Yet this is only one, heavily value-laden model among
a series of descriptions of multi-service centres. Fbr the final
stages of this paper, the concept of multi-service delivery units
will be examined, and the pros and cons of different approaches
under this rubric will be evaluated.
CEM1rRALIZATION VERSUS DECENTRALIZATION
Most of the models which have been described above operate
under the concept of a centralized delivery system. The first model
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uses a key agency of key agent which in

turn co-ordinates other service

delivery mechanism from a centralized position. The second model uses
a team approach with the central figure as team leader. The third
approach uses the referral mechanism but again from a centralized
perspective. In the Walz description, we see for the first time
some discussion of a decentralized approach. Part of the impetus
for this change has come about because of the need to re-arrange
the service delivery mechanism in a way that mould enhance the clients
Tbo often in the past, and in relation
ability to negotiate it.
to the models described earlier, the clients were expected to integrate the service, and to be able to wave their way through the
maze of bureaucracy of each agency in turn, before getting the type of
service they desired. Logic will suggest that if it is so difficult
for the professionals to accomplish this task it would be next to
impossible to expect a person who is in need to manage the very same
thing. Hence, the firt debate of policy import is presented; that
of centralization versus decentralization of the service delivery
mechanism.
Rein, (4) in quoting the work of Tiebout points out three types
of decentralization: 1.

Political Decentralization:
This involves the efforts of local officials to re-distribute
political power and policy-making authority through the
creation of new sub-units of government often with power to
tax as in the case of school districts.

2.

Territorial Decentralization:
This range fran a dispersal of local facilities to ease
access by bringing programs physically closer to people,
to efforts to facilitate by proximity the expression of
residents wishes and preferences.

3.

Administrative Decentralization:
This calls for the delegation of decision--making authority
to subordinate officials who operate public services in
neighborhood areas. They are decentralized outposts of
more centralized public bureaucracy.

It should be noted that the form of decentralization cannot be
mechanically equated with its purposes. Administrative decentralization
for instance may be inspired by the ideals of uncovering preferences
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of individuals, as in the case of neighborhood service centres or
by the aims of imposing standards for those in econcmic need as in
the example of the detached gang worker.
In other words, the
function of bureaucracy, rather than its territorial or administrative decentralization pattern moreoften shapes its objectives.
There are important argunts both pro and con on the issue
of centralization versus decentralization. (5)
tEN PALIZATION

CENTRALIZATION
'PROS'

1. Local governments are more
knowledgeable about problems
in their areas.
2. More responsible to needs
of a particular community.
3. Increase accountability of
social service suppliers.
4. Reinforces access.
5. Adaptable
6. Resident participation

1. Commands greater resources
to attract and support
administrative expertise.
2. Superioroty of a central
system to interpret and
co-ordinate information.
3. Deployes resources more
economically by optimizing
on a global basis.
4. Defined minority interests.
5. Freedcn to act in a corrective way if evaluation
and feedback mechanisms are
built.

1. Local acdninistrators
often tend to develop
political alliances that
may work to restrict or
contaminate the flow of
information to central
offices.
2. "A local authority may tend
to interpret distributive
justice in too narrow a
framework; thus, its
decisions while appearing to
be equitable within the
locality may actually

1.
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2.
3.
4.
5.

Increases problems of access
access.
Inaccountability.
Increases problems of
discountinuity.
Lacks responsiveness to
clients needs.
Maintains rigid boundaries.

CENTRALIZATION

DECENTALIZATION

aggravate inequities that
are manifested in a wider
scale. 1I

3. In small decentralized units
the majority may disregard the interests of
other groups.
4. Under political decentralization, political jurisdictions may be subject to
being paralyzed by a persistent minority, and is

more reliant on consensus
decision making.
5. Decentralization reduces
the system's ability to
gather and process information
in consistent and useful forms
and co-ordinate its various
local actions.
6. Pblitical decentralization
without administrative decentralization would leave local units
in conflict over scarce resource
allocation.
7. Central government is reluctant
to give up power over resources.
8. Same problems are beyond the
scope of local initiative.
It appears that the decentralization argument can carry some weight.
The fact remains that the opposite also suggests some important
considerations that need to be taken seriously. It is also obvious
that these positions alone do not solve the dilemma of whether it is
centralization or decentralization that holds the key to reform.
Kahn helps shed some light on this problem. He states "It has been
apparent that effective social policy must to sane degree seek consciously and planfully to be re-distributive. One can acheive re-653-

distribution by arrangements that facilitate the established rights,
benefits, services and entitlement and th
assure the actual delivery and use of the intended services.(63
MULTI-ME

CE CENTRE CDNCEPT

When examining the multi-service centre concept, we find increased
possibility for redistribution inherent in this model and it carries
with it the necessity for decentralized approach.
This approach is conceived as the one-step shopping centre for
social services, as the social brokerage firm in the social service
market. A number of models have been conceived and tested in the
field. Some suggested approachers currently in operation are:
MIEL 1 - Detached Worker:
Here, one major agency is operating in a decentralized mode.
Workers fram other agencies are given physical space to bring their
skills and programs into the centre. A centralized intake is used,
often manned by indigenous non-professionals. The office mnager,
and hence, the person in charge, is from the original orgainzing
agency. Program thrust cames, in each case, from the parent agency
to the detached worker.
The administration procedure in this type of setting generally
functions as follows: A person comes in the door, often drawn in by
a search for those services offered by the host agency. This is an
important issue because if the host agency's program offers no appeal
to the potential client then no-one will come in.
In addition, if that
particular program is seen as bureaucratised, stigmatising or is
mistrusted by the local people they will not use any of the services
being offered by that centre. This latter point will naturally be
true for any model.
In one form as the clients enter, they are greeted by a local
resident functioning as intake worker and then directed to a host
agency worker.
Services are offered and the transaction may end there.
Or the worker may recognise the need for additional services and
suggest that while the person is there they talk with a representative
from one of the tenant agencies.
If the client agrees, the worker may
take the person directly to the other worker (if they are available) or
send them back to the intake worker who then shunts them to the appropraite service worker.
If the tenant agency worker is not available,
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the client nmy be given an appointment for the following day or
just asked to cane back again.
The pros of this model are that it does achieve territorial decentralization and brings the service effort closer to the consumer.
The unit size, generally, is smaller and more negotiable for the client.
The services are in one place, and hence the loss from referal is not
usual. Local people are often employed in the agencies particularly
in intake, so communication at the first instance tends to be positive.
If the array of services is broad enough, one would expect clients to
do well in this structure in relation to the ndels developed above.
The cons of this model are obvious. The administrative structure
carries with it all of the drawbacks of both the co-ordination and
team models. One agency is the host, the others mere tenants and
have little
or no input into the policies and procedures of the centre.
Since they generally have no overall administrative responsibility
there is a hierarchial structure established with host agency carrying all of the supervisory tasks. The host agency also sets the
tone of the operation and detached workers have little
influence over
this aspect, even if it violates their own professional orientation.
Therefore, if the host agency is overly bureaucratice, stigmatising,
or repressive, the detached worker can do very little
about it.
In
the long run, this could erode any impact of the tennant agency's
program.
By the same token the detached worker displays no allegiance to
the host agency or to the administration of the centre. Their
allegiance is to their hame agencies which still
control the workers'
rewards or prcmtions. The detached workers continue to take directtions from their parent agencies and continue to work within the framework and philosophy of that structure. Needless to say, the opportunities for conflict are immense in this system and reminiscent of the

description of the multi-disciplinary team, only worse.

In the team

setting, the leader does have some inherent authority. In this model,
the authority of the centre administrator is limited and circumscribed
by the external demands of the other member agencies. The use of an
indigenous worker at intake must also be examined closely. They mist
be well oriented to the services available in order to direct clients
to the proper service. The question is, who does this orientation?
Generally it is the centre administrator who naturally would make sure
the intake worker is sufficiently aware of the host agency's program
and to a lesser degree tenant agency's program. There is a real
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danger in the use of the local resident worker in this role. An
untrained worker is being asked to accomplish tasks - namely, to
be knowledgeable of all the services available, the eligibility
requirements and how they function - something which many highly
trained workers are incapable of doing.
Model 2 - The Central Authority Model:
In this model, some major authority such as the central government decides that there is a need for a unifying structure such as
a nmlti-service authority, and such a mechanism is established.
Locations are chosen and planned centrally and then put in place.
An aninistrator is transferred to the site from somewhere within the
governmental structure, or hired from outside, and then various governemnt organizations are instructed to assign personnel to the centre
to carry out certain specific program responsibilities.
In some
cases voluntary agencies are also invited to participate. Generally,
the staff reports to the centre administrator on a seconded basis.
Program responsibility and design, however, generally continue to
flow from the nominally designated agencies, although it may be
modified to fit the particular locality or population to be served.
A centralized intake worker will be used with maximum use of local
residents in this role similar to Model 1. Some attempts would be
made to let people know the service that are available through the
use of the established comunication links (e.g. newspapers, churches,
schools, visiting nurses, etc.).
Within the centre, workers would not be grouped by agency but
either randomly or by teams. An effort would be made to have workers
learn more than their ow program. This could be done formally by
use of a program back-up system one worker functions as a back-up
for another worker - or less formally through the mechanism of staff
meetings where workers infonn their working colleagues of what they
do andhow they do it.
The service delivery task will then be carried out in the
fashion of the worker available and knowledgeable supplying the
service. When appropriate, the local residents would also contribute
the delivery effort. Where possible one worker would deliver more
than one service using either a method of checking back with a responsible agency member or having a previous agreement covering this
aspect. For instance, a mother may cane into the centre asking for
birth control information.
She is seen by a health workers and during
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the discussion it is apparent that the youngest child in the family
is in need of day care. The health worker then determines the
eligibility for subsidised day care and issues a voucher covering
this expenditure. A copy of this action is then sent to the day
care worker. In answer to a question, the health worker may also
inform the mother of the availability of employment at a local
industrial plant, information gleened from the manpower representative
during a meeting earlier in the day.
The pro of this approach is that it incorporates some level of
territorial and administrative decentralization.
Planning of services
are more often completed on site, even if guidelines are issued by
central authorities. There is a greater integration of staff into
a holistic approach to service delivery and hopefully the client
needs are better served.
In fact,
The drawbacks of this model are similar to Model 1.
this model is only an incremental departure from the earlier model,

when realistically a radical departure is needed.

While staff are

more strongly integrated into this service model, it remains that
they still
have to be sensitive to the philosophy and wishes of
their parent agency for, in the long run, the workers must still
answer to their nominal department.(7) In addition, the administrative function is still
highly centralized and external to the centre
per se. Hence, by its very nature it is not atuned to local needs
but rather reflects a generalised collectivistic thinking generally
directed upward. That is, the program managers have a greater
tendency to find their direction from the wishes of their superiors
rather than from the needs of the clients.
The accountability is to the political systen and not to the
client system. It is not suggested that the former be denied only
that the latter also be recognized. This model does not enhance
any effort to accomplish this goal. As a practical example the
community service centres currently operating in Canada, particularly
in Quebec, more nearly reflect this model than any other.
Model 3 - Client Centred Decentralized Model:
This model more directly reflects the Walz description of the
multi-service centre described above. The centre is set up as a
seperate entity and while it my be funded directly by the government, the funds go directly to the local neighborhood, represented
by an elected board of directors. Therefore, the centre as a whole
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reflects the needs, wishes and philosophies of a particular
neighborhood rather than a centralized planning body.
The staff of the centre may either be hired directly by the
board, or at the request of the board, be placed there by various

established agencies. The philosophy and programs are established
by the board, and any tenant agencies, as well as hired staff must
confoxm to those particular guidelines
externally to the service centre.

rather than those established

Amongst the various techniques that are used by the centre, one
is the aggressive outreach.
Workers are hired to do active case
findings; to go beyond just opening the door but rather to go out
and find people who are in the need of the service being offered.
Often the services are designed to meet social problems that are
rampant in the conmmity and hence more closely related to actual
needs rather than the perceived needs of the external centralized
planning authority.
When the identified problem extends beyond
the scope of the service centre, a system of militancy and direct
action surfacing from the service centre is used as a technique.
Advocacy is a tool often used to either support the needs of the
neighborhood clientele or to bring about change in the broader
community but which are reflected as specific social problems within
the neighborhood.

A greater number of local residents are involved in the service
delivery function, as well as in the direct administration of the
centre.
The positive aspect of this model, is that if it truly reflects
the nature and wishes of the community then its acceptance will com

naturally from that process.

The programs will be geared to meeting

individual needs on an individual basis. Accountability will be
toward the client system and not only toward the central government
structure.
There will be a greater decentralization within this
type of centre.
The drawbacks of this type of centre are that given the nature
of the work as we currently know it,
it mould not be realistic
to
expect any governmental structure to fund this model for very long.
It is obvious that this mould be seen as a threat by the established
government agencies and in some respects to the government itself.

It decentralizes power and puts it
in

the first

instance powerless.
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in the hands of the people who are
While those in the human service

professions may hold this value to be an important one, the fact
remains there are many who would not share this position.
Here too we have a question of accountability upward; is that
accountability only to be financial? The government sees its role
as being a broker between many conflicting requests for service. It
is felt that the goverrment entity is in the position to best mediate
between unrealistic demands for service. Here we have a model which
directly reflects the needs of a small nmber of people or a neighborhood but does it in fact reflect the totality of the commmity
and its expectations, or, in fact, should it?
If the model is successful, then the deaands for service will be
dynamic and ever-changing. While this is a positive outcone, the
fact remains that the entity itself, given its need for funding from
a centralized authority may not be felxible enough to reflect these
changes. That is, in the beginning a service such as mployment
training my be a necessity. But once people have begun to work the
employment training function may no longer be necessary. What do you
do with the esployment trainers or other specialized workers who
have delivered specialized services. The very ability to be flexible
and dynamic often creates a whole new set of unexpected consequences.
Too often this has led to the substance part of the centre disappearing, while the advocacy part remains.
COSNCLUS ICK:
In this paper, the author has tried to reflect on the various
concepts of delivering multi-modal services to people in the most
efficient and comprehensive manner. Every model presented has its
drawbacks and yet every model has its strengths. The best service
delivery model needs to have aspects of co-ordination in it, needs
to incorporate a team approach, at times needs to use referral; needs
same degree of centralization as well as decentralization, and needs
the client to be involved.
The key points to remember, however, are that the multi-service
centres in order to best deliver services need to reflect a philosophy that is geared to solving problems not just to bringing
pre-packaged programs into neighborhoods and expecting to solve
major difficulties in this fashion.
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Furthermrre, as long as a residual rather than an institutional
approach to service delivery is taken and as long as only a social
problem approach, rather than a social growth approach is the
operating mode then any mechanism, multi-service or otherwise will
not acccplish a total integration nor solve the service delivery
dilemma.
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ABSTRACT
Administrators have a lot of influence over the nature of youth
programs. Because of this, their thinking on the causes of delinquency,
the nature of ideal youth programs, and the role of youth workers were
tapped. In the past, people in the field of delinquency have been
accused of assuming an individual, personal problem or deficiency point
of view. This study of administrators in the Portland, Oregon metropolitan area suggests that, while some evidence for a more social structural understanding exists, in general the individual problem perspective
prevails. An explanation for the persistence of a personal problem perspective is advanced focusing on a critical examination of the interplay
among the social status of youth, the function of the juvenile justice
system, and the role of administrators in bureaucracies.

INTRODUCTION
Juvenile delinquency is a social problem and attempts at solving
it can best be understood as a social movement. 1 The reality of the
present juvenile justice system, including the courts and the public
and private agencies providing services to youth, is a subjective,
socially-constructed reality having its roots in a history of interaction among powerful and not-so-powerful interests. As social realities are constructed they become institutionalized, imbued with
authority, and reified by those who control their organizational components. In this way, the juvenile system has emerged as a natural,
self-evident order.
The juvenile justice system evolved out of the changing definition
of family, parenthood, and childhood ushered in with the growth of
The research reported here was supported by funds granted to the
National Criminal Justice Educational Consortium Project by the National
Institute on Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Parts of this paper
were presented at the National Conference on Social Welfare, Washington,
D.C., June, 1976.
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capitalism and industrialization. In the U.S., the power behind the
invention was a collectivity of social reformers and social workers,
2
Their power was converted into authority with
including Jane Addams.
the institution of the various juvenile and family courts toward the end
of the 19th century. Final legitimacy was lent by the very influential
whose
theorizing of G. Stanley Hall, a relatively minor psychologist
3
developmental theory of adolescence still is prototypical.
The paradigm normalized by these "child savers" may be summed up
as rehabilitation. Adolescents, although physically mature, were emotionally children engulfed in a period of "storm and stress" and therefore easily led astray by evil, adult and non-adult influences in
transient, immigrant-filled, and therefore disorganized, American
cities. Thus, situational, personal and interpersonal factors (not
larger social structural conditions associated with capitalism and
industrialization) were the ultimate causes of delinquent behavior. To
fight delinquency, the courts accepted responsibility for defining the
best interests of children by acting in parens patriae; guilt and innocence were not at issue so much as psychological and social well being.
Services provided for delinquent children were to be therapeutic, assuring safe passage into working class, adult roles.
The rehabilitation paradigm survives to the present, albeit legitimated by a more sophisticated psychology and sociology. Writing in
1943, C. Wright Mills demonstrated that leading textbooks, owing to the
class bias of their authors, continued to focus on the interpersonal,
situational determinants rather than the social structural, normative
determinants of social problems. 4 By this means, Mills believed, students educated through these books were being socialized to maintain an
"ideology of social pathologists." More recent writings evidence the
sustained strength of the rehabilitative paradigm. The muckraking of
William Ryan indicates that social services continue to "blame the
victim."'5 The cooler theorizing of Edwin Schurr suggests that an
6
"individual treatment" model pervades programs for delinquents.
7
8
Knight, and later, Ruby, indicate that not a great deal of theoretical
difference exists among the various types of youth programs, including
the newer diversion programs. Delinquency may be a social problem, but
in keeping with the rehabilitative ideal, the social structural aspects
of it appear to be continually overlooked in favor of the individual
and interpersonal aspects of it.
In spite of the dominance of the rehabilitative paradigm, there is
considerable indication that a paradigm shift, in the Kuhnian sense, is
underway. 9 The youth culture of the 1960's stemmed somewhat the childhoodization of young adults, and the 1970's saw the growth of an active
10
Three major supreme court
movement advocating rights for children.
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decisions weakened the parens patriae authority of the court and
strengthened due process procedures.I
Sociologists and psychologists,
confronted by the overwhelming inability of youth programs to demonstrate their effectiveness, have be un to challenge traditional theories
of adolescent delinquent behavior. 1
Contemporary thinking is now
likely to debunk developmental theories, lay stress on social structural
issues, and seek changes in the legal status of youth. 1 3 How swiftly
the paradigm shift will take place depends on a number of political and
social contingencies. Of considerable importance is the receptability
of the new paradigm to those who control the juvenile justice system.
Among the more powerful people in the juvenile justice system are
administrators of youth programs. Granted that their power is hardly
absolute, the authority of administrators, and therefore their potential
influence over youth programs, should be obvious. It is within their
authority to shape, maintain or alter the nature of the services being
delivered. It is within their authority to affect the parameters of
behaviors of youth workers regardless of the professional identification of youth workers. If youth programs are to lose their rehabilitative, victim-blaming framework, administrative thinking must eventually
deligitimate it.
For these reasons, the present study is based on interviews with
administrators of youth and delinquency programs. The assumption was
made that policy develops in keeping with the way in which the causes
of youth problems are conceptualized. If they are conceptualized along
a personal or interpersonal problem framework, programs can be expected
to reflect therapeutic, rehabilitative ideals; if they are conceptualized around social structural concerns, programs can be expected to
incorporate social reform and change ideals. Therefore, in interviewing
administrators, the intent was to describe the way administrators think
about the causes of delinquency, about ideal programs to ameliorate or
prevent delinquency, and about the role of youth workers -- be they
social workers, counselors, probation officers or the like. In this
way we hoped to understand the persistence of the rehabilitative paradigm and suggest what might be expected of youth programs in the future.

SAMPLE AND METHODOLOGY
In all, thirty-one administrators were interviewed. They were all
those heads of programs in the Portland metropolitan area registered
with the Oregon Council on Crime and Delinquency. The administrator of
a large and important statewide agency located out of the metropolitan
area was also included. A wide range of agencies is represented by the
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administrators; public and private, new and old, traditional and nontraditional.
The administrators themselves were a homogeneous group. They
ranged in age from mid-twenties to over sixty. Although most were male
and white, there were five female and three black administrators. Considerable variation in education was apparent: five had not received
a B.A., sixteen had masters degrees in counseling or social work, and
two were clinical psychologists. Collectively, they represented a
wealth of experience: twenty-four had been involved in youth programs
at least six years, with two of these years in administrative capacities.
Each of the administrators participated in an open-ended, in-depth
interview approximately one hour and a half long. The interview schedone explorule was simple, consisting of essentially three questions:
ing thinking about the "causes of delinquency," the others exploring
thinking on "ideal programs" and "effective youth workers."

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Prior to the interviews, the differences between a rehabilitative,
personal problem orientation and a social-structural, social change
orientation were conceptualized.
The Rehabilitative, Personal Problem Orientation
A personal problem orientation sees the roots of delinquency in
some failure within the individual or within the immediate social environment. Usually, the failure is thought to be in the personality of
the delinquent or in his/her internalized self, self image or iden14
Hereditary factors might also be the failure.15 Or, the
tity.
16
Regardless,
failure might be in deficient knowledge and abilities.
the failure sets the delinquent apart from non-delinquents and, thus,
is said to cause delinquent behavior.
Social events are not excluded from the orientation. Indeed, they
play a central role. But the social events which are highlighted are
situational or micro-sociological. Significant others in the form of
parents and peers become the social environment through which internalization takes place. Subcultural factors may also be important, but as
17
Larger social conditions are seen as
a deficient significant other.
irrelevant, a constant, or too far from the substance of daily life to
play an important part in the lives of individuals.
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In general, programs created around a personal problems framework
seek to help individuals and their families overcome personal shortcomings. Each client is individualized so that the particular failure
may be accurately diagnosed and treated. The services provided may
range from therapy, to counseling, to recreation, to skill development,
to vocational training.
The role of youth workers varies considerably but is essentially
designed to assure that the particular problem of the delinquent and
his/her family is uncovered and treated. Most typically, the worker is
understood as a counselor who, by forming a special kind of relationship, helps the delinquent cope with, adjust to or overcome social
realities.
Structural Problem, Social Change Orientation
The structural problem orientation relates delinquency to normative
arrangements within a society. It is in the structure and function of
societal institutions that the roots of delinquency are to be found.
All social institutions, but especially economic institutions, are seen
to affect daily the lives of individuals. Sometimes structural problems are understood as a failure or dysfunction in existing institutions. 1 8 Other times, delinquency is understood as a likely, or at
least unintended, consequence of the proper functioning of institutional
arrangements. 19 Social psychological conditions -- race, class, personality -- make certain people more vulnerable to delinquent behavior,
or, if not to being caught, processed, labelled and treated as a de2
linquent. 6
A structural problem orientation would not deny nor ignore the
existence of personal problems. However, in developing programs and
working with clients, primary attention is given to changing organizations and institutions rather than changing individual and families.
In fact, personal problems are assumed to be assuaged by involving
individuals in social change. 2 1 Thus, programs would stress community
development, developing economic opportunities, advocating for bureaucratic and legal changes. The role of youth worker would be broker,
advocate or change agent, although while performing these tasks counseling and therapeutic functions might also be fulfilled.

FINDINGS
The ideal type sketched so neatly could hardly be expected to exist
in pure form. The thinking of administrators, whether about causes,
programs, or worker roles, represents a mixed type, neither completely
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rehabilitative nor completely social change in point of view. Yet, this
said, it is fair to generalize that the administrators overwhelmingly
represented and defended the traditional rehabilitative, personal problem paradigm.
Causes
A great deal has been said and written about the causes
of delinquency. Based on your experience and study, what
do you personally think are the causes of delinquency?
In response to this question, almost every administrator disclaimed
the existence of a single cause, listing instead a number of personal as
well as structural conditions contributing to delinquency.
The single most frequently listed cause of delinquency was family
problems: bad parenting; disorganized, dysfunctional homes; poor family
environments; and poor family communication patterns being the most frequently mentioned. Other interpersonal, situational variables, especially peer group pressure, were cited but generally not given great
importance.
Slightly less often mentioned, but obviously of great significance
to the administrators, were individual, psychological problems of youth,
such as a lack of inner controls or other personality or emotional
characteristics. A few noted cognitive problems such as a lack of
knowledge, abilities or skills for obtaining employment. Hereditary
factors were alluded to in a very few instances, and even in these instances were not seen to be important.
Social structural conditions were cited with as much frequency as
personal and interpersonal conditions. All but two of the administrators noted such mezzo-sociological conditions as dysfunctional youth
services; problematic schools; and community, neighborhood or subcultural difficulties. Additionally, fully two-thirds cited such macrosociological conditions as poverty, lack of social responsibility,
materialistic values, violent values in society, racism, social mobility, social change and normlessness.
Although almost all administrators listed both personal and structural conditions causing delinquency, it was nevertheless clear that a
personal problem orientation dominated their thinking.
For example, only four administrators could be said to have expressed a point of view essentially social-structural in nature.
Interestingly, two of these represent clearly conservative points of
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view. One of these condemned changing social values toward family life
and sexuality, while the other summed it up this way:
There is so much questioning of every institution. It
makes it so difficult to trust anything. It was easier
before when you thought your country was best and your
church was right.
Barely a radical comment was made by these or any other administrator.
More often comments about social conditions were liberal in nature
pointing to "dysfunctions" but not challenging basic institutional arrangements.
The bulk of the administrators were clearly within a personal problem framework. They demonstrated this in a number of ways. Indirectly,
it was demonstrated in the sheer time given to discussion of personal
and interpersonal problems. Likewise, the vagueness with which most
discussed structural conditions was in marked contrast with the clarity
of analysis about individual and family problems. Directly, it came
out over and over again in specific comments: "The family is not the
only factor, I guess, though far and away the most predominant influence..."; "Early parenting is the factor of highest importance";
"Totally disorganized families... this is the key thing"; "Dysfunctional
families are probably the principle cause"; "The causes of delinquency
are directly related to poor parenting... Other explanations are only
symptoms"; "The problem is right there with mother and father."
Programs
There has also been a lot said and written about the need
for more effective programs for dealing with delinquent
youth or even potentially delinquent youth. Let's suppose
that you have been asked to write a grant proposal for the
development of an ideal youth program or service. What
kind of program would you develop?
In response to this question, about a third of the administrators
expressed assurance that existing programs -- or at least their program
-- was effective. However, none of them presented evidence demonstrating the effectiveness of their or any other program. Typical was the
reply:
"Can we document the good we've done? I get a gut feeling that
we are doing good. This can't be captured in evaluations."
When the failure of existing programs was conceded, service delivery issues were cited as having direct bearing. Only three administrators suggested that perhaps the underlying rehabilitative paradigm
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guiding most programs was related to program failure. In spite of such
remarks all but two of the administrators could think of improvements
for youth programs or talk abstractly about an "ideal" program.
Thirteen of the administrators noted that an ideal program would
be a preventive program, that most were presently "bandaid" programs.
Nevertheless, the difference between preventive and bandaid program was
not one of a kind. For most administrators, prevention means doing the
same thing only sooner. For instance, the most commonly expressed idea
was early detection of potentially delinquent children -- with the help
of school officials -- and administering to them individual or family
counseling. Only two of those desiring preventive programs saw prevention essentially as a shift from a personal problem to a social problem orientation.
The ideal programs tended to be multi-faceted, including activities
designed to rehabilitate individuals and their families as well as to
change social conditions. However, when the relative weights of program components is taken into account, the dominance of a rehabilitative
perspective is clear.
Fully 28 of the 31 administrators saw the need to include family or
individual counseling in their ideal program. For twelve of the administrators, counseling, or rather better counseling, was the only concern. For an additional seven, it was the major concern. Interestingly
the great importance given to family in the etiology and ideal rehabilitation-of youth is not reflected in actual programs. Time and again
administrators bemoaned the difficulties encountered in trying to incorporate family counseling.
The dominance of the rehabilitative model comes out in other ways
as well. Several of the administrators indicated the need to work with
schools, that is, help in the search for delinquent youth who could
then be placed in counseling. Similarly, several stressed the need for
employment services, that is, preparing youth for the process of looking
for employment so that, as three administrators emphasized, "they can
compete in the labor market." Recreation, as a potentially therapeutic
experience and as a means for "keeping them busy and out of trouble,"
fills out the range of rehabilitative services described as "ideal"
for youth programs.
Although the predominant orientation to program planning was rehabilitation, a fair number of administrators did include services best
understood as social change oriented.
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The social change services most likely to be mentioned were reforming schools, developing communities, and developing employment opportunities. Eleven administrators saw the need to work toward changing the
educational system and developing alternative education programs. However, it is important to stress that most administrators believed that
present school conditions were adequate.
Nine of the administrators believed that community development
should be an integral part of youth programs. Typical was this comment:
"The model for youth services should be community based. Community education would be the backbone of the program with community workshops,
for instance, youth law forums, where the community is educated to the
dynamics of the juvenile court system."
Job development was important for only seven administrators. Job
development may be distinguished from the slightly more frequently cited
need to train youth for employment. The two would seem to go hand in
hand but it was not unusual for administrators to stress one or the
other. At least one administrator believed that it was not the responsibility of her agency to "get jobs for kids, they had to learn to compete for themselves."
It might also be noted that three administrators acknowledged the
need for legal services, including the need to work toward changes in
the law. And, three administrators suggested the need for advocacy in
youth programs.
The Role of Youth Workers
Not only have many maintained that programs were ineffective or need improvement, but they have also believed
that in handling individual cases probation officers,
caseworkers, youth workers and the like have not been
particularly effective. Why do you think the work of
these workers has proven inadequate? Or said another
way, what do you personally feel should be the role of
the worker to ensure a more effective handling of cases?
Although seven of the administrators challenged the premise of this
question, the remainder accepted it. Regardless, almost all of the administrators defended the work of youth workers, pointing, quite logically, to a number of hindrances which limit effectiveness. The chief
hindrances mentioned were bureaucratic and other service delivery problems such as "burn out," high case loads, service fragmentation, legal
obstacles, financial limitations, poor community resources, poor community involvement, poor program planning, and even poor administration.
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In at least seven instances, criticism was made of youth workers.
Youth workers were criticized for their "poor use of casework skills,"
for not being "research oriented," for being on an "ego-trip," for not
being "mentally healthy." One administrator had them "too protective
of agencies," while another had them "too down on agencies."
These comments aside, twenty-three of the administrators did make
suggestions on the role of the worker to ensure a more effective handling of cases.
Although the question was intended to elicit thinking about
functions and skills, the administrators commonly directed themselves
toward the personal qualities of effective workers. The list of qualities noted was vast: innovative, imaginative, realistic, motivated,
mature, genuine, honest, sincere, humanistic and caring to name only
a few. For a significant number of administrators, these personal
qualities were more important than skills or education. Typical is
this comment: "High calibre equals whole people.. .non-defensive and
well adjusted. Training is a factor but not an overriding one. Personal attributes are basic."
To some extent the personal qualities of youth workers fall beyond
the research concerns; such qualities are as important in rehabilitation
as it is in social change. Yet the context within which most administrators discussed qualities indicated a clear bias: most assumed that
the basic function of youth workers is counseling. The qualities they
were listing were qualities of a good counselor. This becomes especially clear in the kinds of skills believed to be necessary for effective
handling of cases.
Only fifteen of the administrators addressed themselves to skills
and functions. Of these the skill given primary consideration was the
ability to relate to youth. For most, relating to youth meant empathic,
supportive, non-judgemental behavior. For at least five, it also meant
"the ability to use authority." In addition to the ability to relate
to youth, other counseling skills cited include diagnostic skills
("knowing your client thoroughly") and case planning and goal assessment
skills. Finally, seven administrators emphasized explicitly the need
for individual and family therapy skills.
Very few administrators mentioned skills not in some direct way
related to rehabilitating individuals or families; none could be said
to have seen the function of youth workers essentially in social change
terms. Four administrators alluded to the need for community skills,
another stressed the need for knowledge about community resources, still
another discussed the need for youth workers to "minimize conflict
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between community and child and assure that the system does the least
amount of damage."
Finally, only one administrator called attention
to such skills as "advocate, coordinate, facilitate."

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The juvenile justice system is institutionalized around a rehabilitative paradigm. Recently that paradigm has come under attack by
academic and legal experts, indicating that a new, social change paradigm may be replacing it. The findings reported here, however, suggest
that, at least among the thirty-one administrators interviewd, the rehabilitative paradigm continues to be the social reality around which
services are offered.
It is not that administrators ignore or reject social structural/
social change issues; the data clearly indicate that a social change
paradigm is making inroads. There is ample recognition of social
structural conditions in the causation of delinquent behavior, and there
is some willingness to incorporate such social change activities as
school reform and community development into youth programs. Nevertheless, social structural/social change issues are definitely secondary,
not integral, to the thinking of administrators.
For the overwhelming majority of administrators, delinquent and
non-delinquent youth are different types of people. The difference is
conceptualized as emotional, cognitive, or behavioral deficiencies
having their roots largely in the particular family environment of the
particular delinquent. Programs dealing with youth, whether preventive
or ameliorative, are expected to help individuals and their families
overcome their personal deficiencies. The chief component of ideal
delinquency programs is some form of individual or family counseling
and the primary function of youth workers is to counsel youth. Services
which support the paradigm are necessary; those which strike out in new
directions are merely for thinking about.
The findings represent the thinking of a relatively small number
of administrators in a particular geographic region. We cannot pretend
to make generalizations about the thinking of other administrators and
the status of other programs for youth. Yet the findings do suggest
that administrators are not in the vanguard, exploring new ideas and
devising new programs; rather, they are locked into old schemes, maintaining older social visions. Why is this?
Observations made during the interviews enable us to negate a
number of possible explanations. No evidence was found to suggest that
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personal and social attributes of administrators determined allegiance
to the rehabilitative paradigm. Sex, race, and education appeared unrelated to administrative thinking. While it was true that younger
administrators were more likely to acknowledge social structural/social
change concerns, no clear pattern emerged. Likewise, type of agency
appeared to make no significant difference. Public or private, new or
old, seemed to make little difference. Among the more disheartening
observations was that administrators of self-proclaimed "alternative
programs" differed from their more traditional counterparts largely in
their dress styles and rhetoric, not in fundamental ideas.
A more fruitful explanation may be found in a critical examination
of the interplay among the social status of youth, the function of the
juvenile justice system, and the role of administrators in bureaucracies.
Children are a collectivity of people subjected to the authority
of adults. The extensiveness of the authority, expectations about the
proper use of authority, and the exact age distinguishing child from
adult is culturally and historically relative. The growth of a childcentered, nuclear family has moved western civilization away from reliance on abandonment and physical abuse as a means of expressing
authority. At the same time, we have also subjugated increasingly
larger numbers of people by extending legal and social definitions of
childhood. 2 2
In most parts of the United States today, a child is
legally someone under the age of eighteen. Full rights of citizenship,
however, are commonly withheld until the age of twenty-one. Furthermore, social definitions of childhood not uncommonly include all those
enrolled in degree granting educational programs regardless of age.
To justify the incorporation of such large numbers of people under
the category of child, we have institutionalized theories of psychological development. Thus, we argue that there is a special child, adolescent and young adult psychology which necessitates their subjugation.
Most people today earnestly believe that young people must be constantly
supervised by adults because of intrinsic bio-psychological incapacities.
While not necessarily intended, the subordinate status of such
large numbers of socially defined children has some functional consequences for industrial capitalism. It limits the role of great numbers
of young people in the economic market. Young people do not have the
right to compete with adults in the labor market. The positions in the
work force open to the young are most often secondary, dead ended positions, similar to those offered to racial minorities, and operating
primarily to instill the value of work as an end in itself. It assures
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the continued creation of professions of and for adults in the service
of training, socializing, counseling and rehabilitating children. It
assures that adult workers, who marry and have children, will have a
legitimated area in which to exercise the authority from which they are
alienated in the work place.
Because of their subordinate status, there is always the danger
that children - especially post-pubescent children -- might organize
to alter the authority of adults over them. To avoid collective
attempts to overcome adult authority, some means must be found for cooling out youth and for mystifying the reasons for their subordinate
status. This is a primary function of the juvenile justice system.
Where education helps to legitimately define and reward conforming
youth, the juvenile justice system helps to legitimately discredit nonconforming youth. Both have effects on future adults; the credited,
conforming young person is accorded full economic opportunities, while
the discredited, non-conforming young person is channeled out of the
mainstream of economic opportunities.
Administrators of youth programs are in positions whereby the publics with which they must negotiate for funding and other, more general
kinds of support, are not only those credited, conforming adults, but
those adults whose investment in the economic status quo is most pronounced. These include boards of directors, community leaders and government officials, all top heavy with representatives of the business
community. These publics also include parents in general who are seeking support in exercising authority over their own children. In short,
it would be very difficult for a reform-oriented administrator to be
appointed, let alone institute a program dedicated to social reform.
This is also true for administrators of newer, alternative youth
programs. Although the rhetoric of social change is an asset to being
appointed, it does not assure the development of a social change oriented program. In part the difficulty arises from an inability to convert rhetoric into programs, but it also arises because ultimately even
these administrators must negotiate with the same publics as more traditional administrative personnel.
Changes are taking place in services for youth albeit very slowly.
The status of youth in contemporary society, the functions that status
has for maintaining existing institutions, the historical role of the
juvenile justice system in legitimating that status and controlling
entry into the economic market, and the normative pressures placed on
administrators all mitigate against the acceptance of a social change
paradigm. However, as the rehabilitative paradigm continues to prove
inadequate and as more and more youth workers are exposed to literature
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delineating a social change orientation, a critical mass might evolve
among administrative personnel, eventually helping to reshape the
juvenile justice system.
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INTRODUCTION
The decade of the sixties witnessed a resurgence of radical or
leftist movements in the United States as manifested in the political
activism of college students, civil rights organizations, community
groups and others. Today, in the post-Vietnam era of the seventies,
the fires of the New Left appear to have been dampened. But even
though these groups may be less visible and vocal today, it would be a
mistake to think that their ideas are no longer of interest to certain
segments of our society. Some contemporary New Left groups, while outwardly rejecting dramatic Marxist revolutionary tactics have instead
engaged in grass-roots organizing efforts at the community level.
What follows is an analysis of one such New Left organization,
Western Massachusetts Labor Action (WMLA), an affiliate of the National
Labor Federation (NATLFED). Prior literature regarding NATLFED and its
branch associations ("entities") has been descriptive of the organization, but heavily propagandistic (National Labor Federation, 1976; Leggett and Mouldner, 1976). Here, we attempt a critical examination of
WMLA both as a representative entity of NATLFED and as an example of an
independent effort to organize the poor. The essential question addressed is the manner in which grass-roots, community-based groups can best
organize the poor to improve their living conditions in American society.
We contend that the most appropriate perspective with which to
answer such a question takes into account both recent attempts to organize the poor and a pluralistic model of social power. The obvious benefit of studying recent attempts to organize the poor is the understanding of the actual experience of others as well as the gaining of insight
into probable results of methodologies previously applied. Such recent
strategies of organizing the poor as the Community Action Programs
(CAP'S), the National Welfare Rights Organization (NWRO) and Cloward and
Piven's "tactics of disruption" prove especially helpful in this regard.
But as helpful as information about organizing the poor is, such
understandings and insights are of limited value to the practicioner
without an accompanying grasp of social power in America as a pluralistic model of competing interest groups. Extensive arguments for this
point of view have been presented by Robert Dahl (1961), Nelson Polsby
(1963), and Arnold Rose (1967). Our position, which assumes the utility
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of the pluralistic model, is that the poor can make substantial gains
as an organized interest group, but that the traditional Marxist orientation of the New Left which emphasizes discontent leading to "the
revolution" is conceptually incorrect and therefore counterproductive
as an underlying world-view for organizers of the poor.
THE STRUCTURE AND NATURE OF WMLA
WMLA, operating under the auspices of the National Labor Federation, is a community-based organizing drive. The National Labor Federation or NATLFED, strives to organize "unrecognized" labor throughout
the United States. Numbering close to fifty million, these unrecognized workers are those who are excluded from the National Labor Relations Act, and thus do not share in the benefits of unionization. Currently there are fourteen separate entities operating under this national umbrella with NATLFED serving to coordinate and synthesize the most
effective organizing tactics. In this way they hope that strong and
successful programs can be built all over the country.
Operating primarily in Berkshire County
of Western Massachusetts,
WMLA is one of these fourteen organizing drives.
Membership includes
the elderly, disabled, unemployed, underemployed, service workers, domestics, factory and farm workers.
The basic philosophy expressed by
WMLA is to strive for lasting changes in the living and working conditions of these people.
Western Massachusetts Labor Action neither receives nor desires
federal or state funding, a fact of which the organization is quite
proud.
The major reason given for not accepting such funds is that they
would influence the nature and direction of the organization's programs,
as well as diminish membership participation in problem solving. Instead, support comes from contributions made by private individuals
through bucket drives, house to house canvassing, donations, plus monthly dues of 62 cents paid by active members. The programs and benefits
of WMLA are, however, available to anyone whether or not they contribute to the organization's support.
WMLA refers to its organizing structure as "systemic organizing."
The total daily operations of the organization are divided into fourteen interconnected segments: Daily Operations, Administrative Assistance, Cadre, Procurement, Financial Input, Volunteers, Benefits, Membership, Print, Design and Advertising, Propaganda and News, Transportation,
Speaking Engagements and Housing. Each of four full-time organizers
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("cadre") is responsible for the maintenance of various segments of the
system.
Each segment has specific functions. The Daily Operations segment
supervises and coordinates the activities of all systems and is responsible for the overall operation of the organization. Administrative
Assistance provides aid for the Daily Operations Manager to insure that
activities are carried out as planned. Cadre functions as a personnel
department, seeing to it that conflicts between members are mediated.
Procurement obtains the donations necessary for the continuation of the
staff and programs of the organization. Benefits provides food, clothing, medical and informational services to the membership of the community. Financial Input plans fund raising activities necessary to
meet the rent and utility bills. Print prepares and makes copies of
literature such as leaflets for bucket drives in front of supermarkets,
membership canvassing and upcoming fund raising events. Design and Advertising does the initial layout and editing of this literature. Propaganda and News is responsible for the production of the monthly newsletter. Transportation involves the scheduling of cars and other transportation donated by volunteers and the membership. The system of
Speaking Engagements is responsible for lectures and talks at local
schools, churches and other meeting places which are done to promote
support and understanding of the organization in the local community.
Housing is concerned with the upkeep of the staff's living accomodations
and arranges for workers or cadre to spend a night or two per week in
the home of a supporter or member.
Full-time cadre are responsible for the coordination of their
"mini-systems" and report on each at weekly staff meetings. A written
analysis of each subsystem is prepared monthly. Evaluation is provided
by the Daily Operations Manager in the form of an analysis of the previous month. Evaluation might cover what has been accomplished, what
has yet to be done, and feedback from the membership concerning issues
of importance. In addition to these reporting devices, each subsystem
coordinator must periodically write out tactic sheets and procedures for
all activities contained within his or her system. For example, a food
stamp workshop might involve preparing: (1) an explanation of its purposes (e.g. reduce the price for certain groups, solidify current membership, recruit new members), (2) the mechanics of the workshop (e.g.
devising a worksheet, preparing an outline), and (3) "tools" used in the
activity (e.g. worksheet, pencils, press releases, posters).
The rationalized and specialized bureaucratic nature of systemic
organizing is clearly illustrated by the filing system used within the
WMLA office. Material is numerically filed and designated as "interior"
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or "exterior" depending upon whether the content of the information is
related to the workings of WMLA only or to the entire NATLFED operation.
Files are numbered such that each pair of numbers for a given file can
be sequentially broken down to indicate; (1) whether the file is interior or exterior, (2) the system of the organization to which it applies,
(3) the subject it deals with, and (4) any further notations or comment.
Membership in WMLA is strictly voluntary and there are a number of
ways to enter the organization. Once recruited, all volunteers are subject to a pre-planned training program which includes an orientation to
the history of WMLA and NATLFED plus an outline of its purposes and
goals. An information sheet detailing biographical data, special
skills and the individual's areas of interest is filled out on each and
every volunteer. The organization places great importance on volunteers, and all systems, not only Volunteers, have recruitment responsibilities. Training occurs in regularly held classes categorized as
Level I, II or III. Level I classes are designed to give newcomers an
orientation to and understanding of food stamps, AFDC (Aid for Families
with Dependent Children) and similar welfare services. Level II classes
serve as a bridge between Level I and Level III. The theoretical and
political content of Level II largely depends upon the perceptions and
social awareness of those individuals in attendence. Just as a worker
who approaches WMLA for an emergency food voucher is not immediately
"hit" with talk of NATLFED and a united worker front, so new members
are guided into an understanding of Marxist policy a bit at a time.
Level III classes involve detailed discussions of attempts made by the
working class throughout history to enter the political arena and promote long term social change.
A typical day scheduled for a cadre (full-time organizer) might
include an 8:30 a.m. briefing (a run-down of the day's schedule), a
9 a.m. appointment at the local welfare office with a member, a bucket
drive in front of a supermarket until noon, a speaking engagement at
2 p.m. and a membership canvas (door to door recruitment) from 4 to 6
p.m. Perhaps that evening there might be a class or volunteer orientation from 7:30 until 10 p.m. Beyond this, cadre must also find time for
systems work.
WMLA has a dual organizational nature which is apparent from a description of its major action focus, the Benefits I and Benefits II programs - referred to as "BENE I" and "BENE II." In order to insure membership, WMLA attempts to give immediate and tangible aid to its members.
This it does through BENE I, a program that provides members with needed
free clothing, food and vouchers for emergency food, food stamp tests
for eligibility, non-emergency dental care and information and referral
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regarding unemployment and workmen's compensation. In addition, under
BENE I the organization also acts in an advocacy role in issues of
housing, utilities, legal services, etc.
While BENE I is certainly of prime importance, WMLA organizers are
aware that their ultimate goal of working for lasting changes in the
living and working conditions of the membership cannot be achieved by
providing only hand-outs.
They must teach members the methods of organizing. To this end, cadre conduct open "brainstorming" sessions on
Saturday afternoons during which activities of the previous week are
reviewed and areas of recurring need identified. The organizers discuss these problems, and consider strategies for combating them. WMLA
cadre see this process of defining immediate and recurring needs as a
strong organizing tool which can be used to map out the direction of
planned social change. This strategy, much more theoretical and longrange than BENE I, is known as BENE II. The cadre look to the day when
BENE II will be a system in itself and lasting changes in lifestyle and
social power will begin to be realized by the membership.

RECENT ATTEMPTS TO ORGANIZE THE POOR
NATLFED and the WMLA entity are engaged in a concentrated effort
to organize the "unrecognized" workers, i.e., the adult poor, of America. They are not, however, the first group to tackle the task, nor do
they represent the only methodology currently being applied. In the
past decade elaborate designs to organize the poor have been espoused
by the federal government, social policy analysts, community organizers
and the poor themselves.
During the 1960's the federal government waged a "War on Poverty"
using the Community Action Programs (CAP's) of the Office of Economic
Opportunity (OEO) as its primary weapons system. 1 CAP's were locally
oriented and operated programs whose mission was to eliminate poverty in
targeted urban or rural areas. CAP agencies attempted to involve the
poor, mobilize resources, coordinate efforts, plan, conduct and evaluate
programs, advocate for the poor and pursue administrative reform in re-

1

Although the federal government gives "lip service" to
involvement of the poor in current antipoverty funding programs (e.g.
grants-in-aid, Title XX, general revenue sharing), it is our position
that these mechanisms do not systematically encourage poor persons to be
organized on their own behalf.
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levant institutional structures. Involvement of the poor was the key
and was encouraged by the famous Section 203(a) of the Economic Opportunity act which mandated CAP's to be "Developed, conducted and administered with maximum feasible participation of the residents of the
area, and members of groups, served" (Brokensha, 1974). This then was
the federal government's major attempt to organize the poor into selfhelp action agencies. Poor persons, as staff members, board members
and advisory council members were organized to impact social institutions affecting the poor and to stimulate structural changes within
those institutions.
But CAP's did not prove to be effective in improving the conditions of the poor. One problem resulted from CAP conflict with the local establishment. CAP monies could bypass city hall and even stimulate marches and other protests against locally entrenched power groups.
The local political establishment responded by complaining to Washington, which resulted in the cancelling of programs without regard to
their success in improving the condition of the poor. The local social
service establishment also resisted CAP's by campaigning for antipoverty monies to be channeled into the existing social service network rather than into new, competing social action agencies. Another basic
problem was the drain of capable indigenous leaders who were able to
escape to middle-class life by means of the CAP agencies and the frequent use of remaining community leaders as mere "window dressing" (i.
e. high visibility, but low decision-making power) by antipoverty programs (Clark and Hopkins, 1969).
A second group who might be referred to as "social policy analysts"
have also shown considerable interest in organizing the poor. The past
decade has seen a multitude of exhortations (for example Terrell, 1967;
Thurz, 1966) for social action among various professional groups. The
basic argument here is that social workers, lawyers, city planners, mental health specialists, etc. who work with the poor should make their
primary committment to what Terrell (1967) has called "group advocacy."
They must abandon ethically neutral positions and take strong value
stances in which the interests of the poor are the focus of an advocacy
which directly confronts the injustices and inequalities in the system.
These action-oriented professionals should create and support groups
representing the interests of the poor, form action committees to devise
strategies and coordinate advocacy efforts, and enter into political
coalitions when advantageous. While this group advocacy argument has
received much attention in the literature, in practice organized group
advocacy at the local level is uncommon. It is often, however, an important focus of state and national interest groups such as the NASW
(National Association of Social Workers) who take stands and lobby re-
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garding issues of significance to the poor.
In addition to encouraging an active strategy of involving committed professionals to serve as organizing leaders, some social policy
analysts have developed theoretical models of the way in which the poor
might effectively organize and act to improve their conditions. An
example is Cloward and Piven's (1974) construct of the "tactics of disruption." Such tactics might include boycotts, sit-ins, traffic tieups, rent strikes and other behaviors "intended to command attention
and to win concessions by the actual trouble they cause in the ongoing
operations of major institutions" (Cloward and Piven, 1974: 86).
It
is felt by these analysts that deviating in particular ways from prescribed behavior is a realistic method by which the poor can place pressure on bureaucrats, cause excitement for the media, displease influential members of the community, create strain for political leaders
and convert these "disruptions" into gains. One of the specific proposals of Cloward and Piven was an idea to undermine the public welfare
system by organizing nation-wide campaigns to register all eligible
poor for relief as well as help existing recipients obtain their full
benefits. The hope was that the welfare bureaucracy would become so
overloaded (i.e. "disrupted) that it would prove politically and financially expedient to dispose of it altogether and replace it with a guaranteed annual income that would eliminate poverty. Critics of these
tactics of disruption pointed to the ability of bureaucratic institutions to repress disruption or resist it by simply delaying or offering
mild but appeasing reforms. Critics also felt that the lack of popular
middle-class support for the poor and the need for professional expertise (e.g. organizers, lawyers) would undermine large scale disruptive
action (Cloward and Piven, 1974).
Other theorists have formulated more abstract principles and models
by which organizing strategies and tactics can be analyzed and evaluated. These social action theorists are concerned with the basic issues
common to all organizing efforts, how they interrelate and how they are
resolved. Pruger and Specht (1969), for example, subdivide organizing
efforts into three major areas; the problem, the methods of action and
the assessment of outcomes; and proceed to develop a set of analytical
questions useful in the understanding and evaluation of organizing techniques.
"Community organizers" represent a third category of persons who
have shown an interest in organizing the poor. These organizers have
devoted their efforts to refining tactics out in the community, as was
the case with Saul Alinsky. Alinsky has endeavored to form "People's
Organizations" (or "mass organizations") of "Have-Nots" who desire to

take power away from the "Haves" and participate in the operation of
Ideally, Alintheir communities in a democratic way (Alinsky, 1946).
sky would see such communities with mass organizations as the building
blocks of a national popular powerforce. These mass organizations
would create a "popular reformation" of values and institutional patterns which would, in turn, lead to a revolution where the "Have-Nots"
would take power away from the "Haves."
It is not, however, these grandiose schemes of change on a national or world-wide scale that Saul Alinsky is most remembered for. His
more useful contribution has been a "nuts and bolts" approach to organizing tactics and strategies. Drawing upon his own forty years of
organizing experience and those of his followers, Alinsky has developed
a body of pragmatic, realistic precepts, useful for the organizer of a
"Have-Not" community.
These "rules for radicals" which include such
topics as communication within the experience of others; the understanding of power, self-interest and compromise; the entrance of an organizer into a community; building organizational power; and the use of
morality, law and justice against the "Haves" (Alinsky, 1971) have
proved important in several successful organizing efforts, such as
those in Chicago, Rochester, Oakland and New York.
The "Alinsky Ideology" has become quite popular and influential
among organizers since World War II.
Critics of Alinsky contend that
he was too limited by his concern with specific, immediate activity in
a small geographic area and possessed no basic critique of American society that could serve as direction for a program of major institutional
change on a national scale (Reissman, 1967).
A fourth category of persons who have expressed concern in organizing the poor are the poor themselves.
In the past decade only a few
organizations of poor people have been able to command a nationwide
audience. Among the more notable were the Poor People's Campaign of
1968 and the National Welfare Rights Organization.
The Poor People's
March on Washington and its five week encampment in Resurrection City
was an attempt to arouse the conscience of the nation, make known the
needs and problems of the poor and gain tangible reforms from Congress
and the social welfare bureaucracy.
The Campaign succeeded in promoting a great deal of national media attention, but was otherwise ineffective.
The Campaign's focus proved to be much too broad (e.g. fiftyseven pages of demands ranging from public relief
to diplomatic ties
with Portugal). Leadership was also a problem. The death of Martin
Luther King removed charismatic leadership from the March and internal
disputes among the remaining notables precluded solidarity. But the
major weakness of the Poor People's Campaign was its inability to sus-
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tain the protest over an extended period of time.
waited for them to go home (Steiner, 1971).

The government merely

The National Welfare Rights Organization (NWRO) seems to have been
the poor people's association with the most potential and the greatest
success. Begun in 1966, the NWRO peaked organizationally in 1969 with
a membership of 100,000 welfare recipients in 350 chapters nationwide.
Membership was characteristically black, female, urban and northern.
Its central office was headed by the competent and highly regarded
George Wiley, a chemistry professor who had been a leader of CORE (Congress on Racial Equality). Wiley worked hard to establish a self-sufficient, dues supported, formal organization that would be attractive
to potential members. NWRO's issue focus was specific and imediate:
improve access to and increase levels of AFDC (Aid for Families with
Dependent Children) benefits. It sought to impact the political establishment by creating a powerful nationwide lobby of welfare recipients
who utilized non-violent but disruptive tactics such as sit-ins, rallies, advocacy and mass benefit programs (i.e. recruiting large numbers
of eligible recipients to demand inclusion on the roles or all the benefits due to them) (Steiner, 1971).
NWRO successes were substantial. Nationally, the organization's
recruitment drives and welfare consciousness-raising contributed to the
doubling of the country's relief rolls during the 1960's (Piven and
Cloward, 1971). Locally, mass benefit programs proved economically
successful in many instances. For example, the NWRO effort which informed welfare recipients of their eligibility for "special grants" for
clothing and furniture in New York City increased benefits fourfold
over one year's time from $3 million in June 1967 to $13 million in June
1968. Organizationally, NWRO was noteworthy as it (1) provided mutual
support for groups fighting the welfare establishment, (2) provided a
vehicle for recipients to be represented on committees by peers rather
than by social workers, and (3) established an associational (i.e. civic)
tie for AFDC mothers (Steiner, 1971).
Much of NWRO's success in the late 1960's can be linked to its association with various federal programs fighting the 'War on Poverty."
NWRO's and OEO antipoverty agencies were closely related. OEO agencies
frequently organized and funded NWRO chapters. VISTA volunteers were
common as organizers. Legal assistance programs brought suits against
the welfare bureaucracy on behalf of NWRO clients. Sympathetic welfare
social workers became inclined to approve applications and less apt to
arbitrarily terminate cases (Cloward and Piven, 1974). In addition,
NWRO entered into contract arrangements with federal agencies, most notably a $435,000 grant awarded from the Department of Labor to place
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welfare clients in leadership roles in the WIN (Work Incentive Program)
program (Steiner, 1971). However, as Vietnam came to supercede poverty as the nation's war, and Nixon replaced Johnson in the White House,
OEO began to fade from the scene along with its associated antipoverty
efforts, including the NWRO.
Other problems were evident beyond NWRO's heavy reliance on federal sources of support. NWRO was never able to generate substantial
power on a national level. Membership reached about one to two percent
of its potential, and little money was ever available for organizing
greater numbers (Steiner, 1971). A key weakness of NWRO involved its
inability to move from a focus on individual grievances to concentration on mass campaigns which would have proveded greater potential for
large scale participation (Piven and Cloward, 1971). Finally, NWRO
suffered from a deficiency of indigenous leaders as those most fit to
lead were also in a position to remove themselves from the ranks of
the poor (Steiner, 1971).
RECOMMENDATIONS
Any attempt to organize America's poor and thereby improve their
position in society must take into account certain basic realities. As
Whitney Young of the Urban League stated to the 1969 national convention of NWRO, "What makes America tick is organization. It only respects power organized." In other words, the poor must become an organized power element within America's pluralistic power structure if their
goals and interests are to be supported and furthered. How can this be
accomplished?
We would contend that for WMLA or any grass-roots organization interested in building social power for the poor, at least six basic issues must be addressed:
(1) The goals or game plan should be specific, have both
short and long-term components and reflect realistic,
accurate knowledge of the target system. For WMLA,
short-term goals would include a gradual increase in
the BENE I program, an accompanying recruitment of
core and active personnel and a thorough study of the
organizational values and workings of governmental
relief bureaucracies. Long-range goals such as consciousness-raising through educational programs and
objective improvement in the status of the poor will
be discussed later in the paper.
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(2)

The target system(s) of any organizing effort must
be explicit. Those systems in which change would
be most beneficial to the conditions of th. poor
should be clearly identified and focused upon. WMLA
and its parent organization, NATLFED, have sought to
organize "unrecognized" workers through grass-roots
campaigns. Their successes (e.g. the Eastern Farm
Workers Association on Long Island) have been primarily in terms of "point of production" Labor-management issues resolved by organizing labor into
unions powerful enough to carry out long strikes.
But, WMLA 2 identifies with no such "point of production" issue involving labor-management conflict, at
this time. What WMLA has instead is a large number
of unemployed workers and relief recipients toward
whom they have directed their BENE I efforts.
It
is our contention that this unemployed, welfare and
workfare (e.g. CETA, WIN) population represents legitimate and needy "unrecognized" workers. They
embody a "point of production" (i.e. target) in the
form of local, state and federal relief bureaucracies. Government relief agencies are indeed exploiting the poor by creating a cheap labor pool
which forces recipients to accept poorly paid "make
work" jobs. 3 This should be the logical target for
WMLA organizing efforts.

(3)

Leadership should be centralized and composed of respected and identifiable persons with the skills and
knowledge of planners and organizers. Charismatic
leadership should be voided unless it can be sucWe recommend that WMLA leaders
cessfully routinized.*

2

See also the Eastern Service Workers Association of New
Brunswick, N.J. discussed by Leggett and Mouldner (1976).
3

See also the discussion of "re-stratification" as applied
to
domestic and welfare workers in National Labor Federation (1976:
4-15).
4

For a discussion of routinization of charisma, see
Max Weber,
The Theory of Social and Economic Organization, translated by Talcott
Parsons, (New York: Free Press, 1964); material regarding NWRO's George
Wiley as a leader may also be instructive here (Steiner, 1971).
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increase their abilities as social planners and
endeavor to establish closer working relationships
with key members of the relief bureaucracies.

(4) Resources are essential to organize the poor. Three
key resources are money from dues or other sources;
manpower in the form of core membership, general membership and friends and the capacity to disrupt the
smooth functioning of the target system. For WMLA,
member dues and bucket drives are inadequate and financial backing from organizations and wealthy or
middle-class individuals whose contributions would
not require significant compromise of activist aims
is needed. WMIA's manpower core appears to be a
strong point, but the existence of a mass of supportive membership and influential community friends is
yet to be established. The capacity to disrupt,
whether real or simply a threat, is essential, and
WMLA should work to create the ability to mobilize
sizeable numbers of discontented relief recipients.
(5) Tactics are the means whereby goals are achieved. The
means we see as appropriate to a community-based organizing effort such as WMLA might be termed "limited cooperation" with the relief bureaucracy. WMLA should
seek to organize the clientele of the relief bureaucracies (e.g. the unemployed, CETA employees, welfare
recipients) in order to further their interests.
These interests could best be furthered by humanizing
the relief systems, i.e. making them more responsible
and responsive to the clientele. This humanizing
effort entails some cooperation since presumably some
relief system employees would support this type of
clientele effort. However, it is inevitable that situations will arise when clientele needs conflict with
those of the relief bureaucracy to such a degree that
employee support cannot be expected. In these instances,
WNLA must be able to exercise its capacity to disrupt
the operation of the bureaucracy through the use of some
form of confrontation.
(6) The image that an organizing movement presents to its
constituency, its target system(s) and the public is
important to its continued success. WMLA would bene-
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fit by presenting itself to its membership as a
strong, capable, and active advocate. A toned
down public self-image emphasizing WMLA's humanitarian concern for the treatment of needy persons
would appropriately complement the promotion of
an image of the relief bureaucracies as important
helping programs which consistently fail to meet
client needs.
CONCLUSION
We would suggest that the self-definition of WMLA and NATLFED as a
community-based benefits agency is a passing stage and would further
suggest that their ultimate concern is the elimination of inequality on
a societal level. However, to date neither WMLA nor any other New Left
group has presented a workable program for accomplishing this. Even
suggestions as mild as Negative Income Tax and Credit Income Tax (Gans,
1968) have met with little support from the public or Congress. A similar proposal contributed to the downfall of McGovern in the 1972 Presidential election.
Economic and social inequality have, to date, been persistent
facts of community life. The current approaches of the New Left are
unlikely to change this. While they may succeed in redefining poverty
(i.e. upgrading the monetary circumstances of the poor and increasing
their share of the total wealth of society), poverty will continue. All
societies have shown a history of stratification (i.e. superior-subordinate relationships) and we do not anticipate this pattern to wither
away.
This does not mean that patterns of stratification are always rigid. China, Cuba and other societies which have experienced recent socialist revolutions are cases in point. Differential rewards of money
and power have not been completely eliminated, yet the differences in
lifestyle from the top to the bottom of these societies have become
less visible and presumably less real. It may be possible to accomplish
similar reforms in American society, not by means of revolution, but by
means of powerful organizations of poor people.
All New Left organizations, including WMLA, share a utopian vision
of the future. They see the possibilities for a Marxist "Garden of Eden"
where all people are equal. We think that this is unrealistic. As a
community-based benefits organization they may make a worthwhile contribution to the poor (BENE I), but they cannot change the way technological
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societies operate. WMLA and NATLFED may, however, be able to improve
the relative conditions of the poor by slowly narrowing the economic
gaps separating class groups. If this is to happen, significant power
bases need to be established at the local, state and national level so
that the poor can begin to influence the course of political events.
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A COMPARISON OF FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH PAST USE, PROJECTED USE,
a
AND PERCEIVED COMMUNITY NEED FOR HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES

Pat M. Keith
Iowa State University

Abstract
Life change, political, and demographic factors associated with
past use, projected use, and perceived community needs for services by
the aged were examined. Data were derived from interviews conducted
with men and women 65 or over in a midwestern community. Life changes
were more useful in explaining relationships with health and social services among men than were demographic and political variables. But among women, there was less difference in the amount of variance explained by the three groups of variables. Although men and women differed little in the extent to which they had experienced life changes,
discontinuity was differentially associated with their responses to
health and social services.

The inconsistency between projected use of services, identification
of need, and subsequent use of services has received some documentation.1
Even though comparatively little empirical research is available to support the disparity between anticipated and actual use of services, theoretical questions about the correspondence between attitudes toward
particul r objects or events and later behavior have been raised frequently.
In the instance of health and social services, projected use
generally exceeds actual use.
If however, anticipated use is not closely associated with subsequent use, they may have different antecedents. That is, factors which
predispose individuals to predict use of a service may be somewhat different from those which are indicators of actual use. Planners for social services may attempt to assess community needs and preferences for
a
Revision of a paper presented at the annual meeting of the Society
for the Study of Social Problems, September, 1977
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services by obtaining perceptions of need from potential clients. But
factors associated with estimated priorities for community services may
differ from correlates of past use or anticipated personal use. a This
exploratory study compares factors associated with three aspects of
health and social services among the aged:
past use, projected use and
the perceived community need for additional services for the aged.
Much 3of the available data deal with correlates of utilization of
services, and studies of utilization have concentrated primarily on
health services. But factors associated with projected use and perceived community needs for services are less well known. In this research variables previously identified as correlates of utilization are
examined in relation to projected personal use of services as well as
perceived community needs.
The socio-demographic approach to explaining the utilization of medical services has been described by McKinlay.
Age, education, and socioeconomic status, for example, have usually been found to be positively
related to use of services. Further, women seem to use more services
than men and do so increasingly with age. But McKinlay has also suggested that with the possible exception of age and sex differences, socio-demographic conclusions do not reveal in any depth why variations
exist and he called for research into the context in which health services are used.

Social psychological correlates of utilization have also been examined with increasing emphasis given to cues which may evoke action or
a readiness to act by a person or group. Zola has described triggers in
the lives of persons which prompt decisions to seek medical care. 5
In
the case of the aged, it is suggested that role losses and life changes
may serve as motivators to increase utilization or to enhance perceived
community needs. It has been posited that the disruption in prev 4 ous
activities and relationships is more important to the aged than the absolute amount of association or involvement with others. Indeed, many
of the conditions among the aged which social services planning is designed to ameliorate are situattons associated with changes and losses
related to social arrangements.

aIn this research community refers to the geographical area encompassed
by the city from which the sample was drawn.
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Among social psychological concepts, alilenation has been considered
It has been conceptualas a factor in underutilization of services.
ized as a general set of expectations for low control over events whigh
may extend to relationships with health and social service providers.
A sense of low personal control may be reflected in low levels of interest and knowledge of affairs as a patient, client, or consumer. Alienation, forl 8 xample, was inversely related to participation in polio
1 1- 1 3
Thus, it
and securing other types of preventive care.
immunization
might be expected that persons who feel powerless would be less likely
to have used services, would project fewer future demands, and hold a
more restricted view of community needs. Theoretically one means of
securing increased control over life events and perhaps subsequent benefits would be through political action. And political efficacy, which is
a subtype of the more general concept of alienation, reflects the extent
to which an individual beli 4es personal political action does or can impact the political process.
Provision of services and community programming for the aged increasingly involve political decisions regarding allocation of resources.
Thus, in addition to political efficacy, other aspects of the personal
context in which anticipated use and perceived community needs are articulated also warrant examination. Beliefs about intervention in political matters by the aged, interest in political issues, and voting behavior are considered in relation to past and projected use and perceived
community needs.
Although previous research on the relationship between alienation and
the use of services has primarily involved younger persons, the aged are
more likely to have experienced a greater number of life changes. Transitions late in the life course may affect perceptions of personal control and perhaps ultimately the demand for services. Theorizing about
the impact of life course changes on levels of activity, however, has resulted in contrasting hypotheses. It has been suggested, for example,
that discontinuity may be followed by desolation an 5 disruption which
may lead to decreased activity and fewer interests.
In another perspective, decremental change has been interpreted as a potential consciousness-raising experience which mobilizes persons to engage jgH
tivities with the hope of effecting change and gaining benefits.
This study examines the extent to which life changes (both decremental
and incremental) are associated with use and anticipated use of health
and social services. Since there is some jain to believe that men and
women respond differently to role changes,
each of the dependent
variables (past use, anticipated use, and perceived community needs) are
considered separaLely for men and women.
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METHOD

Data were analyzed from a larger study of the perceived needs of the
aged requested by a group of citizens interested in gerontology in a midwestern community of 30,000. Structured interviews were conducted with
62 men and 107 women. All city blocks were numbered and respondents were
all persons 65 or over who resided on blocks which were selected by use
of a table of random numbers. Respondents ranged in age from 65 to 93

(X=69 years).
Measures
Indicators of Life Change
Life change and continuity were assessed in the areas of health, income, and organizational participation with each dimension evaluated as
having declined, remained the same, or improved (or increased in the case
of organizational activities) in recent years. Following Gubri2, marital status was categorized to reflect change in social support.
The
widowed, divorced, or separated have experienced change while the married and never married have had continuous social support. Respondents
also estimated change in the frequency with which they were getting out
of the house (less, same, more) and whether there were activities which
they once enjoyed but were no longer able to engage in.
Reflecting Trela's 2 1 general meaning of social dislocation, as represented by negative evaluations of later life, perceptions of aging and
retirement were measured by summing three items with five point Likerttype response categories. For example: "Older people are in the happiest period of their life;" "Generally speaking, retirement is good for
an older person."
Political Activity
Political activity was assessed in two ways:
1) voting in the 1972
Presidential election and 2) political interest. A measure of political
interest was derived from four Likert items including amount of interest
in politics, frequency of political discussions, and amount of exposure
to political stimuli through the mass media (newspapers, television).
The combined items had a coefficient of reliability of .77 (Cronbach's
alpha).
Interest was selected because it does not require extensive mobility, and evidence suggests that interet in politics is sustained if
not increased, in the older age groups.
To measure political efficacy three items with strongly agreestrongly disagree response categories were nlted from scales used by
Campbell, et al. and Langton (alpha = .70).
For example, "People
like me have no influence on what government does."
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Two items were used to indicate advocacy of political intervention
by the aged on their own behalf: "Older people should organize to obtain more money from the government" and "More older people should run
for political office." These items were rated on a five-point scale
ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree; a low score indicates
endorsement of political intervention.
Demographic Characteristics
Organizational participation was measured by the number of voluntary
associations in which respondents regularly participated. Women participated in somewhat more organizations than men (X=2.04 and 1.42 respective-

ly).
Since education has been reported to be the dimension of status that
is more central to political participation
and remains relatively constant throughout life while income may decline with retirement, the effects of these two aspects of status on political activity are considered
separately. Number of years of education was coded into seven categories
ranging from less than eight years to graduate education. On the average
both men and women had completed some high school but had not obtained a
diploma.
Yearly family income was reported in seven categories ranging from
less than $999.00 to $22,000.00 or over. The mean income category for
men was $3,000 to $5,000 while women averaged between $2,000 and $3,000
per year. Health was rated on a five point scale from very poor (coded 1)
to excellent (5).
Measures of Health and Social Services
The three dependent variables were use, projected use, and evaluation of perceived community need for twenty-four health and social services. Services included those administered both in and out of the
home, for example, visiting nurse, homemaker-health aide and legal aid
services, contact with physicians, reassurance programs, Itsenior" citizens' organizations and handyman service. Respondents were asked which
of the health and social services they had used in the past year, and a
use score was calculated bysumming the number of "yes" responses across all of the services (X=3.00).
Projected use scores were obtained
by asking respondents which of the twenty-four services they anticipated
using and by counting the total number of the "yes" responses (X=15.00).
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Perceived community need for services was measured by the importance
assigned to the need for provision of additional services for the aged.
Each of the twenty-four services was rated on a scale from 1 (low priority for provision of additional services) to 6 (high priority). The
ratings which represent perceived needs for provision of more community
services were summed across each of the items (X=84). Inter-item correlations yielded a reliability coefficient of .94 (Cronbach's alpha).
The items also form a Guttman scale with a coefficient of reproducibility
of .92. This measure of perceived needs treats health, social, and support services as a continuum. Thus, the intent is to provide a profile
of personal and social characteristics associated with the overall level
of perceived community needs for services for the aged.
RESULTS
To examine the comparability of factors which influence use or projected use, and perceived community need for services, variables were entered in separate stepwise regression analyses for men and women. Zero
order correlations, standardized regression coefficients, and multiple
correlations for the health and social service variables and the independent variables are presented in Table 1.
Past Use of Services
Demographic characteristics were associated with past use of services, especially among men. Poor health and low income, for example,
were indicators of utilization but organizational memberships and education also contributed to use.
Only two life change variables were significant determinants of past
use among men; individuals who had experienced an increase in income and
a change in the type of activities previously participated in were more
likely to have used services. Low political interest and rejection of
political intervention by the aged on their own behalf accompanied higher
use, while greater political efficacy was also associated with use of
more services.
Among women, life change variables and political attitudes were
more important in explaining past use than were demographic characteristics. Decremental changes (widowhood, decreased income, declining
health) were associated with higher use among women. Further, political
attitudes, reflected in low efficacy and rejection of political intervention by the aged were also indicators of greater use of services.
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Anticipated Use of Services
Two life change variables were especially salient in determining anticipated use of services. Among men, those who were getting out more
than before and those whose health had improved projected greater use of
services. Further, high levels of political interest and efficacy were
associated with anticipated use, and even though its effect was considerably less than the other political variables, voting was also associated
with projected use. Past use, however, was a weak indicator of anticipated use. Among the demographic characteristics, higher income was also associated with greater anticipated use. Although age was inversely
related to amount of projected use (r = -.24), it had less direct effect
than some variables with considerably weaker zero order relationships.
For women, age was the most important indicator of projected use
with younger women anticipating greater use. Declining health and income
were associated with greater projected use of services while change in
marital status was associated with lower expected use. Membership in
formal organizations and voting had weaker, although direct effects, on
anticipated use. Finally, past use was not associated with plans for
future use of services among women.
Perceived Community Needs
Anticipated use of services was combined with the other variables
to
identify predictors of perceived community need for services. Anticipated use was the most important determinant of perceived needs among both
men (b = .56) and women (b = .38), although it was a considerably
stronger indicator among men. Indeed, the variables were much better
predictors of perceived need for services among men and accounted for 56
percent of the variance in community needs identified by men compared
with only 27 percent of the explained variance in community needs identified by women.
Good health, higher income, and higher educational levels contributed to greater perceived community needs for services among men. Life
changes were more important indicators of the needs for community services among men than women. Experiencing change in the type of activities participated in and getting out more than previously were associated with a desire for more services.
Improved health and more positive evaluations of present health
were indicators of greater perceived community needs among women. Positive perceptions of old age and higher levels of education were also associated with greater estimated community need for services. Even
though the perceptions of needs for services may represent demands which
-
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might evolve in a political context, endorsement of old age intervention
was the only aspect of politics which had a substantial direct effect on
perceived need for services by women, while efficacy was somewhat important in determining the extent of perceived need among men.
In a final summary analysis, life change, political, and demographic
factors were examined as three separate groups to determine and compare
the amount of variance which each group alone would explain in each of
the three health and social service dependent variables. The three
groups of factors were entered in separate blockwise regression analyses
for each of the three dimensions of health and social services. This
technique indicates the amount of variance any one group of independent
variables explains in a dependent variable.
Demographic variables as a group explained more variance (14 percent) in past use of services than any other set of factors among male
respondents, while the same variables accounted for only 6 percent of
the variance in past use among women (Table 2). Another point of contrast was the greater importance of political factors in explaining past
use among women.
Life change factors accounted for one-fifth of the variance in both
projected use and perceived community needs for services among male respondents. But, among women life changes were less efficient predictors
of anticipated personal use or of estimated community needs while demographic characteristics assumed some importance for both anticipated personal and community needs. Yet, as noted earlier, except for declining
health, incremental change rather than disruption and losses mobilized
men to anticipate greater personal demands for service and to attribute
greater need to the community. Political orientations of men were equally important in explaining v~riance in both projected personal use and
perceived community needs (R = 12 percent). Clearly, the variable set
of projected personal use and past use was the best combination of predictors of estimated community needs among both sexes.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
An initial intent was to examine whether or not past use, anticipated use, or perceived community needs for health and social services
had comparable correlates and whether factors associated with these aspects of services differed among men and women. This study was exploratory and considered both the independent and group effects of selected
life change, political, and demographic variables on responses to health
and social services by the aged. Although the sample was somewhat
limited and was not purported to be representative of a larger population, some general conclusions were suggested by the data.
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Conclusions
1. Individual variables which accounted for the most variance in the
three dimensions of health and social services differed somewhat
across the three measures of services. There was, for example, more
overlap among important indicators of projected use and perceived
community needs than with past use. The variables differed considerably in their explanatory usefulness ranging, for example, from 37
percent explained variance in past use to 56 percent explained variance in perceived community needs by men. Further, when the explanatory value of the three groups of independent variables (e.g., life
change, political, and demographic) was compared across the three
dependent measures of health and social services, life change factors explained substantially more variance in the responses of men
than either the political or demographic variables. Among women
there was less difference in the overall amount of variance explained
by the three sets of independent variables.
2.

The independent variables were differentially associated with male
and female responses to health and social services in two additional
ways. First, the factors which were included were much less useful
predictors of the response of women to services. Regardless of the
dimension of health and social services which was considered, substantially less variance was accounted for among the female sample;
there was, for example, approximately a 30 percent difference in the
explained variance in perceived community needs for men compared with
that for women. As has been demonstrated in other areas of sociology
(e.g. occupational attainment), explanatory models which are most
useful in accounting for differences in the activities of men may be
considerably less efficient in explaining the behavior of women.
Second, when significant variables for men and women were comparable,
the direction of the relationship varied somewhat by sex. For example, in most instances improved health, increased income, incremental activity, or positive forms of discontinuity exoerienced by
men were associated with expansiveness in plans for future activity
or estimated community-wide needs for services. Whereas women
seemed to respond to role losses or negative discontinuity (e.g.
widowhood, loss of income, loss of declining health) in terms of increased anticipated future use of services or greater estimated community needs.
Other research has also suggested that men and women may respond
differently to role loss in late life. 2 5 Interrupted work patterns,
motherhood, and possibly a late-life career all contrast with the
more "continuous" work histories of most men.
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In this sample, men and women did not differ in the extent to which
they had experienced late life changes in health, income, or organizational activity. Other research has also demonstrated comparability in the occurrence of life transitions among men and women; for
exampl
changes in self-assessed health were similar for men and
women.
However, women were more likely to have lost a spouse and
for them a change in marital status was associated with both past
and projected use, but, a comparable change for men did not affect
how they regarded health and social services. There is some evidence
that marital status may be more salient for women than men. 2 7 Marital status, for example, was a more important factor in predicting
longevity among women; whereas among men, current financial status
was an important determinant of longevity.
In this research as
well, income or change in income was more important in determining
the responses of men than those of women.
Similarly, in the present research, status variables which are used
to assess location in the social structure and reflect access to opportunity and skills (e.g. education and income) were less likely to
be good indicators of responses to services among women. Perhaps
these socioeconomic factors are also more important in determining
relationships which men have with all types of formal organizations
including those which deliver health and social services.
To a degree being disadvantaged (e.g., for men, low income and poor
health; for women, decremental change) was associated with greater
past use. But factors reflecting both physical and social wellbeing were somewhat more closely tied with greater anticipated use
and perceived collective need. In one sense, individuals who might
benefit most from increased comunity services for the aged were
least likely to anticipate use or to identify the existence of need.
But other demographic characteristics were less salient.
For example,
although the sample varied in age from 65 to 93 years of age, age was
the most important factor only in the instance of projected use among women. And in all cases in which age was a significant variable, youth was associated with greater anticipated use and perceived collective need. If age had any effect on past use, its influence was indirect and mediated by other variables.
3.

Investigation of the relationship between alienation and utilization
of services has just begun. 28 This research suggests that of all of
the variables employed to assess the individual political context in
which demands for services might be made, perceived efficacy, a mea-702-

sure of political alienation, was the most useful indicator for both
men and women. Further, the political variables were among the most

important factors and explained a significant portion of the variance in two of the three analyses which were performed for both men
and women.
For the most part, there was little suggestion that endorsement of
political intervention by the aged on their own behalf would be a
factor in exercising a greater demand for services. In almost all
instances rejection, rather than endorsement, of old age political
intervention was more salient in the response to health and social
services.
4.

The intercorrelations among the health and social service measures
also deserve comment. As was noted, projected use of services among
both men and women was strongly correlated with the extent of perceived community need. Past use, however, was only weakly related
to projected use among men (r = .10) and although it was somewhat
more strongly associated with estimated community needs (r = .19),
the multivariate analysis showed that past use had a slight, direct
effect only on projected use. Further, past use of services was not
associated with projected use by women or with their estimation of
community needs.
Earlier it was mentioned that projected use has not been shown to be
a good indicator of later use.Y 9 This research suggests that the reverse may also be true, i.e. previous reported behavior may be a poor
indicator of anticipated action with respect to health and social services. Variables based on projected or hypothetical behavior (individual and collective), however, were highly correlated. Future investigations should attempt to determine if actual behavior and projected behavior are indeed quite different dimensions. If they are
different, then anticipated use of services as a basis for program
planning seems highly questionable. Longitudinal studies of relationships with health and social services throughout the life cycle
are needed. These efforts could encompass projected as well as
actual use. Finally, future research, using more refined measures
of role loss, should consider the extent to which sex-differentiated responses to transitions in late life are reflected in demands
for health and social services.
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Table 1. Zero-order correlations and standardized partial regression coefficients for independent
variables, past use, projected use, and perceived community need for services among men
and women.
A.

PAST USE OF SERVICES

Women
Rank

Varlable

I

Health

2

Income

3

Income Change

4

r

b

Rank

.16

-. 37

Income Change

-. 23

-. TI

Old Age Intervention

-.26

-. 28

.04

.23

Variable

r

1,

.24

.33

I
2

-.13

-.35

3

Voting

Organizational Participation

.22

.28

4

Political Efficacy

-.14

-.19

5

Education

.13

.26

5

Health Change

-.17

-.18

6

Political Interest

-.06

-. 23

6

Marital Status Change

-.16

-.13

7

Activities Previously
Enjoyed

7

Organizational Participation

8

Political Efficacy

.15

.17

Old Age Intervention

.11

.13

9
R
R

-.10

-.22

,11

R - .498
82 . .248

.611
-

.15

.373
B.

PROJECTED USE OF SERVICES

1

Activity Change

.40

.36

I

Age

-.25

-.26

2

Political Interest

.26

.27

2

Health Change

-.10

-.24

3

Political Efficacy

.05

.22

3

Income Change

-.16

-.18

4

Health Change

.07

.23

4

Marital Status Change

.22

.16

5

Age

-.24

-.19

5

Organizational Participation

.24

.15

6
7

.10

.17

6

Voting

.16

.15

7

Activities 'reviously
Enjoyed

.10

.11

8

Past Use
Activities Previously
Enjoyed
Income

9

Voting

-. 28

-.16

.12

.13

.19

.11

R - .625
2
R
.391

R
C.

R = .466
2
.218

PERCEIVED COMMUNITY NEED FOR SERVICES

1

Projected Use

.53

2

Health Change

-. 18

3

Income

4

Political Efficacy

5

.25

.25

6

Activities Previously
Enjoyed
Activity Change

.09

.18

7

Education

.28

.13

8

Age

.25

-. 09

9

Change in Organizational Participation

.13

.09

.56

I

Pro le'ted Use

.40

.38

-. 38

2

Education

.06

.16

.04

.34

3

Health Change

.15

.15

.26

.30

4

Old Age Intervention

.14

.14

5

Attitudes Toward Old
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THE HOMEMAKER-HOME HEALTH AIDE
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For the past several years, many social workers have utilized
the services of various disciplines as members of interdisciplinary
teams as one approach to practice. There is ample evidence that
social workers are increasingly beginning to utilize the newly constructed service of the Homemaker-Home Health Aide (H/HHA) when
working with various client populations. 1 In the United States,
there are approximately 74,000 H/HHAs who provide social welfare
2
and health services to the aged, disabled, and chronically ill.
3
By 1985, there is a projected need for three times this number.
The H/HHA's social welfare services include child care and
maintenance of the home when a parent(s) must be absent due to
mental and/or physical illness, consumer education, household
management, and assistance with bathing, dressing, or other routine day-to-day activities. Health services of the H/HHA include
monitoring and assisting clients in performing physical, occupational, and speech therapy exercises, being alert to safety needs
in the home, reporting health complaints and/or possible health
problems to the appropriate professionals and performing personal
care activities such as feeding, bathing, grooming, and changing
linens.
Historically, homemakers have tended to perform either the
social welfare service or the health oriented service. The type
of service provided depends upon the goal(s) and/or funding source(s)
of the employing agency. The dichotomy is currently being reinforced and is becoming more obvious due to Medicare reimbursement
regulations which provide payment only for the health oriented
service. While this dichotomy has historically existed there is
4
empirical evidence that it is false and the distinction arbitrary.
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Most recently, the third evolutionary step saw homemakers combine these two functions informally, necessarily, and against their
5
The National Council for Homemaker-Home Health
agencies' policies.
Aides (NCH/HHA) along with several provider agencies, have recently
established a single definition for the two combined functions of
6
the homemaker - that of the homemaker-home health aide (H/HHA).
Previous studies have indicated that both the social welfare service and the health oriented service are often needed by the same
client.
Yet, only a minority of agencies have the same employee
performing both services.
The majority of agencies provide the
social welfare services, the health oriented services, or have
both services provided by different employees.

PROBLEM
Most previous studies have focused on homemakers performing in
either the social welfare service or the health oriented service.
There is an abundance of evidence that the homemaker role has continued to evolve beyond the mere combining of the two services.
However, due to the H/HHA's relatively new status, there has been
little time for studying them.
We as social workers must know exactly what H/HHAs do with a
client if we are going to continue to recommend their services to
various clients that we feel may benefit from their services. However, despite the rapid past and projected future growth rates of
the H/HHAs, few (if any) empirical studies have been conducted
regarding bow much time the H/HHAs spend on the two separate services and what specific activities are associated with each. The
literature is also void on their patient relationships, their
present job satisfactions, their goals in working with clients,
and their achievement of objectives when part of a multi-disciplinary
team.7 Thus, the purpose of this article is to present the results
of an empirically based research project that will shed data on the
above concerns and to provide implications for the effective utilization of H/HHAs into generic social work practice.

AGENCY SETTING AND SAMPLE
This research project was conducted in the second largest
Visiting Nurse Association (VNA) in the country, which is located
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in a large Southwestern metropolitan area. 8 The agency provides a
wide array of home health services including nursing, physical, occupational, and speech therapies, medical social work, nutrition
services, meals-on-wheels, home health equipment, chore services,
and H/HHA services.
The theoretical population for this study consisted of all of
the 74 full-time H/HHAs employed by the VNA in August of 1976. Out
of this population, 21 left the agency before the study was completed, 3 refused to participate, while 2 more were unavailable
due to scheduling problems. The 48 remaining H/HHAs participated,
which composed the sample for this study. Out of the total sample,
45 were black and 47 were female. The average age was 43.9 years
old where 23 had a high school diploma or above. Twenty-six had
completed nurses aide training and 2 had previous Licensed Vocational
Nurse (LVN) training before employment by the VNA. Thirty of the
H/HHAs were married and 33 owned or were buying their own homes.
The mean longevity of employment was 3.9 years where they saw an
average of 7.6 clients per week.

METHOD
The only instrument utilized in this study was an 18 page,
structured opinion questionnaire containing 14 open and 129 closeended questions, which took a little over an hour to complete. The
sample was interviewed by a single professionally trained social
work interviewer over a period of three months. To produce maximum
disclosure, each of the 48 interviewees was told that her responses
would be held in the strictest confidence.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Functional Dichotomy
The H/HHAs were asked what percent of their work time each week
they spent in five specific activities within the social welfare and
health oriented services. Table 1 presents the distribution of their
responses. The H/HHAs spent approximately the same amount of time in
each service, however, they spent 12.3% more time in performing
health services than in performing social welfare services.
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Table 1
PERCENT OF PAID WORK TIME BY SERVICE CATEGORY
AND ASSOCIATED ACTIVITY (N=47)

Service Category
Type of Activity

personal care
environmental services

Social Welfare

Health Oriented

54.1

--

38.4

..

3.3

..

escort service

.1

..

not authorized

---

child care

average work time

Other

41.8

4.2

54.1

4.2

There is obviously a need for both social welfare and health
oriented services among the client population of a comprehensive
home health agency. Having both services delivered by one agency
rather than by two separate agencies and delivered by the same
paraprofessional rather than by two separate ones may offer less
fragmented and more efficient service to the client.
Third party payor reimbursement regulations which allow for
reimbursement for only the social welfare or health related service may be found to produce one or more negative results in home
health agencies and their clients. The provision of less services than are needed by the client who chooses to remain in his
home rather than be inappropriately institutionalized may result
in personal hardship for the client and/or his family and in conditions not conducive to their mental and/or physical health. As
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a result of this hardship and the wearing down of health, some
persons may be inappropriately institutionalized because of their
eligibility for only the social welfare or only the health related
service when both services are actually needed.
In a humanitarian effort to avoid inappropriate institutionalization or hardship to clients, personnel within some agencies may
allow certain clients to receive mainly non-reimbursable services
while these services are billed to the third party payors as reimbursable services. This, of course, places the affected agencies
in jeopardy of losing their Medicare and/or Medicaid certifications.
For most agencies these are the main sources of funding H/HHA services. A related result which may be due to the confusing maze of
reimbursement sources is that non-reimbursable services may be mistakenly rendered in quantity and not reimbursed, which may result in
devastating financial effects for provider agencies.

Counseling Activities
The VNA in which this study was conducted as well as the NCH/HHA
prohibit H/HHAs from counseling clients.
The H/HHAs are proscribed
only to listen to their clients' problem(s) and/or to refer the
troubled clients to their superiors. In contravention to this
prescribed role, 38 H/HHAs felt they should counsel their clients
if a request for advice and/or counseling was initiated or needed
by the client. Twenty of those felt it would be impossible to keep
from giving counseling even if they wanted to stop this activity.
It is unlikely that a policy can be enforced when so many H/HHAs
feel they should act, or cannot help but act, in the contravention
to that policy. It may be time that the reality of the existence
of this aspect of the role of the H/HHAs was accepted by the NCH/HHA
and provider agencies, thus obligating the provider agency to effect
quality control of this aspect of H/HHA service.
Thirty-five H/HHAs reported having offered counseling to at
least one client in the previous 5 working days, while the average
H/ IA counseled 27.7% of her caseload in that same time period.
Table 2 displays the breakdown of counseling activities into six
specific categories, with the percent of H/HHAs (N=48) giving each
type of counseling and the percent of clients (N=364) receiving the
counseling.
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Table 2
PERCENT OF COUNSELING ACTIVITIES IN A FIVE DAY PERIOD

Extent of Activity

H/HHA's providing
counseling (N=48)

Type of Counseling

clients receiving
counseling (N=364)

reassurances of health

79.2

39.6

personal problems

39.6

13.6

important life decisions

33.3

8.2

referral to other VNA services

29.2

5.6

medication

16.7

3.0

referral to other resources

12.5

1.9

The H/HHAs reported counseling and/or advising clients in the
areas of important life decisions and personal problems more frequently than they reported referring clients to other VNA services
or to other comunity resources. A referral to the appropriate
resource for help constitutes the use of an interventive technique
labeled concrete environmental modification. The data in this
project supports earlier findings regarding the low use of this
interventive technique.9 Since concrete environmental modification
techniques are generally accorded less prestige than psychological
services, it is not surprising that a greater number of clients
were offered psychological services than were offered concrete
environmental services. This data suggests H/HHAs should be trained
in the skills of such techniques, i.e., the appropriate use of available community resources offering food, money, shelter, companionship
and other services. A greater knowledge of this technique by H/HHAs
may result in an increase of effective, appropriate intervention with
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the client population who receive H/HHA services.
Presently, many
H/HHAs are largely unaware of comummity resources and of some resources and services within the VNA itself.

Job Satisfactions
Table 3 presents 15 sources of job satisfactions and dissatisfactions. The H/HHAs were asked what they felt brought them the
most satisfaction in their job followed by what caused them the
most dissatisfaction. Both questions were open-ended and only the
first two responses were coded.
The data indicates job satisfaction is largely derived from
the work itself and achievement of objectives, recognition, personal
growth, creating positive affect in clients, and providing services
and companionship. Only a small percentage of the respondents indicated satisfaction derived from hygiene factors, i.e.,
from their
work environment. 1 0 Of those who did report satisfaction derived
from hygiene factors, physical mobility involved in the job and
material benefits gained from employment were the two sources
reported.
Hygiene factors were more frequently mentioned as dissatisfiers.
Salary and other hygiene factors account for the largest source of
job dissatisfaction. These findings regarding sources of job satisfaction and dissatisfaction are generally consistent with earlier
findings. 1 1
The inefficient or inappropriate use of H/HHA's time were the
next two largest sources of dissatisfaction. The inefficient use
of time refers to the scheduling of home visits which requires the
retracing of miles between visits resulting in the inefficient use
of time and travel resources. The inappropriate use of time refers
to tasks that H/HHAs felt
demanded skills lower than those they
possessed, the provision of services not necessary to the well being
of the client, and to resentment felt
as a result of their inadequate
integration as members of the treatment team.
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Table 3
EXPRESSED JOB SATISFACTION FROM VARIOUS SOURCES BY CATEGORY
(IN PERCENTAGES)
Category of Source
Source

satisfier

Serving clients/Providing companionship

46.5

Achievement of objectives/The work itself

44.2

Recognition/External reinforcement for
performance

41.9

Creating a positive affective state in
a client

34.0

Personal growth

20.5

Self-satisfaction with performance

7.2

Hygiene factors

6.1

dissatisfier

Inefficient use of time

44.4

Salary

36.2

Inappropriate use of time

27.3

Lack of positive reinforcement from
clients

26.0

All other hygiene factors

21.1

Change

20.9

Denial of achievement by external sources

12.9

Inappropriate requests or expectations of
clients

11.3
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Professionals and H/HHA supervisors frequently neglect to provide feedback regarding action taken or treatment procedures indicated after a H/HHA makes a written report regarding observations
of patient behavior, expression of feeling, and especially after a
report regarding health related variables. Inclusion of the H/HHA
as a full member of a treatment team is generally accepted philosophically by management, but implementation is resisted by service professionals.
Inclusion of the H/HHA as a full member of a treatment team is
often argued against due to scheduling difficulties and loss of
person hours in case conferences that could be used providing services. In spite of this, some agencies include H/HHAs in case
conferences on a limited basis. Inclusion of the H/HRA as a fully
integrated team member may increase effectiveness of service and
job satisfaction and therefore might be an even more efficient use
of public and private funds. Increased job satisfaction has been
linked to decreased employee turnover which represents a drain on
1 2
organizational resources.

Objectives of Service Delivery
The H/HHAs were asked how many of their present clients they
had specific goals for. Their responses were converted to a percentage of their total caseload. The average H/HHA had goals for
49.4% of her clients. The H/HHAs were asked to list their most
comnon goals in working with clients. Twenty-nine listed increased
independence or decreased dependence goals for their clients in
their activities of daily living. Twenty-nine listed physical
rehabilitation goals which included increased ambulation, use of
extremities, and building up strength and flexibility. Thirteen
listed the social goals of increasing the clients degree of caring
about themselves and improving the clients self images while helping
them accept their disabilities and ten listed the related social
goals of keeping the attitudes of their patients and their families
as positive as possible. Eight listed relationship goals, i.e.,
building a relationship of trust and respect with clients. Seven
listed comfort goals and these were concerned with maintaining the
client in as clean and comfortable of condition as possible and six
listed maintenance as a goal feeling that preventing inappropriate
institutionalization was a coon goal of theirs. Five listed client
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health as a goal and five listed environmental safety and hygiene as
a common goal. Seven did not have goals for any of their clients.
The H/HHAs had goals for less than 50% of their clients which
seems to be the result of the combination of three organizational
factors. First, they are not well integrated as team members.
Second, they lack easy access to case records where objectives
are or should be recorded. Finally, objectives are not usually
recorded or formalized by professional staff. The lack of goals
for clients may be attributed in part to an ignorance on the part
of some H/HHAs of the goal of maintenance. Only six H/HHAs listed
maintenance (the prevention of inappropriate institutionalization
by providing some basic homemaking and health services in the home)
as a goal which is obviously suitable for many of the program clients.
The overcoming of these as well as other organizational variables
which have a negative relationship to goal directed behavior on the
part of H/HHAs may result in greater achievement of objectives in
home health agencies and greater movement toward the attainment of
the multiple goals of home health care.

Objective Achievement
Forty H/HHAs felt they had clients who would probably have to
enter a nursing home if H/HHA services were denied to them. The
mean of their responses indicated that this applied to 42.5% of the
entire client population. This represents a substantial savings of
tax and private dollars as long term institutionalization would be
more costly for most of the clients represented in this study.13
Additionally, it may be assumed that nearly all of these clients
prefer remaining in their homes. 14 In support of this assumption,
16 H/HHAs felt they had clients who could be better cared for in
a nursing home, which applied to 9.7% of the total patient population. Retraction of services to these clients would probably force
institutionalization in only a minority of these cases. In most
cases it might mean the client would continue to remain in his own
home at greater personal hardship to him and/or his family. Additionally, the H/HHAs reported that in 13.5% of the total cases an
adult would have to quit work to stay home with the client if services were stopped.
Table 4 contains data regarding the H/HHA's opinion of their
achievement of the four major program objectives of Title XX. The
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four objectives are the prevention of client neglect, removal of
client environmental hazards, prevention of client exploitation, and
the prevention of verbal/physical abuse of clients. All of the objectives were defined for the H/HHAs. Neglect was defined as a patient being left alone when supervision is needed for reason of
safety and/or health, a patient not receiving personal care at the
level needed, or a patient not eating regular meals due to an inability to prepare them himself and/or due to not having anyone to
prepare them for him. Environmental hazards were defined as fire
hazards/other dangerous or unsanitary living conditions in the home.
Exploitation was defined as taking advantage of an aged, very young,
or disabled client by taking their money, checks, or valuables and
using them for their benefit rather than for the client's benefit.
Verbal/physical abuse was defined by giving examples, such as,
striking a patient out of malice, locking them up, and making them
feel unloved, worthless, or a nuisance.
Table 4
PERCENTAGES OF CLIENT POPULATION EXPOSED TO FOUR ADVERSE
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SITUATIONS APPROPRIATE FOR INTERVENTION ALONG TITLE XX GOAL LINES BEFORE
AND AFTER H/HHA SERVICE (N=364)

Program
Objectives

Before

Percentages
Difference
After

t-value

p*

prevention of
neglect

29.4

17.4

12.0

3.35

.001

removal of environmental
hazards

20.7

11.9

8.8

2.71

.05

prevention of
exploitation

5.6

4.1

1.5

1.16

.127

prevention of
verbal/physical
abuse

4.8

3.1

1.7

1.36

.091

*one-tailed test
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As one can note from table 4, the achievement of two of the
Title XX program objectives, namely the prevention of client neglect
and the removal of client environmental hazards, resulted in a significant decrease in these two types of situations after the intervention of H/HHA's services. The two remaining Title XX objectives
resulted in a decrease of these two situations but not at a significant level. On a general level, the H/HHAs indicated that they were
very effective in executing the four program objectives.
In addition to the previously reported organizational impediments to goal achievement, the hesitancy or refusal of some H/HHAs
to report situations involving client neglect, verbal/physical
abuse, or exploitation to their supervisor, a nurse, or a social
worker also may impede goal achievement. This hesitancy or refusal
to report such situations may stem from two sources. First, the
H/HHAs generally lack skills with which to cope with the emotionally
volatile situation they are confronted with once the client and his
family suspect or become aware that the H/HHA reported the situation.
Second, some professionals fail to adequately protect the H/HHA as
their source of information, to adequately involve the H/HHA in the
appropriate steps involved in improving the situation and to adequately support the H/HHA emotionally.
SUMMARY
The H/HRA role has presently evolved beyond the mere combining
of the social welfare and health oriented services to include activities proscribed by the NCH/HRA and provider agencies and which
are unacknowledged in the literature. There is a need for both
social welfare and health oriented services among the client population of a comprehensive home health agency. Third party payor
reimbursement regulations which allow for reimbursement for only
the social welfare or health oriented services may result in situations inconducive to client health.
H/HHAs' job satisfactions and dissatisfactions generally support
current job satisfaction theory, where their dissatisfactions point
to ways to improve home health care delivery through integrating the
H/HHA as a full team member and through better quality control. The
H/HHAs believe they are effective in preventing inappropriate institutionalization, in reducing hardship on the chronically ill or
disabled and their families, and in keeping adults employed who would
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have to otherwise quit jobs to stay home with chronically ill or
disabled family members. The H/HHAs believed they were effective
in reducing the neglect, exposure to environmental hazards, exploitation, and verbal/physical abuse of clients.
In general, the results of this study point to the fact that
H/HBAs can be a vital part of interdisciplinary teams and are apparently an effective and efficient approach to social work practice.
Even though this study was a descriptive study, it is hoped that the
results will encourage social workers to utilize H/HHAs whenever they
feel a client may benefit from their services.
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SOCIAL CONTINUITY AND SOCIAL DISCONTINUITY:
SOCIAL WORK AND, IN, AGAINST AND SEPARATE FROM SOCIETY
Hans S. Falck, Ph.D., F.R.S.H.*

Abstract
The burden of this paper is to clarify social continuity
and social discontinuity. Social continuity is related
to individuality-groupness (the I-G effect) and its
related logic is demonstrated further by a rejection of
social discontinuity, i.e. individualism.

The most immediate occasion for this paper is the publication
of an excellent and lucid discussion of "Alternative Stances on the
Relationship of Social Work to Society" (Cowger, 1977) in which the
author presents four conceptualizations of society and social work,
their possible relationships to each other, and the advantages and
disadvantages of each. It would be difficult to overstate the
importance of thoughtful discussions about individualism, of which
Cowger's is an example.
A less immediately inspired reason for this article is my own
work in this field (Falck 1976, 1977, 1978), largely having to do
with how the social and psychological aspects of the concept person
("the individual") and the social network fit together. My own most
consistent theoretical guidelines have come from and continue to
come from symbolic interactionism and from psychoanalytic object
relations theory.
Before I make explicit another option (in addition to Cowger's
four) I shall summarize Cowger's alternatives with their advantages
and disadvantages as listed by Cowger himself. I shall then
introduce a fifth and what I believe to be a more preferable one
which is superior to the others in that it repairs what I believe to
be a conceptual and attitudinal deficit, highly endemic to Western
thought on the subject of individual and group (or society). It leads
*Regenstein Professor of Social Sciences, The Menninger Foundation,
Topeka, Kansas; Professor-designate, Virginia Commonwealth University,
Richmond, Virginia.
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to the suggestion of nothing less than that at least in the
theoretical and technical social science literature we ought to drop
the use of the term "the individual" because of various implications
and new data which point to its inappropriateness.
Four Views on Social Work and Society
Cowger suggests that the options social work has in defining
its relationship styles to society are social work versus society,
social work as a distinct entity independent from society, social
work as an instrument of society, and social work as an intermediary
between the individual and society.
The significance and the importance of Cowger's discussion is
immediately apparent. It is that social work is one of the very major
professions that constantly, and to its great credit, means to
influence all of society on an issue of the most fundamental of human
concerns. This is, how can it help persons cope to maximum advantage
in a bewildering and confusing world in which they can do more than
survive, and in which it is not at all clear what the proper relationships of persons and society ought to be.
The philosophical stance that would place Social Work versus
Society, according to Cowger, emphasizes the major modification or
even destruction of society in order to relieve individuals of
problems that are not psychological but societal in origin. A major
limitation of this view is that the profession would become a social
movement, that the position lends itself to much rhetoric and rigid
categorizations of friends and enemies (p. 26), and not offering a
flexible, dynamic approach to the social work effort.
The stance of Social Work Independent from Society is said to
contribute much in its "concern for individuals" (Cowger, 1977, p. 27)
but falls short in that it often ignores society as a whole, and
especially the worker's responsibility to "the public good" (p. 27).
Viewing Social Work as an Instrument of Society would make the
profession a "socialization instrument" (p. 27). While Cowger thinks
that the advantage in this stance is that social work "takes seriously
the responsibility of the profession to society" (p. 27), the disadvantage is that "the society or public good take precedence over
the individual" (p. 27).
Social Work as an Intermediary Between the Individual and Society
is the position favored by Cowger as well as by William Schwartz
(Schwartz 1963).
In fact, Schwartz has developed a whole group work
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theory around the worker as mediator (Schwartz, 1961, 1976). Cowger
suggests that the three other models are static by nature but that
the last one allows flexibility, even on a case by case basis, for
deciding what belongs to the individual and what to society.
Thus Cowger enumerates four possibilities regarding the relationship of social work and society. Most noticeable is the absence of
a discussion of social work as part of, as a product of, or as
contributor to society. There is only a vague hint in this direction
in the section on Social Work as an Instrument of Society, where it
acts and speaks for society. This is all the more surprising as it
leaves out of consideration the fact that all professions view
themselves as responding to, as well as representing, the needs and
desires of society as the latter views them.
Issues and Problems in Either/Or
Conceptualizations of Individuals and Society
Any conceptualization that overstates the boundedness of social
phenomena vis a vis each other, such as the individual against group,
or the individual against society, or the individual as an alternative
to society or vice versa, leads to severe distortions of reality on a
practice level. The underlying set of assumptions and the use of
knowledge regarding how people grow and develop appear to be
practically ignored. Yet, intervention methods are only as good as
the utilization of knowledge about human functioning and dysfunctioning and even more fundamentally about human growth and development.
When one leaves out such considerations in conceptualizations of the
relationship between individual and society, one easily slips into
the very rhetoric against which Cowger warns us. My reading of
psychoanalytic object relations theory, symbolic interaction theories,
as well as various systems theories convince me that "the individual"
does not exist. There exists, in addition, a considerable literature
--ranging from Von Bertalanffy to Piaget--that suggests holistic
approaches to human life and development. While it is not necessary
to be a systems theory adherent to espouse ecological and holistic
views of the human condition, psychoanalytic object relations theory,
social network theory, phenomenology, all suggest that holistic
approaches offer a great deal in avoiding the logical splits that
exist in the Western world as represented by bounding races,
institutions, societies, as separate and independent existences.
For centuries we have tried to repair the body/mind split of Descartes
and his predecessors. This is extremely difficult to do and we have
had relatively little success with it. We should not, I submit,
worsen that problem by further splits into opposites and alternatives
that have little reference to reality.
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The problem with which we need to busy ourselves, and to which
Cowger's work points so well, may be viewed as the problem of social
discontinuity. Social discontinuity occurs when one describes persons,
groups, and larger social networks and phenomena as discrete, enjoying
an existence of their own, and with language that points to independent reality for each. Most common examples of social discontinuity
are "the individual," "the group," "the society" and frequently the
language of physicalism.
Social discontinuity occurs in several forms. Each of these can
be illustrated with examples and is documentable in a vast variety
of literature.
a. Overdetermined boundedness. Boundedness is necessary
and desirable to achieve identity and differentiation
between "me" and "non-me." Overdetermined boundedness
is suggested by words like "the individual." The
assumption here is that the individual is a human being
who lives inside his or her skin and relates to other
human beings as a unitary person. What is overdetermined
is the assumption and implication that basically the
individual is described by the person himself/herself as
solely an "I." Other people are experienced as similarly
unitary and separate individuals. Overdetermined
boundedness is manifested by failing to define the
individual as irreducibly relational with others. The
split between social work and, versus, as intermediary
or as independent with or from society is another
example of overdetermined boundedness.
b.

Constitutiveness. Constitutiveness is a concept that
points to the manner in which most investigators account
for the human group. An example of this is the statement
"A group consists of individuals." This may be
embellished by pointing out that a group is not only an
additive of its component parts but also that these
components, namely individuals, stand or live in some
kind of independent relationship to each other. Since a
group, moreover, is frequently described as a collective,
it follows that collectiveness is what we mean by
constitutiveness, namely that the group "consists" of
these otherwise and alternatively totally unique and
independent individuals.

c.

Exclusivity.

Exclusivity as an aspect of social

discontinuity points to the notion that each individual
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is unique. In his or her uniqueness there lies hidden a
sense of sole ownership of oneself, one's body, of one's
feelings, of experiences. Consequently, it follows that
one speaks of the individual and the group, the individual
or the group, including the impTication that one may join
or leave a group on the basis of individual decisions or
even mediate as a social worker between individual and
society (Schwartz 1961).
d. Reification. Reification refers to the type of social
discontinuity that endows collectives with the language
of the person. Groups are said to think, act, walk,
meet, take in as well as expel other people. The network
of relations among persons who in fact are much more than
individuals, that is to say are really part of each other,
is utterly lost because the group is thought of in collective terms only, and at that described with a language
reserved for persons with minds and intentions.
e. Environmentalism. Environmentalism is another form of
social discontinuity. It suggests that individuals may
be described as being surrounded by their environment.
The implication of being surrounded is not that one is
part of something that one experiences as being "outside
of" oneself but rather that there is a psychological or
spatial discontinuity, as if spatial and psychological
discontinuities were the same. This leads to the at
least implied inference that being persons is the same as
having a body; and overlooks the fact that persons are
something larger and other than what they experience themselves to be bodily. Environmentalism's greatest problem
is that it confuses psychic and physical phenomena.
"... the environment may be considered in its impact on
individual behavior" (p. 26).
It may be true that physically one lives in an environment
that is outside of oneself, but this is not true psychologically and is certainly not true socially.
f. Concretism. Concretism is a form of social discontinuity
that reduces phenomena of relationship to physical
entities. Organic descriptions such as "the body" are
used analogously with relational terminology such as
person; or group is described in physical terms-cf constitutiveness--or in action language such as "the
group met," or "it talked about..."
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Social discontinuity then is characterized by overdetermined
boundedness, by constitutiveness, by exclusivity, by reification, by
environmentalism, and by concretism. What characterizes all of these
concepts is that they describe an implicit assumption that there
exists psychological and social "space" between persons, groups,
environment which, on the basis of our best knowledge, does not in
fact exist.
Social Continuity and Social Discontinuity
An alternative to social discontinuity is social continuity.
Social continuity holds that social phenomena are characterized by
two simultaneously occuring attributes: separation and wholeness.
I have written of these in other papers (Falck 1976, 1977)T Ishall
summarize my position here. It is that the phenomena person is
characterized by the fact that he/she has uniqueness (individuation)
and simultaneously, and because of individuation, groupness. This I
refer to as the I-G effect (individuality-groupness). The I-G effect
means that each person is--in a symbolic sense--and psychoanalytically
through introjection of others, part of other persons whom he/she has
experienced, and at the same time in his/her own way (individuality).
The groupness aspect of the I-G effect is achieved through social
experience. The child introjects part objects, e.g. messages coming
from mother ("you are good, pleasant, bad, painful, anger producing,
satisfying") which are laid down in the brain as memory traces and
are synthesized in the growing personality in the form of selfrepresentations and which are socially projected to others. What
starts out as a social interaction from mother to child is converted
into self-representations (from "you are..." into "I am ...") and
again given off to others (another social interaction). Thus "other"
becomes "self" and "other" once again, and so forth. We are
describing in this way a simultaneous social and psychological
process in which both depend entirely on the other, with the exception of biological variables such as genetic anlage which exercise
influence not yet understood on the conversion and synthesis of other
into self. Social continuity may be understood in the sense that we
speak of one continuous process, not of two.
Moving the argument to another level of abstraction one might
say that social work does not exist separately from society, as if
there were two phenomena that can be brought into some relationship
with each other. Social work ought to be conceptualized as being an
integral part of society, which at the same time affords social work
an identity its own. In fact, that identity is a product of its
membership in society. Any reader can think of many examples and it
is unnecessary to list them, from financing of services, the use of
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tax and voluntary dollars, the role of universities in professional
education, and so on. Consistent with the principle of social
continuity, one would ask "In what way is social work a part of
society?" and "How might social work change its characteristics within
society?" and "What changes need to be made within society so that
the social work part of it would show up more efficiently--or at any
rate differently--than it does now?" Terms like versus, independent
of, instrument of, and intermediary between have nopFTe in the
language of social continuity. The significant advantage in asking
the questions I propose rather than continuing the time-honored splits
is that social continuity recognizes that the responsibility for
social work's sad or happy state is to be found not in social work
alone as if it had a separate existence, but in the society of which
it is part, of which it is a function, and without which it could not
exist in any form--good or bad.
The same principle obtains in the relationship of persons "to"
society. All four of Cowger's categories ask questions about this,
but always based on the notion of social space (implicit in the
connectives and, against, etc.). A far more painful insight as well
as a highly accurate one is provided by asking in what way Blacks, the
poor, the ill, the unemployed are part of this society. It is not a
matter of "them" against society; the tragedy is that they are
thoroughly woven into it and in that condition discriminated against,
punished and mistreated as if they were outsiders. A much greater
tragedy is to find oneself to be a stranger in one's own land, subject
to its obligations and not its benefits.
This view, highly consistent with the I-G effect, offers no room
for mediators who act between individual or group or society. Instead,
the societal obligation for all people rests on common membership and
not on unsociological notions of "in" and "out." It is an "in-house"
matter and cannot possibly be solved or even alleviated when the very
model we utilize seems to say that two groups, basically unrelated to
each other, need a social worker in the role of a mediator to bring
them together.
Discussion and Summary
However noble the sentiment may sound when one reads the Code of
Ethics of the National Association of Social Workers, the statement
"I regard as my primary obligation the welfare of the individual or
group served, which includes action for improving social conditions,"
it also betrays a good deal of conceptual confusion. It is marked by
social discontinuity, it reminds one of the myth of rugged individualism,
of the false dichotomy of individual, group, and society. Unwittingly
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it celebrates a sociological falsehood and, furthermore, manages to
confront us with an impossibility. If "the individual" or rather
persons enjoy rights and obligations, they must be such because each
person is a part of the society from with which he/she originated
and within which they may be protected and realized.
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MAXIMIZING THE POTENTIAL OF THE SOCIAL
WORK TEAM: SOME ORGANIZATIONAL AND
PROFESSIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
Edward Allan Brawley
Associate Professor of Social Welfare
The Pennsylvania State University

The effective use of different kinds and levels of personnel is a
major concern of the social work profession at the present time. A 1974
policy statement of the National Association of Social Workers recognizes several levels of practitioner engaged in the provision of social
services: (1) the social service aide who has no formal training; (2)
the social service technician who has an associate degree in a social
service field or a bachelor's degree in a field other than social work;
(3) the social worker with a BSW degree; (4) the graduate social worker
with an MSW degree; (5) the certified social worker who is a member of
the Academy of Certified Social Workers (ACSW); and (6) the social work
fellow who
has a doctorate or substantial specialized experience beyond
1
the ACSW.
At the same time, the social milieu in which social work finds itself is changing rapidly so that the profession is being challenged to
engage itself purposefully with problems that are completely new or that
have been radically redefined. As social service roles in changing or
new kinds of organizations become more complex and ambiguous, there is
an urgent need to examine the ways that available kinds of social service personnel can best be involved in the provision of professional and
preprofessional practice.
The team model of staff differentiation and service provision is
gaining considerable support among social workers, primarily as a result
of some limited but encouraging experimentation with it. 2 Findings from
organization research suggest that, beyond its possibilities for making
sense of social work's staff diffentiation problems, the team approach,
if structured in a certain way, has great potential for making social
agencies more responsive to community and client needs and more conducive to high staff morale and productivity.
The dysfunctional aspects of large complex organizations have been
well documented 3 and are familiar to all who must deal with them in any
capacity. The hierarchical form of organization which characterizes the
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bureaucracy and which is typical of social agency structure was developed for the efficient accomplishment of tasks which had been determined by those at the apex of the structure. The bureaucratic organizational model is preoccupied with control and, consequently, has
tended seriously to limit the flexibility and creativity of persons
4
Social work has not
located in the lower ranks of the organization.
escaped this problem and, as a profession which has its origin within
organizational settings, it has been prone to overdependence upon and
overidentification with these organizations, often to the detriment of
client needs and community interests, and often seriously detracting
5
from optimum professional functioning and worker satisfaction.
The decentralization of control implicit in the team approach to
human service provision would tend to mitigate some of the dysfunctional aspects of.bureaucracy. Of course, the degree to which the team
would be the locus of decision-making about service activities could
vary tremendously among agencies, but it is fairly plain that some decentralization of control would inevitably result from the adoption of
a team approach to manpower deployment.
If the team itself were to be organized on a horizontal rather
than a vertical basis, this would further deemphasize control, enhance
participative decision-making at the team level and promote greater
responsiveness to client and community needs. Warren Bennis has suggested such a model of organizational structure as an alternative to
the bureaucratic one. This model, which he calls "organic-adaptive",
would be comprised of "task forces organized around problems-to-besolved".6 Problems would be solved by groups or teams comprised of individuals with diverse skills. The team would be based on "organic
rather than mechanical models" and would respond to clearly identified
problems rather than to programmed role expectations. Members of the
team would be differentiated "not vertically, according to rank and
role, but flexibl and functionally, according to skills and professional training".5
Although Bennis was concerned primarily with teams comprised of
members of various professions, the model which he proposes could have
equal utility for a team comprised of different kinds and levels of
human service practitioners. The team members would possess a variety
of areas of expertise, the exact mix depending on the nature of the
practice setting and the overall function of the team. The team leader
would coordinate and give direction to the activities of the team. The
functional responsibility for the team's performance would ordinarily
lie with the team leader, but this need not be so. One can envisage
situations and settings where functional responsibility could be vested
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in the team as a whole.
Similarly, while the appointment of the team
leader would normally be an administrative function, there might be situations where democratically-selected team leaders would be desirable
and appropriate. These alternatives to traditional arrangements would
certainly challenge administrative and professianal ingenuity, but they
should not be dismissed merely on that account.
Beyond the team leader's function, which can take various forms, an
effort could be made to move away from the current tendency to view the
skills and knowledge of the different team members in ters of a simple
hierarchy of competence. Each team member could be viewed as possessing
--and could be expected to develop--his own area or areas of special
competence rather than being viewed as having a specific level of competence within a unidimensional view of that concept. The worker providing help to a client with intrapsychic conflict would not be regarded as
providing a service of greater intrinsic value than the worker who helps
a client deal with a recalcitrant landlord. The former function is
relatively complex and abstract and would ordinarily be carried out by a
worker with substantial formal preparation while the latter function is
more simple and concrete (although not necessarily easier) and could
probably be carried out by an agency-trained worker or community college
graduate. However, each function can be carried out with greater or
lesser degrees of competence and effectiveness and, besides, no one can
say which activity is of greater value to any client or to clients in
general.
There is a crucial difference between the type of specialization
represented by the technician and the type of specialization which I am
suggesting can be productively utilized in the social service team.
While the former is based upon a routinized division of labor determined
in isolation from the person who will actually perform the task, the latter is based upon maximization of the special skills or knowledge which
the person brings to the job. 8 Furthermore, these special skills and
knowledge would be increments to the general base of competence which
would be expected, including the ability to form helping relationships
with people. Each member of a particular human service team would be
expected to have the general knowledge, skills and values which would
enable him to use himself in the provision of a helping service to
people. However, each would also be expected to have or to develop knowledge or skill in a specific field of activity or in the provision of a
specific service. One might be the member of the team who has the
greatest knowledge of the jobs which are available to clients and he
might be the most skillful team member in helping clients take advantage
of available job opportunities. Another might be the team member who has
the greatest understanding of the problems of the ghetto youngster.
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Whatever it is, the team member would have his own area of expertise
which would be his special contribution to the team's service functions.
What is being suggested here is an extension of the generic-specific concept of practice which has a long history in social work.
Each
practitioner operates from a generic base which serves as a unifying
and integrating force in his practice which is specific to the particular setting or service in which he operates. In any social service setting which is at all complex, there will be a variety of specific functions calling for multiple specific competencies. These required specific competencies will be possessed to greater or lesser degrees by particular workers, with no necessary direct relationship to levels of
educational preparation.
While the particular talents and competencies of individuals are
almost certainly already being recognized and utilized in many settings
with varying degrees of formality, it is suggested here that individual
potential is probably not being fully maximized at present on account
of our tendency to take a unidimensional view of what constitutes practice competence. At any rate, that is the impression which is given by
the literature on social service manpower differentiation.
While nobody likes to perform narrow routine tasks, most people
like to feel that they have some unique talent or ability. Therefore,
it is not surprising to find that organization research reveals that
division of labor based upon task specification lowers worker morale
while specialized division of labor in which workers are assigned to
those functions in which they fe6 they have particular expertise
seems to increase worker morale.
However, it is not suggested here
that individual jobs in the human services be created out of single
roles which a worker may be best able to carry. This would tend to
lead toward overspecialization and consequent fragmentation of services to clients. Nearly all jobs in the social services should be a
blend of what have been called "functional roles".ll The blending of
roles and their priorities in particular settings would have to be
determined by each organization on the basis of actual client needs.
Debureaucratization of the Human Services
Lloyd Setleis has observed that the manner in which a social
work agency is organized "reflects its values, defines relationships
and determines the nature of its activity". He asserts that a hierarchical structure "limits an agency's ability to be responsive to
itself, to the community and to the client group" and "by its positioning of personnel creates antagonisms that are inherent in the
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positioning, rather than in the functional roles they have". Lest we
envisage a form of organizational anarchy resulting from the abandonment of hierarchical control, Setleis assures us that n horizontallystructured organization does not eliminate functional responsibility, it
merely alters the manner in which it is carried out. 1 2 Douglas McGregor
is unequivocal on this matter of responsibility. He asserts that the
participative principle, in giving recognition to people as human beings
and in bringing dignity and meaning to their work, "offers par excellence a way to develop genuine personal responsibility among the members
of tht organization".I
Herman Stein is less sanguine than either Setleis or McGregor about
the ease with which complex organizations can be de-bureaucratized. He
warns that making organizations too loose in structure can militate
against client interests. Observing that "there can be a price paid for
too drastic debureaucratization", he nevertheless concludes that "it is
an attempt that should be constantly made". 1
The critical question is
the degree to which the social service agency can give up some direct
control of its members without abdicating its responsibility for the
quality of service which it provides. Unless the power to make decisions and to act upon them is distributed throughout the organization,
the model of practice which is proposed here cannot be operationalized.
In this regard, it is useful to bear in mind John Child's differentiation between the locus of decision-making and Lhe source of authority
within an organization. 1 5 An organization may hianifest a high degree of
decentralization of decision-making without necessarily giving up its
authority to hold organization members accountable for their actions.
Assuming a broader societal perspective, Bradford, Gibb and Benne
have warned that denial of opportunities for "collaboration in decisionmaking tends to deepen the fragmentation of an already dangerously fragmented society". 16
This is a truism which needs little amplification
for social workers. Bradford and his associates note that, although
democratic values are widely honored on a verbal level, they are seldom
operationalized in important decision-making processes. More frequently
"they are rejected as impractical or as threatening to power relations
in the status quo". In their view, commitments to and mechanisms for
rational collaboration in problem definition and solution are "obviously
scientific in mood and temper, and they are also requirements of a democratic morality".
If, within the team, we include members of the community or client
group which the organization seeks to serve, and if such team members
are regarded as full members of the team, with their own areas of expertise, the democratization and responsiveness of the organization will
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tend to be further enhanced. In a social service team which includes
representatives of client groups in service-giving roles and which
adopts a horizontal organizational structure, with each person defined
as an "expert" in a particular area of practice, professional definitions of client needs would be unlikely to go unchallenged if they were
perceived to be inaccurate by other members of the team. This does not
mean that professional judgments would actually be 'wrong', simply that

they would be subject to examination within the team, just as nonprofessionals' perceptions of client needs and social service activity
would be open to joint assessment. Particular perspectives would simply have to validate themselves in the process of actually providing
service to clients.
Human service professionals put themselves in an obscure position
when they assert that they do not wish to influence other participants
in their field of endeavor to adopt the values which they hold. According to Milton Rokeach, if "you claim to have a 'value' and you do not
want to influence anyone else under the sun to have it, too, the
chances are it is not a value". 1 7 One presumes that social work professionals have values and that they will, in fact, try to influence
others--particularly other social service workers--to adopt these
values; but, again, the consequences of holding particular values are
more likely to be critically examined if one is functioning in a team
relationship with others who may not wholly subscribe to one's values.
While the professional social worker may need to retain final authority
over the service activities of the team, this does not mean that he is
immune to the influence of other members of the team. Such an assumption would imply a high degree of insensitivity on the part of the
professional and/or a remarkable docility on the part of the other
members of the team.
The particular interpretation of the team approach to social work
personnel utilization which has been presented here has certain implications for the social work profession. It has been suggested that
such an approach could lead to a decentralization of organizational
control and decision-making. What are its implications for professional authority? Barker and Briggs are quite emphatic that the team
would always be headed by an MSW who would be responsible for professional judgment about deployment of team resources. 1 8 Henry Meyer,
presenting a sociological perspective on the utilization of nonprofessionals in the human services, concludes that, from the point of view
of any profession, the nonprofessional must inevitably be "placed and
held within some definition of competitor or auxiliary participant1 in
9
an enterprise where the professional must lay claim to dominance".
However, it is clear that an emphasis upon exclusiveness and control
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by the profession rather than inclusiveness and leadership based on
demonstrated knowledge, skills and values and a willingness to share
these with new entrants will not only limit many of the potential benefits of the team approach to service provision, it will be contrary to
fundamental values of the profession and, conceivably, could affect its
ability to carry out its mandate.
In her study of nonprofessionals in the mental health field,
Francine Sobey found among professional workers "a radical change in
attitudes toward the use of nonprofessionals for functions which were
previously the exclusive prerogative of professionals". Comments by
directors of mental health services led her to conclude that "the trend
is toward much greater sharing of knowledge for use between profession20
als and nonprofessionals".
Bertram Beck has asserted that there is room in social work for
all who have the capacity for growth, regardless of formal academic
credentials. He places responsibility squarely on the profession for
helping all who enter the social service field, regardless of formal
preparation, to gain maximum command of social work knowledge and skill.
Noting social work's value commitment and its historical identity as a
social movement as well as a profession, he calls on social work to
desert the traditional pattern of growth of a profession which he characterizes as the definition of a knowledge base and the achievement of
a professional monopoly over the acts that spring from that base. Beck
concludes that:
If...we can welcome new recruits into the social work
fellowship and help them gain maximum competence through
a variety of life experiences, then we may not only ease
our manpower problem but also make an enormously valuable
21
contribution to an open and free society.
Social service organizations and the social work profession alike
are accountable for the services which they provide and they have a
responsibility for deciding who can competently carry which roles or
functions. Here I am talking about the more general concept of competence (usually referred to as professional competence) which relates to
such factors as the ability to exercise professional judgment, the
degree of internalization of professional values and the extent to which
professional knowledge, values and methods have been developed and integrated into a coherent whole rather than the types of special competencies to which I referred earlier.
Differentiation of the functions of different levels of human
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service workers, according to SREB, can be based on variables 2which
are
2
either extrinsic or intrinsic to the service to be performed.
Human service agencies often have to make decisions about manpower
utilization on the basis of factors which are essentially extrinsic to
client needs and any ideal conception of appropriate service activity.
For example, the degree of prescription or discretion associated with
specific job positions is sometimes legally defined or formalized on a
quasi-legal fashion. Other extrinsic variables which will affect decisions about staff utilization are the standards and scope of service
which an agency seeks to provide and, associated with these variables,
the quesion of demand for services in relation to supply of resources.
Intrinsic variables would include the complexity or difficulty of
a problem and the risk dimension to the client involved in the work to
be performed. The difficulty with these kinds of variables is to
design a system which insures that client needs or problems which are
highly complex or difficult or which involve substantial risk are
properly identified and brought to the attention of persons who are
qualified to assume direct or indirect responsibility for such cases
or who can reassign them to suitably qualified personnel. This is not
a new problem in the social service field where the levels and kinds of
competence shown'by professionals, nonprofessionals and students have
always been quite diverse in any agency. The problem has traditionally
been handled through relatively crude efforts at case differentiation
and a supervisory structure designed to insure indirect professional
control over the quality of service provided.
While it is assumed that some form of supervisory structure will
continue to serve a useful purpose in the indirect monitoring of worker
activities and client needs, as well as providing a structure by which
the relatively inexperienced worker can be given help in developing his
skills, it is not enough simply to prescribe more of the same for the
most inexperienced worker. This point is especially salient when we
consider that there seems to be a negative relationship between close
supervision and the productivity of workers. A study of the work behavior of office workers carried out by Katz, Maccoby and Morse
revealed that the closer the supervision which they experienced, the
lower was their productivity. Close supervision was defined in that
study as "the degree to which the supervisor checks up on his employees
frequently, gives them detailed and frequent instructions and, in
24
general, limits the employees' freedom to work in their own way".
In the team approach to social service staff differentiation, it
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becomes the responsibility of the team leader to decide which member
can most appropriately be given responsibility for what Barker and
Briggs call an "episode-of-service". This requires sound professional
judgment and an intimate knowledge of the capabilities of each of the
members of the team.
Confronted with the need to make judgments about client needs and
the most appropriate way or ways of meeting them, the professional team
leader, in collaboration with other members of the team, undertakes the
following assessment process:
1.

He analyzes the situation in order to understand the factors
and forces which are at work;

2.

He identifies those factors and the relationships between
them which appear to be most important;

3.

He considers the alternative courses of social service
activity which are open to him and his associates; and

4.

He decides on the general course of action to be pursued
and who are the most appropriate persons to be involved
in this action and what functions each should carry.

There are a number of dimensions of general competence, as
opposed to those which relate primarily to special skills and knowledge,
along which social service workers will vary and upon which the team
leader can make judgments about the allocation of service functions.
These include:
1.

The amount of responsibility a particular worker is able
to carry in relation to service activity; that is, the
degree of autonomy which he should have in making decisions
about service activities and the potential consequences of
decisions in the specific instance.

2.

The degree of complexity of function which the worker is
capable of handling.

3.

The degree of development of the worker's disciplined "use
of the self".
(Situations vary in the demands that they
place upon this aspect of the social service worker.)

4.

The degree of commitment to professional values and attitudes.

(Again, different situations place varying demands
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upon or present different tests of the worker's commitment to
these aspects of professional service.)
These variables, in combination with those associated with workers'
areas of special knowledge and skill, form a nexus of factors which the
team leader must take into account in his decisions about the deployment of the resources of the human service team to meet specific client
needs for service.
The suggestion that the decisions about the allocation of service
activities among different kinds and levels of social service worker
should be based solely upon the professional judgment of a team leader
may appear to be an avoidance of the responsibility to develop more
precise means of differentiation. This is not the intent. However, in
the absence of criteria for differentiation which take account of the
multiplicity of variables which reflect the competencies of individual
workers, it seems best to rely upon a professional worker's assessment
of each individual's strengths rather than to rely upon arbitrary distinctions devised in isolation from actual worker performance. If
professional workers--supervisors and team leaders in particular--can
be helped to make decisions based on an awareness of the many dimensions of competence, substantial progress will have been made toward
more effective use of different kinds of personnel. As more and more
practice is gained in differentiating between workers along specific
dimensions of competence, it should be possible to identify what criteria team leaders actually use in making their decisions and, conceivably, these criteria can be incorporated into a refined conceptual
framework of social service staff differentiation.
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ORGANIZING THE POOR
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One area of interest in poverty in Urban America
has focused attention on the urban poor and their participation. A major consideration about the problem has
been the view that poverty is a pervasive condition and
The notion
that it can be a determinint of behavior.
of a "culture of poverty" and a "welfare syndrome"
was an expression of this viewpoint indicating poverty
is a way of life. A second viewpoint suggests the urban poor are victims of urban society and are therefore
restricted from meaningful participation. 2 This viewpoint is in contrast to a "culture of poverty", but it
does indicate that poor people are confronted with a
number of obstacles in maintaining themselves in society.
Given the social and economic constraints on the poor,
such as lack of income and opportunities, it should come
as no surprise if they can't compete with other segments
of society. The cross pressures on the poor make it
difficult for them to involve themselves in societal
structures in a traditional manner. Although it might
not resemble a traditional model, the form of particiamong poor people might occur
pation that developW
through a process that is compatible with the people who
share common problems. In this research, we will provide a case study of how one group of poor black people
mobilized themselves around common problems and observe
the nature of their participation.
The Near North Welfare Rights Organization (NNWRO)
is an illustration of how one segment of poor people in
a large metropolitan area attempt to become a viable enThroughout the investigation, we
tity of their city.
will be interested in how the group used the ethnic
variable as a theme for mobilization. It is a study of
poor people and welfare rights, but in this case, it is
the common ethnic background---a black experience---that
is used as a unifying bond instead of the conditions of
poverty. For this minority group, ethnicity becomes a
strength and theme for organization as it implies a
common experience and background that transcends problems
It is a tool that can be used to overcome
of poverty.
various obstacles as the group attempts to normalize
their life situation in some very abnormal situations.
In addition, the concern about ethnic problems and mi-
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nority group problems with society at this time is
more useful as a coalescing force than the diverle problems of poverty. S.M. Miller and Frank Riessnan are
two observers who support the use of the ethnic factor as
a tool for mobilizing low income minorities to social action. They argue there are possibilities for large scale
politicalization of the ethnic poor because of the interweaving of class factors with ethnic issues.
NNWRO does
not fulfill the predictions about large scale politicalization, but the organization does give us some indications
how ethnicity can be utilized in the mobilization process.
Character of the Organization
Originally, NNWRO was to be an organization for the
low income people who lived in the area known as the Near
Northside. While the area includes low income whites,
blacks and Spanish-speaking persons, the largest response
to the organization was the black population in the public housing project. A number of reasons seem to account
for the response of these tenants to the formation of the
organization. First, the early organizers were residents
of the project and had a vested interest in the locality.
More important, perhaps, the housing project was the most
stable housing in the area, particularly for blacks who
had difficulty finding other low income housing. The density of this population and the stability it provided tended to overpower the other people in the area.
In this respect, the tenants in the housing project
provided a captive group for the formation of the organization. The members and potential members were quite
visible as they were neighbors. The organizers also
lived in the complex and shared common problems with
their neighbors. This arrangement made the organization
accessible for the residents of the project and perhaps
discouraged others from participation. However, there
was some mystery about the origin of NNWRO as other attempts to organize people in the project had failed. A
review of the origin and some of the initial activities
of the group can help to provide a picture of the character of the organization.
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Charismatic Origin
The formation of NNWRO was characterized by an obscure beginning, for no one has been able to recall when
the group actually began. However, there are two accounts of the initiation of the group in the community.
One story relates an evolutionary process as two of the
early members recall:
.... a number of us had been meeting in each others homes to talk
about problems with the public aid
office and we were also talking about the bad conditions in the project ....
The second account of the origin relates the experience
of the two community workers who were involved with NNWRO
in the beginning and recognized the need for some collective response to problems in the community. These two
persons are reported to be responsible for stimulating
interest in the formation of an organization. One worker,
a woman who had lived in the housing project, had a good
rapport with many of the people who lived in the area.
She boasted of her knowledge about the community, the
operation of the social agencies and housing conditions
because:
.... I raised my children in the project
and I have been a client of the agencies
including public aid and I know what they
can do ....

Although it is difficult to determine when the organization began, the person Who was to emerge as the
who had been involved with
leader was a woman, Susie B.,
the community worker and present at the early meetings
that were held in the housing project. Susie B. was described by many people as a "natural leader", therefore,
it was not a surprise when she became leader of the organization. She had "grown up" in this area of the city
and had been involved in a number of "community minded"
organizations, yet, prior to NNWRO, she had never been
Susie B. considered herself to be
in a leadership role.
well abreast of problems in the community. She was known
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to deliver fiery speeches that aroused excitement in people, but Susie was also an abrasive person who tended to
belittle her audience.
Nonetheless, Susie was able to deliver some concrete
examples of organizing potential, for in less than two
weeks the organization was known throughout the community.
Soon after, the group received city-wide attention through
T.V. interviews and newscasts. Within two weeks of the
time Susie became leader of the organization, she had
formed a cadre of women, who like herself, had experience
in "activists" groups. These women made up an elite group
within the organization that served as a bulwark. They
developed strategies for the organization and recruited
members to participate in the organization. It was through
this group that the general membership was involved in the
activities of NNWRO. Since the leader devoted a great deal
of time publicizing the group in the community at large,
the routine of the organization was shared with these faithful disciples.
Membership and Actions
In the initial stage of NNWRO, the role of the indigenous membership was diffused because there was no clear
direction set by the leadership. The inhabitants of the
community were attracted to the organization, because it
had not only raised issues that concerned them, i.e., public welfare, accountability of government agencies, but it
also afforded them the opportunity to participate in a
structure without too much effort.
'he inclusive nature
of the organization, although restrictive to the larger
public, was opened to these people in such a manner that
it was easy to "check the group out."
Due to the close
proximity of the residents in the housing project, people were able to know about the activities of the organization without attending regular meetings. Furthermore,
the leadership were their friends and neighbors, thereby
giving them a closer view of the organization. The structure of this organization also opened an informal arrangement whereby persons could either participate with the
group, or remain on the periphery and maintain communication.
The action that transpired in the beginning nhase of
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NNWRO was the development of a program to take into account the immediate concerns of the constituency---public
welfare---and attempt to show the ramifications of the
problem for long range objectives. What happened in this
process became a stimulant for a form of citizen participation in a poverty community. Essentially, the program
that developed was a two step plan; it first attempted to
involve the general membership in a group action around
the concern of public welfare, and then to mobilize them
around the larger concern of a community structure as a
more viable force. The initial action took the form of
an advocacy group for public assistance and connected with
this action was mobilization of the organization around
issues of public welfare. For example, the group set up
a picket around the public assistance office to demand
better services.
Another group action involved the development of alliances with black professionals who were
concerned about problems of the urban poor.
Consequently,
the activity of the group led to participation with black
social workers in a cooperative effort.
Significance of Development
The significance of the Near North Welfare Rights
Organization is the development of an organizational structure within an urban poor community; to confront problems
of
poverty at a local level; and, to seek redress of
grievances against society. To a large extent, this group
is typical of the many organizations that utilize the idea
of "participatory democracy" as a philosophy to express
some manner of citizen participation. NNWRO embraces this
principle, which stresses community involvement, but modifies its approach in the development of the organization.
First, NNWRO is an indigenous organization, composed of
only people who reside in the housing project, a contrast
to the "outside agent" as the catalyst for the organizational structure. Generally, such organizations develop
by des gn, around specific issues and usually definite
goals.
NNWRO had a vague beginning, but received a favorable response by the inhabitants of the community.
Several elements influenced the formation of NNWRO
as an organization and contributed to the manner in which
constituency participated. The charismatic beginning of
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NNWRO played a significant role in the formation of the
organization because it provided a coalescing effect upon
the community. Essentially, this quality helped to bring
together a social order in a rather dispersed population.
Charisma generally viewed as a disruptive force, is associated with an individual personality---a gift of
gracg --- but it can also conserve and maintain social order. 0
In this situation, charismatic power influenced
the organization in two ways: 1) individual charisma; and
2) institutional charisma. Clearly, the leader was endowed with certain qualities that could be explained as
charismatic; for example, her abrasive manner would seem
to "turn anyone off," yet she acquired followers. The
cadre of women became the disciples of the leader. Another character of the charismatic domination that seems
more encompassing, however, is institutional charisma as
it surpasses the individual personality. This form of
charisma is attached to the structure or organization;
therefore, one is not "spellbound" by the personality,
but responds to vague a~d powerful nimbus authority of
the entire institution.'
Hence, the constituency's participation was a response to the believed potential of an organization to
solve their problem because institutional charisma does
not depend upon the individual personality, power is invested in the institution. The organization, in this illustration, was managed by the cadre, so the inhabitants
became attached to the organizational structure as a resolution to their problems. While the inhabitants shared
similar conditions of oppression, they did not look to an
individual for solace---it was the mystical character of
the organization. Institutional charisma when linked with
the ethnic bond was crucial in blending the varvinF viewpoints and different lifestyles of individuals without
threatening individuality. Participation in NNWBO offered its members the opportunity to confront mutual problems as a collectivity. In this sense, the charismatic
nature of the organization brought order to the community.
A third aspect of the charismatic authority in this
illustration is that it had the tendency to "sweep" people along with the thrust of those involved in the charismatic domination. One does not have to be awed bv the
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spirit of charisma, but only follow the movement because
it seems to be the logical course at that time. A number
of persons, for example, responded to the organization
because of their friends or neighbors. Several persons
joined because it was developed by blacks, although they
were not particularly locked into an ideological viewpoint.
These informal interactions among the tenants made it easier for them to know about the organization without becoming diligent members. Through these informal arrangements, people were able to keep in contact with NNWRO without attending regular meetings.
NNWRO in its development, presents a different approach to the formation of a community organization. Pirst,
the organizers are found in the ranks of the community,
rather than an outside professional person. Second, the
specialist-client relationship that is freauently used with
welfare institutions is replaced by a relationship that is
based on ethnic group solidarity.
There was a decrease in the formal constraints of
the group, while emphasis was placed on shared common experiences of oppression as the binding force for the organization. This commitment to the organization tends to
be linked with ethnicity, common life style, and residence
in the housinv project. Not only did members of the organization share these aualities, the organizers were also
residents of the housing complex. This type of closeness
reduced the social distance between the leadership and
membership, but it also made accessible an informal channel of communication that may not have existed otherwise.
The relative ease of conversation between members of the
organization and recruits (neighbors) provided some advantage for the growth of the organization.
Ideology and Organizing Strategy
The strategy used by the leadership in building an
ideology was to attack the services provided for the community as part of the oppressive system. The two areas
to receive strong criticism were the community-oriented
programs under governmental sponsorship, i.e., OEO, city
programs, and the traditional social agencies. Generally, the criticism of these institutions related to
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their lack of effectiveness in the communit",; they were
not intended to help the community.
Tndeed, these programs were only pacification devices as it was said they
had no community neople involved in these nrograms. But,
not only were these institutions insensitive to needs of
a poor community, they were also linked with discrimination oe black people. The attempt of the leaders in
these accusations was to attack the existing social order, to promote group interests of NNWRO. The membership became more responsive when the social agencies and
caseworkers were indicted as a part of an "oppressive
system;" there was an increase in the attendance at meetings and committees were developed to deal with specific
Problems.
The leader stated that social agencies were in part
responsible for conditions in the community, because they
only wanted to deal with individual problems rather than
the issues that concerned the entire community.
These
agencies, it was further contended, wanted the inhabitants of the community to remain apolitical; the segmented approach to services in the community provided
the insurance that no meaningful organization would develop. Meanwhile, it was held that agencies were tied
to the political structure and were an intepral Part of
the society that was responsible for the onoression.
Essentially, the message to be conveyed to the
group was: although the community is renorted to have
a lack of productivity---in a society that stresses
productivity---thev have a right to more henefits from
that society. However, these benefits can only be acquired through mass participation of the people in an
organizational structure.
Ethnicity, which was early used as a "mobilizing
tool" by the leaders, also set up the basis for the
ideology of the group. The organizers recornized that
the ethnic factor was a common bond for people in the
community as well as a pervasive problem in the lives
of the constituency. Although class factors were intimately and intricately related to the circumstances of
the people, the ethnic variable was utilized as the
theme for the organization. Racial oppression was viewed
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as the most detrimental problem, so, while the concern
about poverty was dispersed throughout the activities of
the group, the concern about an ethnic identity became
the focal point. Hence, the program for NNWRO was to
assist "black people who are in need of help," rather
than to help "poor black people." For NNWRO, this approach represented a continuity of concern that was linked
to a common background that was a stronger bond than the
service activities.
The constitiency, although not as sophisticated as
the leaders, recognized racial oppression as one source
of their problems and therefore sanctioned the development of the group as an ethnic organization. The inhabitants conspicuously shared conditions of poverty, but
the bond of "blackness," a more universal dimension of
oppression, presented the unifying element for the group.
Because of this belief, racism was lifted as the broader
problem for concern. The activities of the group focused
on solidarity of the community as an ethnic group for
protection, with particular interest given to the problems of poverty in the locality.
The issue of race was clearly explicated in meetings as illustrated in a discussion about conditions in
the community:
.... black people have got to start
taking care of their own business,
'cause we are the only ones to know
what we need and we don't need no
white folks telling us what to do ....
Susie constantly reminded the group of their inferior position in the social order and underscored the relationship of that position to the fact of ethnic background.
"We know things are bad because we are black."
She further confronted the group about their shortcomings and
how they were related to their impoverished conditions.
Both racial discrimination and poverty were considered to be detrimental forces in the community, but singularly these conditions were not intolerable to people
in the community. That is, certain arrangements had been
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made to cope with racial discrimination as well as for
basic essentials, such as food, shelter, and clothing.
When the constituency began to see these two conditions
as interrelated in their problems, however, it provided
a stimulus for mobilization. One member comrmented:
.... it is bad enough to be poor, but
to be black and poor makes things
that much worse, so I am for anything
that is going to help the situation ....
Ethnicity as a Social Network
While the program strategy did not present a new
approach to organizing, the manner in which ethnicity
was utilized as a common bond---both the internal structure and outside linkages---set up a different arrangement for the development of a social network. An earlier affiliation with a black social agencv located in
the community, provided an alliance that reached outside
of the local community. This agency, a professional
group, shared a common concern about ethnic solidarity,
with particular interest in the area of the black poor.
Because of this common concern, the agency had little
difficulty in cooperating with the welfare r phts group.
Not only did the group support NNWRO, they provided a
meeting place for the group and encouraged their clients
who received public assistance to ioin the welfare rights
organization.
So, in contrast to the limitinq aspects of an inclusive order, ethnicity opened up a network for INWRO
through which their problems could be viewed by a larger audience of black people in order to solicit cooperation with their activities.
Ultimately, this network would connect the group with other institutions
because the black professionals were very intricately
involved in these structures through emnlovment and affiliations. The membership of these black associations
had developed such a complex network of interlocking
functions in both the traditional structures and ethnic
organizations that it is difficult to determine the influence that could be used. "or exarnle, the director
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of the agency was a member of the Board of Directors of
the National Association of Social Workers as well as involved ith the Association of Black Social Workers
Meanwhile, the president of the local chapter
(ABSW).
of ABSW was a member of the budget committee of a citywide agency that serves as a source of funding for a
number of social agencies including the black agency.
Another link in this "black network" was that a great
many of the membership were employed in public welfare
agencies and therefore provided some inside contact with
the structure.
NNWRO and Alliances
Although the network was a complicated one, the
experience had great potential for the group because it
exemplified their idea of ethnic solidarity. The ethnic
alliances were beneficial to the welfare rights group in
several ways. Cooperation with the black agency provided
the group with a facility for meetings and accessibility to view a professional group at work in a manner that
had not existed before. Further, the network that was
opened to this lower class group afforded them the opportunity to get a broader view of society. Essentially,
this experience provided the group with an entry into
the "system" that would not have existed otherwise.
Through these supportive efforts the group also became
a recognized entity in the community and was treated
with deference.
The collaboration of NNWRO, a lower class group,
with the professionals, a middle class group , presents
an illustration of a cooperative effort that cut across
class lines. The group tended to focus on activities to
highlight an emerging race consciousness, a product of
a common oppression. In a strange sort of way, this
isolation provided strength for the organization, for
ethnicity was so highly involved in the formation that
it was easy to determine who could make trouble for the
organization in its day to day operation. mo introduce
change or insight into the organization, one would almost have to be a member of the ethnic group.
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Consequences: Constraints

and Potential

The formation of inclusive ethnic networks Ps Part of a
mobilizing process is not without Problems.
-he "enforced
closeness" of living in a housing nroiect can also develop a point of tension. Ethnic ties and localism contributed to discontent and rivalry among the me-bership of
the organization. Tenants in the project seemingly were
involved with NNWRO because they believed that in some
way it would make life easier for them. On the other
hand, these tenants were seeking a reaceful -xistence
that would not involve their total styles of living.
While they shared common ethnic backgrounds, they
wanted to sustain some privacy in their day to day activities and maintain individuality. Essentially, the
general constituency did not want to te overburdened by
the organization nor did they want to relate to all of
the tenants on an intimate and personal basis.
They saw
ethnic solidarity as a resolution to one problem, but it
also placed restrictions on individualitv.
_o a large
extent, tenants were suspicious of people they did not
know and were cautious about the nature of their interactions.
Two women conversing about this rroblem seem
to be typical examples of how ethnicitv was used as a
constraint by the members of the organization.
.... honey, you have to be careful what
you do and say around here, cause, you
know sometimes you can't trust your
own people. It's a shame, but it's
the truth ....
Another tenant makes a similar comment to indicate the
strain ethnicity can place on one's involvenent.
....you do have to be careful about
what you do.
I go along with them
(NNWRO) un to a Point because they
do help.
But you still have to be
careful ....
If not carefully considered, the ethnic variable, Particularly the "enforced closeness" of a captive Proun
like the residents of a housing project can undermine
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an organization
The shrewd leadership of NNWRO was able to avert
many of these problems, but in some ways, this elite
group was also constrained by the organization. An official political power base in the housing project seemed
to have been their aspiration, while the membership
seemed to be more concerned about day to day matters.
The conflict was one of a sophisticated leadership with
perceptive foresight vs. a complacent constituency.
Both segments of the organization were locked in this
ethnic group and therefore, a compromise had to be negotiated. Although a compatible agreement was made,
the ethnic factor was also used as a barrier to organizing these poor people.
A positive consequence of the ethnic variable as
utilized in this study is that it promotes a different
kind of relationship between lower class blacks and middle class black professionals.
In this new relationship,
both segments of the racial group have a rather distinct
identity, while they also share the common bond of ethnicity. In this arrangement, the two groups may cooperate around common problems when possible and be able
to recognize their differences. The middle class group,
of course, is in a better position in terms of the larger society, yet this arrangement can open up different
forms of interaction. Lower class people in some instances were able to obtain a few jobs and positions in
the agencies and some other positions, but this kind of
interaction was not harmful to NTJWRO because the leadership did not particularly want to work as case aide or
community aides.
Distinctions between professional and
nonprofessional was clearly evident, however, there was
a disruption of the old traditional specialist-client
relationship. NNWRO, then, provided a more worthwhile
identity for these poor black people. Black professionals were involved with the organization, but not
in a leadership capacity. They had to interact in accord with guidelines established by NNWRO. While there
was some breakdown in terms of class, this point seems
to have been arbitrarily determined. Nevertheless, at
this point, only persons who were a part of the organization could participate in the decision making process.
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Implication of Ethnic Cooperation
For the urban black, ethnicity becomes a strategy
for mobilization, and to some degree, a link to sustain
the organization in the face of a common oppression.
While some observers suggest that ethnicity may be utilized as a political force for urban minorities in this
illustration the politicization of "ethnicity" was expressed at different levels: the leadership grasped the
political potential, while the constituency embraced
ethnicity at another level; yet, the idea of common racial background---"black experience"---was an important
stimulant to the group.
The use of ethnic coalitions provide a number of
possibilities for the urban black population.

First,

it provides an opportunity for class cooperation among
blacks. For NNWRO, the alliance provided an entre for
lower class blacks to the "system" and a larger network
,or organizational affiliations. Meanwhile, black professionals were able to relate to their lower class
brethren on a meaningful level, that cut across class
boundaries in search for a common ethnic identity. Race,
as one member of NNWRO stated, "was something that everyone could relate to." The black professional, on the
other side, manifests allegiance to his people. As one
person expressed in a meeting with NNWRO:
.... we may not be as black as we

want to be, but we are blacker than
we used to be and not as black as
we are going to be....
Thus, it appears that the "blackness" or identity the
people were seeking was somethinR to be shared mutually
irrespective of class affilliation. The strength for
such a collaborative effort, however, rests on the ability of the different groups to maintain separate identities althouvh they share common problems.
This type of cooperation begins to question some
earlier ideas about the conflict between lower class
and middle class groups working together on a common
problem. Such a development sugrests that, maybe Frazier's positing a black bourgeoisie, who is so detached
from their lower class counterpart that they share no
mutual bond, is no longer as appronriate. Similarly,
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Rainwater 9 states that the black and white middle class
group performs the mediator role and thereby maintains
the lower class in their lowly ascribed caste status.
While the limited evidence with NNWRO does not contradict
these earlier writers, it does suggest that middle class
blacks and lower class blacks do share some common problems
and that the bond of ethnicity cannot be dismissed.
Ethnicity was used as a bond for solidarity because
of the inclusive structure of the group. This ethnic solidarity had practical application for the organization
for several reasons:
1) the population of the community
was black; 2) the ethnic factor provided an organizing
strategy against a racist society; 3) the ethnic factor
set limits for the group, yet permitted linkages with
similar groups, i.e., black ideological groups, black
professionals. The common ethnicity involved shared
understandings and beliefs that were common to the population. It suggested a shared experience---a "black experience"---that is in some way unique to this group of
people and to some extent determines their perception of
the society in which they live. This collective identity in this illustration provided a basis for organization.
Conclusions
The Near North Welfare Rights Organization is a
study of how ethnicity is used as a tool for mobilization
among a low income black population. A guiding question
that seems to permeate the case of organizing among the
poor is: Given the constraints of such a constricted
group, such as minimal resources and unsophisticated
population, how does one begin to develop an organization? For this group ethnicity, life styles and regidency are intricately related and together provide a
stimulant for an organization. The shrewd insights of
the organizers played a crucial role in the mobilization
process as they were able to recognize how the ethnic
variable could be used as a unifying theme. Tenants of
the housing development shared this viewpoint and therefore sanctioned the formation of such an organization as
a solution to common problems. An ethnic organization,
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it was believed, served more utility than an organization that was only concerned with depressinF issues of
poverty. The idea of a common oppression resulting from
racial biases was insufficient to make people cooperate,
although they had different life styles.
Ethnicity becomes another force in the development
of organizational structures with urban poor minorities
because these communities are largely populated bv one
ethnic group. For our population, the ethnic variable
provided an additional bond for the community as a tool
for mobilizing against an oppressive---racist---society.
While poverty was a pervasive problem, only when linked
with ethnicity the inhabitant saw the need for some collective response to problems. More significant perhaps,
the focus on the aspect of ethnic solidarity brought
about alliances with other black organizations that shared
similar viewpoints about the importance of ethnic identity. This collaboration tended to elevate the problem
of poverty to a larger concern of racial oppression, with
the concern of poverty dispersed throughout the activities of the organization. In addition, the alliance suggests a role for a community institution in response to
the development of indigenous groups in poor communities.
In this situation, the social agency provides a model for
interaction; the agency provided space for meeting---a
concrete service; the agency provided moral support---a
"cushion effect" for the inhabitants, to circumvent the
despair and hopelessness associated with impoverished
communities. The involvement with black professionals
reinforced the idea of ethnic solidarity, and allowed
this lower class group a view of professionals at work.
Such coalitions as witnessed in this experience, can
strengthen the organizational potential and provide a
broader exposure for the lower class.
'his utilization of ethnic alliances has implications beyond this study, for other groups may be afforded contact with larger societal structures via local
structures. Miller and Riessman believe there are real
possibilities for larger scale politicalization of the
ethnic poor because of interweaving of class factors with
ethnic issues. They contend that the racial-ethnic factor will cement solidarity of groups toward nolitical
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mobilization. The possibility of this occurrence seems
plausible; however, the attempt of NNWRO to develop a
para-political structure was met with resistance by the
constituency. The response of the welfare rights group
to this idea is a complicated one and difficult to interpret. Does it mean that the group is not interested in
the political aspect of the problem; or, does it mean
that overt involvement in such an endeavor is viewed as
too risky, i.e., cause more trouble, produce frustration.
The major constraint to the utilization of ethnic
solidarity in the approach to problems is that it tends
to polarize other ethnic groups. As a result of polarization, the problems may be forced to remain on a local
level when the resolution to the problem is outside the
locality. Another problem related to an inclusive order
is that perceptions of problems tends to become narrow
and one loses sight of the larger picture, a particular
precaution for the poor, who may not have sight of long
range objectives. The danger of exploitation of ethnicity is eminent with focus on ideological viewpoints in
spite of ultimate objectives.
The development of the Near North Welfare Rights Organization presents a challenge to the traditional specialist-client relationship in its formation,because both
roles are acted out by the inhabitants of the community.
This phenomenon is of particular interest in the discussion of urban poverty as it is generally characterized--a dependent relationship. Usually, there is an outside
source that administers "needed services" to the urban
poor; however, NNWRO, in their experience, contradicts
this practice, and they then develop their own mechanism
and determine their own priorities.
Although the objectives of the group are not always clear, it implies that
this population is not a docile group, and when certain
situations occur, they are able to mobilize themselves
in an attempt to confront the obstacles. While the response of the group may not be the most appropriate or
effective, it gives one an indication that it is in some
way related to their experiences, life style and perhaps,
culture. This aspect of poverty is important for the
understanding of the ramifications of the problem; the
response, i.e., resignation, appears to be apathetic,
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but is based on experience. This experience of "organizing the poor" illuminates what a group with little resources can do in a collective endeavor at a local level
in spite of the limitations.
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FOOTNOTES
1. The "Culture of Poverty" as discussed here, is not
limited to the work of Oscar Lewis. It is intended to
include those observers who generally view the poor as
an apathetic group who are unable to maintain themselves
as an integral part of society due to their incompetency. For an elaboration of this viewpoint, see Charles
A. Valentine, Culture and Poverty: Critique and CounterProposals, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1968.
2.

Pamela Roby, The Poverty Establishment, pp. 23-25.

3.

S.M. Miller and Frank Riessman, Social Class and Social Policy, New York: Basic Books, 1968.
4. The names of persons and places used in the study
have been disguised.

5.

See, for example, Murray Ross, Community Organization: Theory Principle and Practice, for a social welSaul Alinsky, Reveille
fare approach to this process.
for Radicals, is a more radical approach to community
organization. For a discussion of a radical approach
to organizing in poor communities, see Paul Bullock,
"On Organizing the Poor", Dissent, Vol. 15, No. 1, pp.
65-76 (Jan.-Feb., 1968).
6. Edward Shils, "Charisma Order and Status," American
Sociological Review, Vol. 30, p. 200, (April, 1957.

7.

Shils, op. cit., p. 206.

8. For a discussion of a recent trend among black social workers, see Andrew Billingsley and Jeanne Giovannoni, Children of the Storm: Black Children and Ameri-

can Child Welfare.
9.

Lee Rainwater, Behind Ghetto.Walls, pp. 6-8.
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